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INTRODUCTM14

The first section in this Resource Book ,contains an Overview of the Learning Outcomes seleetee
for the Grade 9 Engiist; program. Many of the items as indicated i boldface) are required by the.
English 0,12 Curriculum Guide and the Mlhietry's core curriculum to be taught in every year of the
secondary English eu-ogram The others are chosen because they are appropriate at this grade level,
and because they articulate with the Outcomes in the Grade 8 and Grade 10 programs. In the Over-
View the Learning Outcomes are grouped ccording whether they specify the learning ex-
periences which need to be scheduled into the program, the knowledge and skills which require
planned instruction, or the' ettitude.s which have to be encouraged at all'times%, Of course. ih practice
these ,Outcomes will not be treated as discrete activities. Rather. the affective and cognitive goals
will be achieved simultaneously. Through the planned experienas. the students will develop both
their ability in the subject and their attitudes towards i For simplicity, the Outc& ?s are also
grouped according to whether they relate to oral activities, reading and writing skills, he study of
language. literature and cdleirnielications media, thus eliminating some of the Overlap amongst the
fourteen Major Goals of English 8-12.

In the Resource section each of the major Goal areas of the English 'curriculum is considered in
detail. For every Learning Outcome', members of the Resource Book Committee have collected( from
a variety of sources. practical suggestions for organizing learning in the classroom. Most of these
ideas_are the activities which teachers have already, found to be successful in (heir classrooms.
Some Activities are derived from reputable authorities in the field of English and reading pedagogy.
others are the result of an individual` teacher's creative expeririientetion in the classroom. Wherever
possible these activities have been related to specific lessons, topics. themes and chapters of the
prescribed texts.. In additton, the texts presc,ribee for the study ol language and communications
contain many_ exercises and suggestions for class -activities which car be incorporated into .the
Prograre,

Altogether there are over five hundred activities suggested for achieving eighty-five separate
learning ouitcomes..Too little and top much! Some of the Learning Outcomes refer to highly complex
language skills which require sustained, sequential learning activities planned to meet the needs of
the individual student over a period of time. Other Outcomes refer_ to relatively simple items of
knowledge which can be taught and practised within one part .of -a multi-activity lesson...But even.. if
the five hundred activities required an average of -a half-hour each, it is obvious that they could not
all be encompassed within the time allotted for the completion of Grade 9 English.

The selection and sequencing of the learning activities is thus the responsibility of the English
teacher, who can make choices according to a knowledge of the abilities, skills, needs and
aspirations of the students, While some of the activities are designed for the involvement of the
whole class, others are more suitable for small groups of students or for individual study.
Recognizing that, no student can do all of the activities, nor study all of the texts available, the
teacher is able to plan for alternatives and allow individual or group choice. Many of the Outcomes
can he achieved by the' simuttaneous,study of several novels, short stories, or anthologies by small-;
groups and individual students, with a comparison of -their findings reported and discussed before
the whole class.

Neither the Activities nor the Outcomes constitutes a program of study. The curriculum goals are
prescribed in English 0-12 and this Resource Book provides-suggestions as to how the Goals may
be achieved. The planning of art English curriculum suited to the needs of particular students is still
one of the prime responsibilities of the professional -teacher. Whatever the basic organization
chosen for the English, 9. course a language skills approach, a sequence of thematic units, a
study of literary genres, an exaMination of communications media, the discussion of contemporary
social issues, the study of language usage, or any combination of theye approaches the teacher
must.pllaci the course to cover all of the required objectives. No Hellcat. IBook can take the place of
the teacher in long -term planning for individual students.

There could be value in the English teacher taking time to select and communicate certain activities
which couild be undertaken by other teachers of appropriate subject. There could be merit in joint
English/Smiel Studies, Eng/ish/Stiece. English/Commerce, etc., assignments. English teachers

if



should playa leadership. rote in iclentying Speakirrg, listening, reading and writing goals and learn-
ing outcomes which other subjects Could help to develop or maintain-

Tt Evuapon section provides suggestions for evaluating student performance in each of the
major areas of the curriculum. Systematic, continuous evaluation needs to be considered as part of
the basic curriculum planning. in adpition, this section also recommends that the leacher should
conduct program evaluation on which tc base future curriculCun' planning.

This Fifasource Book Can be used in several ways. In the curriculum planning stage the Overview of
Learning Outcomes will help the teacher to develop the basic course organization. In the Overview
the Textbook-column will suggest which Outcomes can be taught from any particular text, while the
TeXtbook Index shows how one text may be used to-achieve learning outcomes in various areas of
the curriculum. The Resource section provides a variety of individual and group activities, enabling
the teacher to plan single lessons, individual and g,oup projects, learning situations to be repeated
at regular intervals, and classroom methods in the study of thematic or literature units.

must be emphasized that the Resource sectiOn is not intended to be a comprehensive, inclusive
list of classroom activities. There are many ways in which the learning c comes earl be achieved,
and teachers are encouraged to develop creative approaches to suit the needs of a particular group
of students,



RELATED ADMINISTRATIVEIP .CONCERNS-
i

Time AllQttment

The Adrninistrative Bulletin for BecoAdary Schools reccmrnends that between 16 and 24 percent of
the school year should be allocated to English 9_ The goals and learning outcomes for Englis 9 are
extensive. -and cannot be effectively achieved in. under 16 percent of the total time

Classroom Activities (Secondary)

Language a.c., folloiking its assessment of -student performance
recommends that .hecondary teachers should bf r! encouraged tc

he English Language Aqs,

put greater -tress upon a student's c oat v involvement in
literatu the writing and speaking of poetry and drama and
upon critical anaiysis and historical background investigation as
ways of increasing enjoyment 0.7):

make more and regular written-assignments at all leel's, provided
that they be given more time to correct them 1,111_:!:

oeu§ on weaKnesses identified at the grade level5 tes7 _1: sen-
tence clarity and development, and punctuation at grac.,e 8, sen-
tence structure and _paragraph development at grade 12 (11i.2);

---. attempt to.increase 'opportunities for students tb attend live per-
formances of literary events (11.7);

devote more emphasis to writing and-rhetoric as a unique subject
of instruction (111,2);

devote more emphasis to non-fiction, oral work, an -reading skills
instruction (11.7);

devote more time in the teaching of composition ,to pre-writing '-
discussions and' lost- writing instructional sessions, and to explore
methods of using the massive television experience of students
(111.2);

give special attention as necessary to students the st.21:

categories identified in Section 4 of this report (i.e. those from-a
'nori-English speaking background) who may need special
materials and instruction (111.2);

stress literature as a means of broadening the student's experience'
(1.7);

stress' the quality and originality of ideas in composition, as well
as the mechanics sand correctness of expression OM-

Refer to Language B.C. Ltritnia- Report, p
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ENGLI # 9 PRESCRIBED AND AUTHORIZED TEXT

Cameron and Planar. The I-eat
Creative VV6rks9 Kit 2. (Gage)
Charleswortn 5eeolui. Ccrrtrrru 1111110!

e Tree rr

(Oxford)
DL inning. et at.. some Haw stack; Don't 1_7A-Tr Hare An die. (Gage)
Hughes. Nobody But Youn,c11.` (McGroNHill)
Zweigler. I in fire Poetre .Mode 3. (Bzolc Society, of. Canada)

Creative Workshop 2_

Leslie. Tire I. Ballantine)
A (Bantam)

FlAzity a.nd ether Animals. (Penguin)
Mowatt. Nez,d'.Cry Woit. (McClelland and Stewart)
So!otaroff, Man in the Expository Mode (Book Society Of Canada)
Stowe; Crusae of ne Lake: (Sallantine)

SHOT T STORIES

DRAMA

NOVELS

Bremner. Imagi (Nelson)
Haupt, Man in the Fiction Made 2. (Book Society of Canada)
Winter, lourneus. (Nelson)

Heston, Man in The Dramatie*Mot ). (Book Society 0,1Caneda)
Heston, Man in bite Dramatic Mode 2- (Book Society of Canada)

Armstrong,- Sounder. (Fitzhenry and Wtiiteside)
Ball, In the Heat of the Ni' ht. (Signet)
Borland, When the Legends Die. (Bantam)
Christie. -And Then There Were None. (Signet)
-Haig-Brown, The Whale People. (Genqral Learning Corp)
Heinlein, Door Into Summer (Signet)

Hilton. Lost Horizon. (Pan)
Lines, Campbell's Kingdom. (Fontana)

'Lewis, Out of the Silent Planet. (Pan)
McLean, Ice Station Zebra. (Fontana)

Rose, There Is a Season. (Avon)

Schaefer, Shane. (Bantam)
Shute, Pied Piper. (Signet)
Steinhelk, The Pearl. (Bantam)

White, Sword iat the Stone; (Dell)
.-

Zindel, Pigman (Dell)

tfe



ohne:, et al., ue lit Language, Literature, arid

Can:pa:4h on 2, (Ginn Canadian Edition)
x.-

Coman and Shepherd, Language (s! (Nelson)
GlatthOrn, of at, The Dynamics of Language 2_ (Heath)

Littell, Language 4t Man 2. (Bobk Society of Canada)
Roe, Action Erli h 3. (Gage)

* A i thOU g h this title is out df print and therd,fore has been drapped-trOm- the presciip-,
tiorr, the teaching suagqstionS related to it, have been netained The hook has -been
very popular and many schools wilt undoubtedly retain sufficient copies for con
ti -flied use. It is still authorized for classroom use,.



THE ENGE4S1-1_ 9 CURRICU

AN OVERVIEW OF, PRESCRIBED AND
EcOMMENDED LEARNING OUTCOMES

Many of the items (as indicated in boldface) are required_ by the
English1312 Curriculum Guide and the Ministry's core curriculum to
be taught in every year of The secondary English program.

LISTENING Arip SPEAKING

!'earning EXperienc: The students should:

Participate in a variety of I ing and spec' experier
1. Di9cussion
2. Conversations
3. Role-playing

A. Reading of drama. prose, and poetry
5. Debates

Speeches
-

T Interviews
8. Simulated radio and TV- broadcasts
9. Panel disc_ssioms
7

Knowledge and Skill? , Se able to present ideas systematically

A udes-

Be able, to detects bias and the techniques of propaganda.

- Be able to demonstrate understanding of oral presentations by sucri
responies as taking organized notes, Asking intelligent questions,
and presenting Opposing 'paints of view.

Understand the Importance of`Ifstening skills In onversation and
discussion

Respect the right of a.speaker to present an opinion and the right of
others: to hear that opinion.

13,

Realize that personal values, prejudice. or emotional reactions may
ircrea4e or reduce the ability to listen effectively.
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Learning Experiences

WRITING

Tri9 should

Write p Nragraphs f& various purposes, including giving direr-lions
describing narr,at ng. and supporting an opinion

Write various kinds, of composition, including newspaper sic, and
articles. directions l'Or building and repairing various devi and
critical analysis

Have opportunity to v rite prose fiction- using such elements as
characterization. setting and theme tri develop a pint

Have opportunities to write various types of poems,

Have upporturiities to ',,vrIte ,n 'dramatic moc.t.:-.

monologue. dialogue. and skttb.

Knowledge and Skills Be able to generate, organize, and substantiate ideas.

Understand that a sentence must be communicating ,about
something (the subject) and that a statement must, be made about
the subject (predicate).

Learning Exiteriehoes

Be able to write sentences of varying complexity.

Be able to organize ideas into effective paragraphs considering
such factors as narrowing the subject and selecting appropriate
details,

Be able to write multi-paragraph compositions with economy and
precision.

Revise their writing to eliminate errors in usage, spielling, punc-
tuation, and syntax, and to improve clarity and style.

Proof-read their final draft, and write neatly and legibly.

Have a functional knowledge of a system of English grammar for the
improvement of clarity end precision.

Be able to write effectively for the purpose of conducting personal
business,, including letters of application for jobs and credit.

Be able to organize information effectively through the use of ap-
propriate, skills such as note taking-and summarizing

READING

The students should:

Be. familiar with and have read e, wide variety of materials, in-
cluding:

.1. fiction
2. non-fiction

poetry
.4. newspapers

5 magazines

1 '71
-- As



Knowledge and Skills

Learning Experiences

Continue to build a broad reading vocabulary

Be able to recognize and use structural Clues roots, prefixes, and
suffixes) to derive the meaning of unfaMiliar words.,_

Be.able to recognize and use context clues to derive the meaning of
unfamiliar words.

Be able to use a dictionary to find the pronunciation and meaning of
unfamiliar words.

Understand Ideas and Information that the , writer has explicitly
stated (Le. at the literal level of comprehension).

Be able to read critically._.

Be able-t6 adjust their methOlCis of reading to the different purposes of
narrative and inform'ational reaping.

Be able to use such fuatiires of a book as heading, index and
glossary.

.;,
Be abler-to ldcate information in a variety of sources, inctuding the
library card catalogue- and periodical index.

Make .efficient use of basic 'reference books such as a dictionary;,
thesaurus. gazeteer. encycloPedia, and periodical guide.

Enjoy reading as z recreational activity.

Recognize that resding is an important eburce of Information.

LANGUAGE

The .students should:

Knowledge and Skills- Acquire a broad votabUlary that will be useful in academic,
vocational ,and _social contexts.

A

Recognize and be able to use appropriately the various levels dic-
tion, including formal, informal and slang.

-Understand the effect of context on the meaning of words.

Analyse the elements of word structure (roots, prefixes and suf
fixes) as an aid in understanding words.

Understand the difference between denotation and connotation:

Have some knOwledge of the many historical and contemporary in-
fluences on the development of English words- and expressions, in-
cludifig other-languages and cultures, science and technology, and
mythology and literature._

ude. Have an interest in ords and idioms, and a desire to learn and use
new ones.

Be aware that figurative expression-can enrich and clarify spoken
and written language.



COMMUNICATIONS MEDIA

Learning Experiences The students should:

View and listen to samples of the mass media. ncluding:

1. radio broadcasts and tapes
2. TV broadcasts an6.yideO-tapes
3. newspapers
4. film
5. magazines
6. advertising

Have opportunities to respond to literary works by .creating
imaginatively in other genres and artistic forms, including audio;-
visual presentations, dramatizations, and pictorial representations.

Knowledge and Skills Understand the functions and Influences of various mass media, n-
: eluding radio, TV, newspapers, films and magazines.

: Understand the, functions and influences of various mass media in
selling commercial products, and identify the use of false logic.

Attitudes

Learning Experie

Knowledge and Skills

Be able to compare and contrast literary works with non-profit ver-
sions:

Be able to make discriminating choices in their consumption of
media.

LITERATURE

The students should;

Read some contemporary and historical works of fiction, drama, and
'poetry that are generally recognized as having literary merit.

Read various types of novels and short stories.

Read various types of poetry, including narrative, lyric and dramatic.

Read various types of non-fiction, including biography,
autobiography, history and travel.

Be able to identify values and attitudes expressed in works of
literature, and compare these with their own.

Understand and be able to use literary terms relevant to the
discussion of works of literature which they have read.

Recognize various types of novels, short stories, poems, non-fiction,
and plays which they have read, and be able to discuss their
characteristics.

Know relevant inforination about the background to a literary work,
especially circumstances in the author's life, and the sources of the
author's material.

Read some literary works in sufficient depth to see the indivisibility of
form and content.



Attitude'_

Understand -that a work of literature may have several Jevels of
meaning, and that a work of literature may have different meanings

. for different readers.

,-Be able to explain why, for them, one work of literature is more ef-
fective than another, and to compare the writing styles of various
'authors.

Be able to compare and contrast treatments of a par miler theme
within the same form or in different genres

Be able to comment on the significance of particular words and
phrases in a. literary work.

Be able to discuss, with some Insight, literary works they have read.
They should understand, through experience, that concentrated at-
tention to a literary work can provide insight and pleasure, and enjoy
sharing with others their opinions, impressions and feelings about
their reading.

LITERATURE continued)

The- students should:

Learning Experiences Read various types of drama, including monologues, puppet plays,.
TV plays, radio plays,- and one-act plays for the theatre.

Read literature aloud, and- -participate in poetry readings and
classroom drama.

Read various works of Canadian literature.

Knowledge and Skills

Attitudes

Have some knowledge of the effects on Canadian literature of such
factors- as geography, history, and ethnic diversity.

Have some knowledge of recurring themes in Canadian literature in-
cluding nature, the hostile environment, and the individual in conflict.

Have some knowledge of the treatment of humour and satire in
Canadian literature.

Increase, through their reading of literature, their awareness of the
diversity and complexity of human experience, and of concerns

'Shared by people of different periods and societies.

Voluntarily read a broad variety of literature, including fiction and
non-fiction of the. past and present.



EVALUATION'

Evaluation is an essential -part of the English program, fulfilling three important functions:

1 Feedbackita the students,.measuring their rate of progress in learning the knowledge and skills.
defined by the Curriculum Guide.

2: Information to enable the teacher to assess the appropriateness of the curriculum planned for the
class, and to measure the effectiveness of the choice of texts and activities for achieving the
required Goals and Outcomes

3. Assessment of -pupil achievement for parents, counsellors, and administrators, enabling them to
compare the achievement of a particular student or group of ,students with the standards
established for their grade or age group.

When the evaluation of student achievement is defined in g single grade, whether by letter or per-
centage, at the end of a semester,, or year it is obvious that the report does not provide the detailed
information which students, teachers, parents, counsellors, and administrators nqed for the planning
of future learning. The single grade, in fact, is a very blunt instrument. It is unlikely that a student's
achievement through all of the eighty-five Learning Outcomes specified for Grade 9 English will be
uniformly A, or B-, or C, or D. In using a single grade to assess a student's overall progress in
English it is necessary to measure and report also on the various strengths and weaknesses shown
by the student's performance ,,iO4 all of the program Goals.

Evaluation needs to be a continuous and differentiate& program of student assessment to give
meaning to the periodic report which summarizes the student's overall progress.

As a program of continuous feedback, evaluation can take several forms:

Self-evaluation by the student . N

The student makes an assessment of the work produced, assignments completed, speeches
delivered, topics discussed, writings shared or published, books, magazines, and articles read
and enjoyed, films and videotapes viewed and criticized, etc.

2. Informal evaluation by the teacher and peers

Comments, questions, criticisms, and appreciation, both verbal and non-verbal, are ail part of the
feedback gained by the student who is encouraged to share her or his efforts with an audience.
To the extent that English is a subject about communication, then the effectiveness of a student's
achievement may be measured by how well the student communicates with the chosen audience.

Formal Assessment

The quality and quantity Of a student's work can be assessed and measured by the teacher
marker/assistant. In this cake evaluation is based not on the personal whims and preferences a
particular individual, but on observable criteria, which student must know in advance.

4. 'Lasts and Examinations

While much of a student's learning in the Englishprogrdn is concerned with the student's use of
resources, and the student's interaction with other people,, there are still some skills and itemsiof



knowledge which can be testdd in isolation under test conditions, with some degree of objectivity
. in results that are more easily pGontifiable than in the other modes of evaluation. For some skills,
standardized tests are availabfe from commercial organizations, allowing student performance to
be measured and compared with norms established for CaTil`da. or more lilEely, the U.S =

EVALUATION= OF LEARNING OUTCOMES

The following chart suggests What types of .evaluation methods and instruments are best suited to
the various categories of LearMng Outcome as set out in the Overview. Following the Chart are
specific suggestions for evaluating each aspect of the English curriculum.

EVALUATION OF LEARNING OUTCOMES

.TYPE OF
OUTCOME

METHODS AND
INSTRUMENTS CRITERIA EVALUATORS

Learning
Experiences

Check-list
Teacher; observation
Student writing-file
Record of Projects attempted
and completed

-'-'Student.Contract
Program Completion Form

Student participation in class
and group activities
Production of individual.
group, or class prolects.
Knowledge or recall of books
read
Presentation of student writing

Student. peers,
and teacher

Skills and
Knowledge

Diagnostic and Attainment
Tests
Standardized reading tests
Informal Reading or Writing
Inventory
Teacher-made tests of
language and communication
skills
Teacher-made objective tests
of knowledge and rec-all:
Multiple-choice
True/false
Matching pairs
Sentence ,completion
Definitions

Ability to perform the required
skills
Recall of information about
various aspects of English .

Teacher

-

Attitude

Observation of "stodent
behaviour and paiticipation
Student/teacher conferences
Attitude Inventory
Class and group discussion of
values

Interest in the program Goals
Commitment to the program
activities
Voluntary use of English skills
n everyday life

Student and
teacher

,,_
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. LEARNING EXPERIENCES

Of the three categories of Learning Outcome in. the Overview (pp. 7-14), those Outcomes dealing
with learning experiences are the most easily evaluated, The primary concern here is the student's
participation in the, set of 4xperiences defined by the curriculum. -in organizing "a class the teacher
should ensure that every seieienT has the opportunity' and encoteagement to attempt each type of ac-
tivity. While both stedent and teaeher-will be interested in the quality of the experience ez especially
for what it reveals about the student's attitudes --nevertheless the curriculum requirement is con-
cerned primarily with the quantitytand breadth of the student's experience. The emphasis is on par-.
ticipation, which can be measured by good record - keeping, the student's reading journal, writing
folder, vocabulary lists, check-lists of proiects attempted and completed, student contracts fce units
of study, and prograrn completion forms showing the minimum and maximum requiretnetels for suc-
-cess in each area °tithe program.

ATTITUDES

The Learning Outcomes related to the students attitudes are best-evaluated by observation and
discussion: although questionnaires and attitudes inventories are-very helpful for both the student
and the teacher. Perhapg the success of the teacher's curriculum is best measured in the ac-
complishment of these Outcomes,' which will show that English has become a part of the students'
lives, While it is obvious That a student's attitude will have a laeefe effect in the-achievemere' of other
Learning Outcomes, it is still debatable whether these results should be a part of a student's overall ,
grade, or whether the student's attitudes should be reported separately -from tee assessment of skies
and knowledge.

SKILLS AND KNOWLEDGE

In the evaluation of the Outcomes concerned with the student's skills and knowledge of the sub.-
ject, the standards of achieVement must be determined by the teacher in consultation with the
students- Most students will already have some degree of proficiency in a great many of the skills
descrribecl in the Curriculum Guide. The teacher must diagnose individual abilities in order to set
realistic standards for these Outcomeil

For example, one writing objective is that students should be able to write sentences of varying
complexity'. (a Learning Outcome required to be taught in every year of the secondary program?}.
The teacher must first determine the students' abilities in this skill in order to estimate the benefit to
be gaited from having them do the sentence- combining exercises recd vended in the Activities
section_ Students already able to perform the embedang techniques shjujd be allowed to carry on
with other English activities rather than Waste time with the mechanical practice of a skill already
mastered. A refinement of the diagnostic procedure in this case would be to compare the students'
"syntactical fluency" with the norms establiShed-by Mellen, 0'..1slere. etc. (see Sentence Combining
in the Additional Resources to..Geal 5). Students could be tavight to count the length of 1 -Units in
their own writing before ank after a study of sentence struciure in order to measure their own ime
provement. The. students' skills in the use of language including reading_ comprehension,
vocabulary, sentence construction, usage, and grammar can be measured through the use of
tests based on the-exercises and activities suggested in this Resourts Book. Similarly, the student's
ability to detect propaganda, to use a- dictionary and other references, to distinguish between

'denotation and connotation, to compare literary and-non-literary media, to use literary terms, or to
identify themes and values in literary works, may be measured ,by, tests based on the activities
recoinmended for each Outcome.

;s important, however, that the student's assessment and report should reflect the total spectrum of
the English curriculum. Credit must -be given for the student's achievement in oral skills as much as
in writing, in the Study-of media as well as literature, in the reading of non-fiction as well as the study
of novels. Many of the ideas suggested in the English 8 Resource Book are also applicable at this
level. .

Other suggestions for evaluation of the various areas of the curriculum are as follows:
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ORAL ACTIVITIES

e Use observation of each student's performance in listening and speaking activities. Give the
students a check-list for self-evaluation and group assessment of each other's oral skiNs.

Give tests of ! -rening comprehension by reading a short passage-from one_of the texts kpflowed
by a series of questions to test liter?' er inferential comprehension.

Tape-record a class debate for later, play-back and discussion of the stisidents' contributions,

Let each student contribute a 3-minute speech to a class cassette. When complete, evaluate each
student's speating .ability with the following check-list:

it

Presentation
Clarity
Pace

Organization
Introduction
Sequence of ideas
Transition
Conclusion

Overall effectiveness

Name

Topic _

READING r
Comprehension (both literal and inferential), vocabulary, speed and accuracy can be measured by
standardized tests or by the diagnostic and attainment tests included rwitt the Tactics in Restling
Card Kits prescribed for developmental reading.

Let each student keep a Reading Log to record the `quantity and v3tiety of outside reading.

Schedule regular Reading Conferences for each stuide.nf to evaluate individual reading attitudes
and attainment.

Administer an Informal Reacting Inventory as described in the Success in Reading series.

WRI+ING

Ensure that each student keeps a. cumulative file or folio of all writings, including drafts,
revisions. and finished .copy. Evaluate the writing collection at periodic writing-conferences for
the quantity of material, variety and originality of idea, and effectiveness of presentation.

.0
valuate student writing brthe quality of ideas- before working with form, structure. usage, or

-mechanics.

Insist on the revision and re-writing of selected pieces for presentation to an audience (other than
the teacher): i.e. other, students, parents, etc.
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Let students circu e a selected piece of wriiing for feedback arid criticism from the members of
a small ,group(

After instruction in a particular aspect of usage punctuation. agrement, sentence
structure, etc. mark and grade a piece of writing solely for that writing 'kill.

Give students a piece of typical luwquality student writing as a test of editing and proof-reading
skills. Grade the rewriting for the re- ;organization and expansion of the original ideas, as well as
the correction of errors

.LANGUAGE

,Give regular tests of vocabulary. Use multiple choice, true/false, or matching questions to est
the learning of meanings of words' chosAn from the literature texts.

Give as a test a piece of informal pros. to cygritten in formal language. or vice versa.

Give a passage of emotive rhetoric to test the students' ability to isolate the words with con-
notative power.

ive as selection of words of different origin to test the students' knowledge of the development of
E isk

Give the students sentences using nonsense words for the form-classes_ Test gramMatical
by asking the students to make sentence transformations using the same nonsense words:
statement to question, change of tense..pers voice. etc., sentence joining wad embedding. etc.

COMMUNICATION MEDIA.

Give the students a series of magazine ads to test their knowledge of advertising techniques.

Use magazine (acts to test he students' ability to discern -the connotative power of key words.

Use, a tape of radio ads to-test the students critical analysis by listenjng.

Assign the critical analysis of TV pro-grams and advertising for home sItuudy.

Have students keep an -advertising log- of a sample hour for TV programming.

LITERATURE

Use selected passages from the literature texts to test reading comprehension.

Use objective tests to evaluate the understanding of themes and values in works that have been
read And discussed in clags.

Use objective tests to evaluate background knowledge of the literature texts.

Use samples of Canadian poetrY and prose to test the Students' identification of typical Canadian
themes.

Give a_famous authors- test (multiple choicernatching or sentence completion) to evalUate the
students' knowledge of the outstanding writers studied or discussed in class.

9



PROGRAM EVALUATION

Studeht achieVement of the various learning outcomes in the English 9 Curriculum is the most
reliable measure of the effectiveness of the progtam. Iri particular, success in rea king the affective
objActives in the learning outcomes related to the students' attitudes will testi to the effeck that the
program nay have on the students' future learning,

The columns provided in the Overview of Learning Outcomes can be used as checklists by the
teacher to mark off the progress of each Gradq 9 English class No class, of course. could proceed
sequentially through the fourteen program goals_ Rather as the class participates in a series of ac-
tivities designed to improve language skills, or studies a series of units of thematic or literature
topics, then the teacher will be able to note the achievement of various learning outcomes from dif-
ferent areas of the curriculum..

Teachers Will also be interested in surveying the range of fnethods-and materials whic hey have
used during a course. The following Questionnaire -A Survey of Methods and Mat Is- was
developed by Candida Gillis, Lois Rosen. and Wendy Neininger, for. the EJ Readership -Sigvey in the
English Journal (January, 1977). The results of the survey have been tabulated and described by
Candida Gillis in "The English Classroom 1977,- English- Journal 66:6 (September, 1977) 20-26.-
These questibns are very useful in showing the scope of -activities for the English classroom.
enAbling the teacher to make a coi-npartive evaluation between the methods adopted for the course'
and the methods used in the -typical- English ,classroorn identified by the survey. Use the
to indicate "Never," :1" to mean "sometimes," "3" to mean "regularly ".
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A. SURVEY OF. METHODS AND MATERIALS

1:DID YOU TEACH ANY OF THE FOLLOWING IN ORDER TO IMPROVE YOUR
StUDENTS' ABILITIES IN ENGLISH?

Expression of 'personal voice in writing
Awareness of audience
Techniques of narrative writing
Filmmaking' technique's
Characteristics of a' literary genre or form
Non-verbal expression
Techniques of expository writing
Standard usage
Principles Of logic
Point of view'
Writer's use of language imagery, jrntax, vocabulary, usage
Organizing material.
Techniques of descriptive writing
Features of dialects t
Sentence combining
History of film
Piot -deveiopment
Listening skills 1

Techniques of argumentative- writing 1.

Spelling and vocabulary 1

Techniques of newspaper or magazine production
Characterization in literature
Punctuation 1 3

Paragraph organization 1

History and nature of language 1 3

Techniques of researehi\and use of research materials 0

Forms of versification
Traditional grammar
Structural grammar 0 1_

Transformational grammar 0 1 3

Topic or thesis sentence 0

3

3

r
1

Themes in a work of literature
Author's -biogiaphy
Control-of speaking-voice 1

Histdrical backgrounds.of literature
The relationship of literature ancj.writing to art and/or music
Techniques of informal speaking (conversation, discussion)

-tiJniversat, myths in literature
Techniques of leading disCussions.

0 1 3

0

0 1 3

0 1 3
1 3

0 1

0 1 3

0 1 -3

0 1 3

0 1

.Techniques of formal speaking (argumentation, persuasion, debate)
Personal concerns as revealed by literature
Problems of society as revealed by literature
Oftoer_'



2. D.ID YOU USE ANY ,OF THE. FOLLOWING TO MOTIVATE STUDENTS TO WRITE?

Movies r r television
Slides, filmstrips, or pictur
Literature
Music
Guest speakers
Whole class discussions
r.fnall group discussions

Creative dramatics
Fie.ld trips
Teacher talk or lecture

0

0

0

a_

0

0 ,1

1

1

0

1

3

3

IN WHICH OF THE, FOLLOWING, FORMS DID YOUR STUDENTS WRITE?

Ungraded free writing
Plays

Retry
Short stories

.Newspaper or magazine a Ides
Exposition
Description
Interpretation or analysis
Argumentation
Research papers
0 rnals or diaries

Nercative or personal experience
Stream-of-c-onsciousness
Sti.idy guide' questions
-Popular.writing contests, graffiti, cartoons, etc.
Filmstrip or slide narration
Application forms
Notes to a lecture, movie, or reading
Directions
Essay"tests

. Business letters
radio, "movie, or television scripts
Single paragraphs
Full length essays
Advertisements
Student-produced materials writing, reports, projects, etc.

0 1 3

0 1

0 1 3

0

0

0 1

0 1

0 1

0 1
*

0 1

0 1 3

-0 1 3

0- 1 3

0 1 3

1 3

1 3

1

3

0 1 -3

0 1 3

0 1 3

3

Other
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4. DID YOU HAVE STUDENTS PARTICIPATE IN ANY OF THE FOLIOWING WHEN

YOUR 7vIAIN INTENTIodWAS TEACHING WRITING?.

pompletimg Vammar, vocabulary. spelt-rig exercises
Making sensory observations . -

Meditating
Writing outline

'Listening to a talk, about the qualities of good writing
Writing individually in. i.:lass
Revising and rewraioig own compositions based

-On your comments
Revising and rewriting owli composition based
on peer commentary
Working as a group. to Rrodtlbe single piece of writing

revising own 'papersCritiquing each others' papers and
based on the comments
Conferring with each-other while writing
Making a class book. magazine, or newspaper .
Displaying writing on a bulletin _board
Writing personal responses to each other's wilting
Trading papersto read,.
'Reading their own writing aloud to the class or to a group
Analyzidg.p stk.iderit'S paper thiplicated for the entire class

-1,jsterting to ytfiu- read your own writing to ttie class
Selecting. their own writing topics
Identifying their own writing Oroblerns. nee
Working independently on individualized writing programs
Rey:ling examples of good writing
Writing as::a class on a single. assigned topic
Aacornpanying their own writing with illustrations music,
slides, etc.
Reading literature
Watching filmstrips or film' s about vvrifing
Reiding books about the qualitie'i of good writing .or about
how to write /-
Writing corrections of errors .without revising the composition

0 1

0 1

0 1

0 1 3

0 1 3

_O 3

3

Othe 0

5. DID-YOU-USE/ANY OF THE FOLLOWING TO MOTIVATE STUDENTS TO WANT TO
READ .LITERATURE?

Professional book reviews
Reading aloud from literature
Movies television 0 3_

Slides; filmstrips, or pictures 0

Music 0

Gu0st speakers 0 1

Whole class discussions 0



Small group discussions
Creative dramatics
Field trips
Teacher talk nr lecture
Student- prodiced rnaterfals writing. reports,
prbjects etc.

Other

6 WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING KINDS OF READING MA
MOST OF YOUR CLASS?

0

0

ERIALS OIL YOU USE

Reference' bojks -- dictionary, envy_ clopedia. thes
-style Manual. etc. . 0

Grammar-us"age. text or workbook
'Student-corhposed literature 0
Literaturfi anthology
Short stories 0
Novels 0
Plays 0
Poetry 0
Newspapers -or magazines 0
Technical articles 0
.Liteiary.driticiem or book reviews 0
CVSsics
Current best-sellers 0

Minority literature. 0
Fairy tales. myths, fables 0'
Young =adult fiction

SpOrts stories, -

Gothic fiction.

0

0

0

Science fibtion 0

Detectivelrhystery fiction 0

IVrovie or television scripts
Adyertisements
Song lyrics 0

Other 0

ITH

1

1 3'
1 3

1

1

1'
1

1

1 3

1 3

7, DID YOU'HAVE STUDENTS PARTICIPATE IN ANY OF THE FOLLOWING W .EN
YOUR AMIN' INTENTION WAS TEACHING LiTERATURE OR REAPING?

Doing research in relation to-literature
Writing. letters to characters or other students

1 3
Writing book reports or reviews 0 1 3
Completing exercises in individualized learning packets.
commercial kits, teacher=made packets 0. 1 3
Reading each others' writing 0 1 3

17



Doing close, textual: analysis of a piece of literature
Writing poems; plays, or stories
Answering study guide questions in writing
Writing .reactions in journals
Writing interpretations, arvelyses
Completing grammar exercises
Reading- aloud in class
Doing choral readings
Talking freely
Discussing ',Mall groups

- Giving oral c:p Is, talks. or speeches
Making vocabulary lists fromT literature
Doing role-playing
Diumatizing scenes from literature or reading dramatically-

. J

Preparing small group presentations
Listening to "ybu talk or lecture about h- literature
Seeing short or feature length movies
Seeing filrhs or 'filmstrips about authors or liler.sture
Creating or selecting accompaniments to literature illustrations.
music, slides, posters, etc.
Spending time in class on free reading (self-selected,
ungraded reading)
identifying their own reading problems, needs
Choosing their own reading material
Reading 'the same material as a class
Discussing- study guide questions in grou.ps or as a class

Other

a: FOR WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING REASONS
MATERIAL FOR MOST .OF YOUR CLASS?

Current populiarity
Style
Realistic nature
Students' interests
Ease of reading_
Subject matter
Ethical lessons
Classical importance
Aesthetic importance
Recommendation of professional journal
Recommendation of other teachers
Curriculum requirements'
Accessibility in school

Othe

1 3

0 1 3

0 1 3

0 1 3

0 1- 3

0 1 3

0 1 3

0 1 3

0 1 3

0 1 .

0 1

0 1 3

6 1 3

0

0 .1 3

0 1 3

'0 1

0 3

0,

0

YOU SELECT READING

0 1

0 1 3

0 1

0
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9. WHICH '3F THE FOLLO !NG KINDS ,<ING DID MO T

YOUR CLASS?

Unstructured. informal conversation
Jrarriatic reading of literature

TUoENT O IN

1 3

1 3

I rnpromptu talk s 0 1 3

Extemporaneous speeches 0 1 3

Speeches or talks to persuade or sell 0 1 3

.hterviews 0 1 3

Choral spe ihg
0 1 6

Storytelling 0 1 3

Leading disc-Jssians 0 1

Participation in discussions 0 1 3

Acting out plays 0 1 3

Humorous speeches or talks 0 1 3

Pane; reports 0 1 3

Debates. formal or in orrnal 0 1 3

Other 0

WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING MEDIA WERE YOU A LE TO HAVE YOUP1 51 UI EAJTO
PRODUCE"

Full length movies
Short ti Irns

Photographs
Filmstrips

6

Slides

Sound-tape recordings
Videotape recordings

DID YOU USE ANY (:)- THE FOLLOWING TECHNIQUES TO EVALUATE STUDENT
PROGRESS IN OR GIVE GRADES ON STUDENT READING,
SPEAKING?

Hold an individual conference
Keep a cumulative folder of written ork
Grade student writing

WRITING

1

0 1

OR

Have students grade each -other 1

Have students develop their own.criteriafor grading 1 a
Grade each student on the basis of her 'Cr his own impro e I 1

Grade student participation in discussion 1

Give essay tests o 1 3

Give objective tests 0 1

Grade or evaluate individual or group projects 1-

Grade or evaluate student-produced audio-visuals 0 1 3

Grade or evaluate student reports or talks for the whole class 0 3



Grade or evaluate study gLide cJestions 0 1 3

Give oral tests 0 1

Grade or evaluate quantity of reading or writing 0 1

Have students prepare own tests or study guide questions 0 1

Grade or evaluate workbook exercises 0 1 3

Other_ 0 1

12. WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING PURPOSES DID YOU EMPHASIZE WHEN
WRITING ASSIGNMENTS TO YOUR CLASS?

Discover and clarify 'their own feelings and thoughts 7 1 3

Think more critically, logically 0 1 3

Acquire the ability to communicate ideas clearly 0 1

Acquire the ability to adapt one's writing for differ,2nt audiences 0 1 3

Acquire babitS of correctness in usage. grammar. epel' rig 0 1. 3

Increase reading comprehension 0 1 3

Other -

13 WHICH OF THE -uLLOWING PURPOSES DID YOU EMPHASiZE WHEN HAVING
STUDENTS READ?

Increase language fluency and grammatical accuracy 0 1

Increase reading speed and comprehension 0 1 3

improve critical thinking 0 1 3

Gain information,/ 0

Personal pleasure 0

Increased knowledge of human character and motivation -0 1 3

Personal growth and increased self - understanding. 0 1

Increased ability to understand and appreciate literary
conventions and aesthetics

Other _

14. WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING PURPOSES DID YOU EMPHASIZE WHEN HAVING
STUDENTS TALK IN CLASS?

Organize their ideas 3
Think more critically and logically 0 1

Discover, clarify their own feelings and thoughts 0 1 3
Acquire habits of correctness in usage, grammar, pronunciation 0 1 3
Acquire the ability to-communicate ideas clearly 0 1 3
Acquire the ability to adjust one's language for different
audiences and occasions 3
Request and give information

Other_
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RESOURCES

CURRICULUM GOALS AND LEARNING c UTCONI-5

PRES-R IUFD A AUTHORIZED TEXTS AND ADDITIONAL RESOURCES

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES FOR THE CLASS, Small
Groups and Individual Students
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GOAL 1

HELP STUDENTS TO LISTEN EFFECTIVELY

Several surveys have shown that for most people listening is the
Major aspect of verbal (7.0mmunication. It is important in Grade 9 to
continue teaching the ,.stening skills begun in Grade 8. in order that
the students develop an appreciation of the importance of listening.
for both- inforrna-ion and pleasure.

dr Give the students the- following strategy. developed by Science
Research Associates. for increasing listening effectiveness:

TOLR

T .Tune in. The listener must tune in to the speaker and the sub-
ject. Mentally call up everything known about the sub-
ject. Shut out all distractions.

Q Question. The listener should formulate questions :n his mind.
What will this speaker say about this topic?
What is the speaker's background?
I wonder if he will mention.. _-?

L -- Listen Organize the information as'it is rec4ved_ Anticipate
what the speaker will say next. React mentally to
everything heard.

Review Go over what has been said and connect-it-to what is
being said now. Summarize and evaluate constantly.
Separate the main ideas from the subordinate ones.

Use this check list of teaiher activities to develop effective
listening skills:

CLASSROOM CONDITIONS FOR
IMPROVING LISTENING

Reinforce TQLR strategY before all oral activities.

Limit oral presentation and questioning sessions to 20 minutes.

Present material in a logical, organized orrnrUse code words to
help memorization.

Don't repeat information or instructions.

Give periodic lister g tests and games.

6- Use slides. video-tape_ audiotape. and films as-alternatives to
oral presentations_

7. Create a good listening environment. Reduce distracting noises
and interruptions.
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8. Enliven- listening with humour.

Use appropriate forms of presentation for different types of in-
formation_

10. Set a good example by being a good listener to students'
questions and presentations.

Give instructions clearly. Allow time for completion before
- giving more.

1. Don't repeat students' answers.

1:3 State the purpOse of the listening activity before giving an oral
presentation.

14. Watch for -glazed eyeballs," Let the students snow a pre-
arranged signal (e.g. a coloured carc; to indicate that they have
run out of listening power.

A. The students should understand the importance of listening skills in
conversation and discussion.

TEXTS

Note: Texts set in light face
and marked with an ap-
pear under
Resources at the end of each
GOAL.

ACTIVITIES FOR THE CLASS, SMALL GROUPS, AND
INDIVIDUALS

e Read the following scenario to the class:

You are the pilot of an airplane which is flying between Vancouver
and Toronto. There are '164 passengers aboard_ The plane is one
hour out of Vancouver. The decor of the plane is multi-coloured.
with two-toned blue seats and carpets of soothing orange. The
hostesses have just finished serving lunch: steak. baked potatoes,
brocolli and carrots. Everything is doing well.

What is_ the pilot' name?

Most students will miss the significance of the first words "you
are." Discussion of this trick could show the importance of the
qualities of effective listening:

the need to have a purpose for listening

separating main ideas from trivial details

concentrating on the speaker

avoiding distractions

This game can be repeated. by varying the final question e.g
"How old is the pilot? What is the pilot's address.- The trick also
occur with other scenarios. (see Weber, pi 63)



Let the students close their eyes and listen in silence 10( one
Minute. Make a list of all:the identifiable sounds of t-le scr.00t
vIronrnent. This article extends this exercise. linking it with writing.
literature, and grammar activities.

Make a tape of everyday household sounds g. tap dripping. cof-
fee pot perkmg. door creaking. fridge-door slamming. etc ) Let the
students listen, to identify sounds.

Praot- e reiaying messages. Divide the class into teams Give the
first rilw-ri be r of each team an oral message (e g Mr Jones otasS
will be dismissed at the end of the fourth period tomorrow.: ) Each
person passes the message on to the next. and the last person
Writes the received version on the blackboard for comparison with
the oridinai

O The same exercise .can be repeated with longer pieces of in-
formation_ such as a newspaper item..Another variation is to send
one learn out of the room. Read the information to the whole class.
and choose one person to relay the information to the first member
of the team. The relaying of the message from person to person
taKeS place in the classroom. ..1 order that the rest of the class can
observe what happens to the message in the process of oral corn-
Munic.ption. (p. 65)

Read a list of words. or play a taped list. for fhe students to pick
out the word' that does not belong to the group. e.g. lumber.
plywood. nails, panelling. glue. radiator.

panSy. tulip. peony. poppy. petunia. (p. 71)

Experiment with a variety of seating arrangements in order to
demonstrate the value of eve-contact in oral presentations. For
example. give a short tec1Lre from the back of the class. Repeat
the lecture from -the front. Discuss the difference in response from
the students.

Di$CLISS the question: Why is listening important in conversation?
Have students Contrihute the characteristics of a good listener in a
conversational situation. and the effects a good listener has on the
sPeaKer. The following points should be emphasized.

"The Good Listener

intams eye contact

of interrupt _the speaker

Follows the thread of the speaker's topic

Does not abruptly change the subject

-Lis:;2nIng: First Steps
n 1-1,7,,velopmental Drama

Yes Thott Can!

Yes, They Can
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Ma,, in the
Drz:matic Mode 1

Responds to the speaker with visual signals: head-nodding
smiling, body attitude, etc.. and with verbal expressions of in-
terest and, agreement.

0 Pairs of students should read the conversation between Geraldine
and Tirnbral in "Mr. Timbral's Reckoning- pp. 1-5. -.fter a practice
reading to become familiar with the text, each pair should re-read
the extract emphasizing the listening skills of conversation.

The students should have participated in a variety of listening experiences;
exarnple.s might include speeches, debates, and discussions; radio and
television news broadcasts, editorials, and interviews; readings of drama,
prose and poetry.

9 Al! oral it:©s cppertunities fc7 listening
skills, in classroom debates, awarding exl rf is for the rebuttal
of arguments emphasizes the need to listen critically to the
speakers: The following guide provides a structure by which each
member of the class must follow the line of argument and rebuttal:

Learning Discussion Skills 1. #1 starts discussion by giving opinion
Through Games 2. #2 responds to #1 indicating, whether he she agrees or

disagrees and why.
3 #3 responds to both At -Ind 02 but gives no

simply states agreement or disagreement.

4. #4 introduces new idea.
5. #5 responds to #4.

6. #6 asks #5 a question to clarify his opl ion.

7 #7 answers 46.

new idea He /On

#8 relates hsiher opinion to that of either #1 or #2.
.9, #1 responds ti 48, agreeing or disagreeing.

10. #2 responds to #8.

11 #9 responds to #8.
12. 48 replies,

13. #10 presents his opinion.
14. #11 rewoncls to #10.

15. #12 inr:rodQces his/her opinion, a new idea.

16. #13 poir,:s Out an observation on #13's or or #2,

17. #14 asks #13 what his/her opinion is.

16. #13 replies.

19. #14 responds to #13's reply, revealing his/her own n.

20. #15 introduces a new idea, his opinion.
21. #16 responds t6 #15's opinion.
22.. #17 responds to #15's; opinion, and indicates his/her view.

23. #18 resPonds to #15's

Fl
,41 u



24. 19 introduces a new Iciea.
25. #20 responds to #19's opinion (new idea),
26. #21 asks #19 a quest,on to clarify his/her opinion.
27. #19 answer's.

28. #22 relates his /her _Dinion to either that of #19 o
29. #23 responds to #20.
30. #24 responds to #19's opinion and indicates his/her view,
31 #25 summarizes the main arguments of the group.

Distribute a guide to eaCh _clasS member_ Substitute' Student
names for the numbers

Select four students to give a 2-minute ora; introduction of them-
selves to the class: Suggest the sort of information that can be
concluded' address date and ()Ince of birth number of brothers
any; sisters hobbies. interests: etc. Alterwards use TQLR with the
Cass in an attempt to reconstruct the given information.

Assign or let students choose randomly from a large collection of
short: personal topics: e g ,"My Pet Peeve-. When I Was Five-, "If
I Had a Thousand Dollars etc. Allow speakers five minutes to

, prepare a 2-minute speech. Follow the speeches with a discussion
of factors which promoted or distracted from good listening.

e Ha%, .he students read Corner p. 39. D iscuss the possibilities
for different oral interpretations of the poem. Let student readers
demonstrate the effects of a variety of readings of the poem. Play
the recording of 'the poem from the record. (Scott Fpresman).
S:udems may also 7r. ;me the situation to the reading.

.41

Read the opening pages of a suitable novel or short story to the
class Discuss the expectations raised in the listener and the
questions which are likely to be resolved 4n the story.

Read the following poems aloud-

--Highway Michigan p. 7

There's an alligator in my coffee" p. 12
''Transfusion- p_ 14 (Students can add sound effectW

James' p. 26
-Doig Around the Slack- p, 59. student.; may participate in the
reading with the repetition and exactment of the word -sniffing.".
"Children's Party" p. 86
"Limericks" p. 88
"More About People" p. 91
"It's Raining in LoVe" p. 150
''How Do I Love Thee?" p. 151
"At The Cedars" p. 154

Some Haystacks Don't
Even Have Any Needle

Nobody But Yourself

29
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Nobody But Yourself

-Mia Carlotta" p. 166
"Unwanted" p. 174

is Many of the poems in this anthology have been recorded as songs.
Let the students collect some of the records listed. Listen to the
songs to demonstrate .how the music affects and enhances the
listener's response to the words.

Make tape-recordings of readings of prose extracts from
spapers, magazines, and text-bocl.s. Use several readers to

give a variety of voices. Follow each reading with a number of
questions to test the students' recall of factual information, The an-
swers may be included on the tape so that the exercise can be
done in a group or individual learning situations.

ci Record on tape several selections giving instructions to the
students.
e.g. Co to the book shelves and get a Gage Canadian Dictionary.

Turn to page 183. Write down the definition of the third word
written in bold print.

Discuss the necessity of-listening to key pieces of information. Af-
ter reading the following instructions to. the class, let the students
make, a list of the jobs to be done:

You are a garage attendant in a corner service station. The
manager gives these instructions. -Bring in the white 1975
Chevrolet and give it a lub, and oil. Check all the heater hoses
arid the automatic transmission level_ Vacuum it and clean all
the windows: Leave it outside on the north side of the building.
Lock it. and bring the keys into the office,"

it Have the students make their own lists of instructions to presen
a partner, small group. or the whole class.

el Discuss the necessity of selecting important information, as in the
following example:

You are a driver for a delivery firm_ The green Ford is loaded.
Here are the keys and the invoices with the information. You
will have to gas up before you leave. The dining suite" goes to
550 Rideau CrescentThe roto-tiller to #199 14332-122 St. The
armchair goes to the basement suite at 345 Eligh Avenue.

Students should realize that after they were given the invoices with
items and addresses there would be no need to remember these
details.

Yes They Can! a !Similar exercises in following ruc-tions can be found on
pp. 69-71.

The studente.should be able to demonstrate understanding of oral presen-
tation by such responses as:

1. taking organized notes
2, asking-Intelligent questions
3. presenting opposing points of vlew.



Read and discuss the instruction for taking notes, pp' 95-12 124- Success in Reading 4
126.

Prepare a 10-rninCite lecture on a suitable topic (e.g. Non-Verbal
Languages, pp. 37-41). Before giving the lecture, give the students
the main headings of the talk. Afterwards, let the students try to
rernerritre- the examples used in toe speech.

Read the'passage "The Language of Bees" p. 19, with the students
taking notes on the information presented_ Afterwards, let the
students try to reconstruct the article from their notes_ Compare
with the original in the text-book.

Prepare a 10-minute lecture (e.g. "The origin of human language-
p 23-24) with notes written on an overhead transparency_ Use
masks to reveal each of the note heaainas as the lecture proceeds.

Repeat this activity without showing the lecture notes. Students
take notes from listeni-ig. and afterwards co-7-pare their record of
the speech with 'the -speaker's actual, notes.

The exercise "Reading for Main Ideas" pp. 150-168 can also be
usecrto improve listening-skills. Read the passages aloud, and dic-
tate the questions. Students should try to note main ideas while
they are listening, and use their notes-to answer the questions:

More difficult exercises in listening for main ideas, pp. 76-94.

Language Is!

Language s!

Language Is!

SUccess in Reading 3

Success in Reading 4

The exercises on "Reading for Supporting Details" can be treated Success in Reading 3
orally to develop listening skills.

Emphasize the "Q" of TQLR'during oral presentations. Read "The Language Is!
Language of Porpoises" p. 21 while the students note questions
which occur to them- Compare the students' odestions with thbge
posed in th.e text_

Have the students examine local newspapers for controversial
issues. Having identified one point of view about a given topic,
students should gather arguments for presenting the case for the
opposite point of view.

The students should respect the right of a speaker to present an opinion
and the right of others to hear that opinion. 4

Present a speech advocating,a wildly unpopular suggestion (e.g.
The school day should extend from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m.) The students
are briefed to play the part, of an enthusiastic audien5e in support
of the suggestion, showing signs of approval of the speaker.

Discuss the following ground-rules for all controversial debates or
discussions:



= no jeering or insulting remarks

no personal inSults

no monopolizing the conversation

no interruptions of the speaker

The students should realize that personal values, prejudice, or emotional
reactions may increase or reduce the ability to listen effectiusly.

In the Heat of
the Night

e Discuss the idea that Sam Wood's and Gillespie opinions of
blacks (pp. 12-17) prevent them from listening to -Tibbs ob-
servations in the murder case.

There Is A Sea sod, Discuss the idea that Mrs. Levin's emotional state prevents her
from listening to any explanation from Katie io 92)

Rigman

b

John's father refuses to inquire into or listen tovlohn's reasons for
wanting to become an actoi;Oiscuss how his personal values in-
terfere with his listening processes. (p. 66)

The students should. be able to detect bias and the techeniques of
propaganda.

Language Is! 0 Read and discliss the techniques of persuasion appeal to
reason, appeal to character, appeal to emotion. p. 136. Many of the
activities and examples pp. 136-162 are useful in developing this
concept.

1/4

The Language of. Man 2 le The section "Understanding the Ads' (pp, 83-1 has many exam-
ples of persuasive techniques in advertising.

\._

Record a selection of radio ads. Students are to listen to identify
the persuasive techniques being used.

t'S

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES

Foresman, Scott, RecOrd: 'Some Haystacks Don't Erica Have Any Needle.

Morton, Beatrice K.,,. "Listening: First Steps in Developnontal
Drama," English Journal 66:5 (May, ,1977), 68-73,

Stanford. G. and Standford, BD.. Learning Disco
Games. -New York: Citation, 1969.

Weber, Kenneth J., Yes, They Can! Toronto : ethuen. 1974.



GOAL 2

HELP ,STUDENTS TO SPEAK EFFECTIVELY

Learning to speak effectively is largely a matter of the confidence
gained from the success of practising speaking, in a variety of
situations. The informal discussions. talks. debateS:, interviews.
speeches. and drametidations of the Grade 8 program are to be con-,
tinued in Grade 9. with increasing attention to the development of
specific skills. using more formal patterns of oral language.

Students will also become aware of the need for the speaker to adapt
his or her style-to the demands of a particular audience in a given
situation.

Students should be able to present ideas systematically_

ACTIVITIES FOR-THE CLASS, FOR SMALL GROUPS TEXTS
AND FOR INDIVIDUALS

0 To help the members of a new class'Abecorn
student will introduce another class member.

u-inted each

The students. in pairs. first interview each other, to determine the
sential information (background, _interests. ambitions,

achievements. etc) which is to be included. and how this 'n-
ation is' to be arranged.

The interviewer then introduces the 'partner as if he or she were an
important person at a public function., us.a g'the tarrtiliar cliches of
such introduction's:

"A person who-needs no introductiOn

,"A woman whom we are all proud of .

man .vhose name has become a household word

"A person who is famous for .

iscuSs with the class the qualities that make an effective
Speaker. Collect examples from the class of people highly regar-
ded as -speakers. Listen to recorded examples of speakers in a
variety of formal and informal situations to show how voice,

erence,,timing. and articulation affect the speaker's message.
Discuss the advantage of being a good speaker. Discuss the

. question: Are good speakers born or made?

Help the students to assess their own speaking ability: Use the
following check-sheet to create awareness of speaking situations.



Am I a Good Speaker? Name

1. Class diScussions are usually
boring

2. I seldom add to a class discussion. even
.v.:(hen I have an opinion or information on
the topic

3. I get angry when people_ interrupt- me

I like small group discussions .

5. I have trouble making myself understood

6. In front of a are group I. get very nervous
and speak quickly

7. I admire people who are Good speaker's,
and I wish I were one of them ...

8. I hate people who monopolize a
. discussion

9. In Group discussions. I frequently do the
talking

10. People enjoy listening to my storie

11. I enjoy telling jokes and often do so..

12. 1\4m often-being talked into doing things I
don't want to do

13. People frequently ask me to repeat what
I've said.

True False

Action English 3

Dynamics of Language 2

Give the students practice in the telling of anecdotes based on
personal experience. Read and discuss examples, 'pp. 25-28:
Stress the-Selection of significant details and chr,-nological order
of events.

1

re Read and discuss pp. 329-365. Seethe 'Applications', page 338, for
possible topics of personal narration. Students may work in pairs
or small groups to practise recall of personal anecdotes, with the
aim of choosing a story for further shaping and presentation to the
class.

The students should have participated in a variety of speaking exper
including group discussions, debates, improvised drama, interviews,
readings, story telling, and panel discussions. ,



Disc.iss with the students the distinction between a discussion and
a ch_ ;ate. Check the dictionary definitions 'of the terms Collect
situational examples to illustrate the differences. which cart be
summarized as follows

Discussion

purpose is to explore all
available i information on a
topic without necessarily
reaching a conclusion

informal. in that there
usually no fixed order
speakers participants can
contribute when they wish

2 n6thino is at Make : the pur-
suit of some truth

a rules are flexible as to the
number of times one person
may speak

Delate

purpose is to fend or attach
some predetermined point of
view. in order. to win

can be 3 'game with ?E? rn$
where speakers are required to
argue for views they do not
hold

a permits no ce-np-Tomise

a t:neaker usually cannot
respond directly to ttie remarks
of another who speaks after
him

the topic must be stated as a
positive resolution that can be
attacked and defended (e.g.
not 'corporal punishment', but
Resolved that corporal punish-
ment shouldebe returned to the
school system to improve-the
quality of education for all
stu nts.)

o Students in groups should discuss the example. pp. 132-113
to reach a group concensus of opinion.

The "Fishbowl Discussion,Technique-. p 19, proVides the students
with .the opportunity to observe the group process. Wt- H the inner
circle of students carry on an assigned discussion. students -in the
outer circle-watch for the patterns of interaction,the development
of group roles, the emergence:of leadership,- and the growth of
group norms. Other activities enable .studentS to develop their
group discussion techniques, pp. 20-40.'

Language Is

Instruction In and About
Small Group Discucsiort

4

O Any of the prescribed novels. short Story collections, and non- Studying the Novel
fiction books may be studied through the use of group discussion. Through Group Discussion
Students can work in.groups of five to eight. The group should
have a definite assignment, which rrity involve:

1 reaching a conclusion about an open-ended question

2. collection of informition and arguments to support a par-
ticular point of view. -
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Nobody. But Yourself
Second Century Anthologies
of Verse-2
Some Haystacks Don't
Even Have Any Needle

ds Elul Yourself

Sortie Haystacks Don't
Even Have Any Needle ,

3. rank-orderirig items in a list

4. finding alternative mooeS
.a story- =

5. examining the values depicted in a work fiction

6. evaluating the effectiveness literary

the ter in

Generally, each group should be given a separate assignmen
with a limited time to fulfill its task. which usually involves son',
form of report to thp whole class.

Given one of the anthologie r up of _, dentS rilay choose a
selection of poems for presentatipn to the Oass. Disussion
should elicit how the voice can interpret various _moods and
feelings. and which voices in the group are best Suited for the
chosen poems.

Cet the students listen to a tape of the schools cheerleaders in ac-
tion. Discuss the effect of repetition` rhythm. cadence and rhyme.
In groups, the students shoyld read -Orearns-. p. 70, and discuss
the effect of the poem and hew it cdn de rnodif ied by the speaker's
torte of voice.

The group can then prepare a ohoral reading of the poem. using
repetition and a varying number of voices to odd to the effect.

The following poems are suitable for choral presentations.
Students. i-n groups.- should discuss the effects they wish to

-achieve and rehearse theirpre5ent3tiorM_

"There Came a Winer p. 22

The Shark" p. 25

-Univac to Univac- p. 89

To Friends- p. 59

The =Unknown-Citizen

"Break Break p. 182

-High Flight" .p. 207

To See the Rabbit pp. 216-217

The Flower-Fed Buffaloes" D. 224

Have the students choose four or five scenes from a legend they
have read. The scenes are transferred to 'construction paper_
stapled into a Cylinder. to represent a toter" pole. The group then
presents the totem to the lodge (the rest of the olaS6. telling he
story depicted.



-and discuss the scenario, pp. 131 -132, and form debating Action English 3
argue the issue according to the rules suggested on

sr Give the students practice in formulating positive resolutions for
debate. The following areas of concern may provide some con-
troversial vim wpoints:

Topics for 0ub8t

Equality of the sexes

2 The hockey season

3 Ecology and the individual

4. Capital punishment

5 Orison

G. Solutions to the drug problem

nd Discussion

7. Violence in sports

n trace. religion. physical)

9. Improvements in the community

Injustices in school

X:Yeteclhnov ies

12. Smoving in school

13. The decline of marriage

14. Cremation

15, Cheating

Let the students practice debating skills in a group of six, divided
into two 3-person teams. The whole group must agree on the topic
and formulate the resolution. The three members of each team
have specific functions:

First Speaker

Saco

uces ine point of view of the team
-enfs,

--ken

an gives their main

Responds to the arguments made by the opposing First Speaker



JOUrneys

cry Wolf

Third Speaker

Responds to the criticism of the opposing Second. Speaker, and
surnmarizes the teams point of view

Organize a class debate along a similar pattern. but allow tirne af-
, ter the first speakers for the teams to discuss their line of
argument.

CoMbine practice in 'debates with discussion groups by having
larger teams. with more emphasis on the planning of strategy and
the rehearsing of set i-peeches. The First Speaker. for example,
will first present his ar-gurrient fo the members of the team, who will
offer support and advice to improve the presentation.

In all formal speeches. insist on strict time limits of three to four
minutes. One member of the class should act as time-keeper.

Follow up formal debates with class or group discussions to
dvaruate the experience, Let the students comment on the ef-
fectiveness of the speakers. the validity of information presented
and the extent to which their own opinions had been modified in
the 'course of the debate.

Give the students opportunity to practice role-playing. The
following Situations. may be'planned by the group! of performers.
but it is not necessary to prepare a script. The students became
the characters. behaving and speaking according to the role

tr

t. In the 'office of a store manager are the manager. a clerk. a
suspected shoplifter and the suspect's parentst.

2 In the gym_ the school coach has to _tell a player who has
trained very ha- and whose parents have high expectations.
that she does make the team

3 In a classroom. the teacher is giving lavish praise to a story sub-
mitred by a student. Unfortunately the student had copied the
story from a student in another class. and the teacher might be

`.aware of the cheating

4.. In the family home, the parents are giving advice to a daughter
who is preparing for a date, Other members of the family may be
present.

Navels and short stories provide many opportunities improvised
role-playing. For example, Rainsford and Zarof. from The Most
Dangerous Game' p, 65, might meet in a sporting goods store.
where they examine hunting rifles_

Let students .irnprovise the scene when Farley Mowat or a -
delegation of citizens argues with'a government official about the
bounty on wolves.



Shane and Thomas Black meet in a
the reputation each has earned an

bar. They tell each other about
the problems that go with it,

/ Shane and When The
// Legends DID

After reading "Christmas Morning' pp. 108-117, two students May I Imagine
improvise Larry and his mother. ome years later, at another'
Christmas, talk about the signifidi nce of that Christmas. /
Simulated interviews are another form of improvised drama in
which one person adopts the role of a real or fictional person,
while another student acts as newspaper: radio or TV in-
terviewer.

This is an opportunity for the friall group to help th "famous per-
son- prepare for the part. A Ether group, separately, helps' the in-
terviewer prepare good geral questions which will allow the
-famous person- to talk at out exciting-or interesting experiences.

Students should also have the opportunity to interview members of
the community on,topics of general interest, and to present some
part of the interview, to the class. along with a commentary.

Stress that a good interviewer listens to what is being said. and
responds to the speaker's remarks, rather than plodding through a
list of exhausting questions. Good questions are those which draw
out the speaker's experiences. Som'e possibilities' for community
interviews are:

1. People with interesting jobs policemen, dog-catchers:
lawyers, prison guards, actors. craftsmen, builders, nurses.
loggers, miners. prospectors. etc.

2. Elderly people with memories of the early days of ,the com-
munity

3. People with exceptional experiences in other cbuiltrie5 during
times of crisis war. earthqiiake, revolution. etc.

Panel discussions can also be created with characters from the
literature studied in the'cla-ss, e,g, students can role-play the parts
of George Orwell from "A Hanging", p. 57. "Papillon", p. 71', and
the father from -Bounder". The panel can respbnd to questions
from the class about penal systems. iustice and the law.

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES

Man in the Expository
Mode 2

B.C.T_F. Stu, yiriv Now/ Through Gr rift Disc shin B.C.T.F. Lesson
Aids, No 9007

Cassandra gook ,and Kathleen Galvin. Instruction in and About Small
Group Discugsiotz, Urbana, Ill. ERIC Clearinghouse on Reading and
Communication Skills, and tie Speech Communication Association.
1975.



GOAL 3..

FOSTER AN INTEREST IN READING

Students in Grade- 9 will show a considerable range of reading
ability: and an even greater range of reading tastes, both in fiction
and non-fiction. Teachers should eheourage students to pursue their
particular interests in reading, and also to experiment in broadening -
their reading experience. This aspect of the English program em-
phasizes enjoyment in reading, through providing opportunity for in-
dividual choice and for the sharing of the students' responses.

The students should enjoy reading as a recreational activity.

ACTIVITIES FOR CLASS. SMALL GROUPS AND
INDIVIDUALS

Provide regular periods of time for an irdividualizecl reading Hooked on l o- ks
,program, perhaps as an extension of the literature or reading skills
activities, or in conjunction with library visits. The USSR program,
begun in Grade 8, may be continued, or another method for
organizing sustained silent reading in the klassroom can be
developed in accordance- with Fader and McNeil's program.

Create a good reading environment' in the clatsroom. Use the win-
dOw-sill for book displays, and the walls and ceilings for posters.
colleges, and mobiles. Change the materials frequently.

Construct a reading corner or area in 'the classroom, with com-
fortable chairs or chesterfield, a table for magazines, and shelving
or racks for a class book-collection. A paperback fund will provide=
the nucleus for the collection which can be augmented by student
contributions and a book drive.

Allow the students a wide range of choice during the USSR or in-
dividual reading periods_ Some students will start with "junk-.
literature: comic books, iuvenile adventure and romances, or even
he current best-sellers. The improvement of taste will develop

from discussion. enducemer and the-example of better-reading,
rather than outOght-firbhibition.

The teachers should read along with the students, using the
reading periods to develop their own tastes, or taking the op-
portunity to share the students' world of adolescent, literature.-

Make a weekly chart of the "Top Ten" most popular books. Com-
pare the rankings of different classes with the commercial lists of
best- sellers published in Time and Newsweek.

The Students'
to Read

Smorgasbord of oks

45
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Let each student keep a reading log or folder in which to complete
a record of books begun, abandoned, and finished. together with
comments developing a personial response to the books.

Compile a class file of reading accomplished during the year. Use
standard 3x5 library' cards on 'Which each student can report the
'essential information of books read,

Author:

Title:

Imprint:

Format: Source: ,

Type, of Reading:

Comments:

Make a w all chart listing all the titles of books read by a class. The
chart can be divided into categories e.g. mystery. adventure.
,science fiction, family life, non-fiction, etc. using appropriate
illustrations for each area.

Avoid the mechanical, repetitious, formal book-report. whether
written or oral, Use the students' reading-record file to monitor the
quality and scope of the reading accomplished. EncOurage the
students' to find imaginative forms of response to their reading: i.e.
posters, book-jackets, blurbs, sales-talks, letters to the author,
publisher, movie Or T.V. producers. etc,

,Choose appropriate occasions for- an oral reading to the class. The
opening chapters of novels, or particularly exciting episodes in fic-
tion or non-fiction provide enjoyable listening experiences as a
means offing- students involved in books.

Divide theclass into "Reading Camps". Each camp represents a
particular type of reading adventure,- mystery, 'romance. travel,
etc. The students in each camp collect titles and materials to sup-
port their choice of reading area. A "delegate- from one camp
visits another camp, where the students try to persuade the visitor
to switch allegiance. Allow for the development of new areas of in-
terest. or splinter groups as more areas of reading interest become
defined, more specifically: e.g. Science, Fiction Carrip splits- into a
Futurology Camp and Space Travel Camp. Delegates visiting
another camp can also try to persuade the students to switch to
their base camp.



AP Use the titles and capsule comments of adolescent reading
listed as a guide for a class -book-search." In this _project mem-
bers of the class aim to choose a hundred new titles of books to
recommend. Students may also check the availability of their
choices in the school or public library, or use Books In Print to see
whether the title is still in print.

Your Reading Books
in Print

Prescribed Textbooks fists 16 novels acid 5 non-fiction books for Prescribed novels and
the grade 9 level. Some of the will be selected for in-depth non-fiction
reading and ,tudy by the class or small groups. Others should be
available for individual selection as -books to be read for en-
joyment and exploration.

-InVolve the students in mea,Jring the readability of books.
Detailed procedures for constructing a Cloze test are given in the
Grade 8 Resource Book. './Vhile at a class level this test may be
used to evaluate the suitability of a particulal- text. individual
students may also construct a Gloze test on a book they have read.
and exchange tests with other:students, or a reading camp may
use Cloze tests lib gauge the difficulty of the boosts they have
chosen.

Cloze Test

Use the "Interest Inventory- to diagnose the individual students Reading Diagnosis Kit.
reading interests and reading maturity.

The Interest Inventory
(Secondary School level)

What is the title of bock which you have read recently that
you liked the best
VVhat is the title of the best book which you have ever read?

3. How much do you like to read for pleasure during your spare
time?

very much sormewhat not very much
not at all

4. If there are books in your home. -what are the titles of several of
them?

5. Do you read the newspaper every day?
6. What part of the newspaper appeals the most to you?

news stories _ editorial page
sodiety page = teen-age page
sports section _ comic section _

agriculture section
7. What type of comic books do youab'enjoy reading?
B. How many books have you borrowed.from the library during the

last month?

9. What magazines do you read regularly?
10. What kind at things do you usually do after school?



4
11.' What. type of things do you usually do on a weekend?
12. What subjects do you like best in school?
13. What hobbles or collections do you -have?
14. What clubs or groups do you belong to?
15. What sports do you enjoy watching?
16. What are the titles of the last few movies which you have seen?
17. What living person 'do you; admire the most?
18. What person from history do you admire the most?
18. What person from history do you admire the. most?
19. What do you like to do during the summer vacation?
20. Of the following kinds of books, which ones would you like to

re d for pleasure?
football baseball, basketball
adventure stories animal stories
problems of teen-agers career stories
biographies and autobiographies of famous people
science fiction
nature stories
scientifit experiments

These tests are given orally, individually, and informally as a
means of measuring the students' achievement and progress
during the year. The tests cover grade 3-9. and the scores can be
interpreted to establish the student's abilities at:

1. instructional level
2. extension level
3. recreation, level
4. capacity 'level
5. frustration level

Use the Fry Readability Formula to measure the approximate
grade level of any of the reading texts. Students can also use this
procedure to evaluate the difficulty of their own choices.

Dire tIons for Using the Readability Graph

1. Select three one-hundred word passages from near the begin-
ning. middle and end of the book. Skip all proper names;

2. Count the total number of sentences in each hundred-word
passage (estimating to nearest tenth of a sentence). Average
these three numbers.

. 3. Count the total number of syllables in each hundred-word sam-
ple. Average the total number of syllables for the three samples.

4. Plot on the graph the average number of sentences per hundred
words and the average number of syllables per hundred words.
Most plot points fall near the heavy curved line. Perpendicular
lines mark off approximate grade level areas.
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The students should be familiar with and have read a wide variety of
materials, including newspapers and magazines.

Use a class survey to determine the range of newspapers and
magazines available in the home's of the students. Arrange for the
students to bring unwanted back-issues to the classroom for a,
periodical exhibition.

Arrange for a student to bring a copy of the preceding day's local
newspaper. Let the students clip any items of interest.

ake a display of the major Canadian- and' foreign newspapers.

Have the school or communityibrarien bring a display of the
magazines available.

Al w the reading of magazines and newspapers during USS
indiv al reading periods.

The ents should recognize that reading Is an important source of in-
forrnstIon,

Let the students choose areas of special interests: e.g. careers.
hobbies. crafts. tea, i. sports, laws, music, etc, As part of their
reading file the students should collect dlist of sources pertaining
to their particular interests, including books of fiction and non-
fiction, specialized magazines, and newspaper clippings.

Co-operate-with teachers of other subjects to suggest books which
will provide enjoyable background reading to the topics being
studied in the curriculum.

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES

B.C.T.F. Reading Tests .1 Determine Pupil Levels. B.C.T.F Lesson Aids.
No. 9050.

Chambers, Aidan, Reading for Enjoyment for 11 Year Olds and Up. Lon-
don: Children's Book Centre, 1977.
Donelson. Kenneth. ed. The Students' Right to Read. Urbana: N.C.T.E.,1972:

FaLler, Daniel N. and McNeil. Elton
Proof. New York: Berkeley, 1968.

Hooked on Books Program and

Fry. Edward, "A Readability Formula That Saves Time" Journal of
Reading (April, 1968). pp. 513-516, 575-578.

Miller, W., Reading Diagnosis Kit. New York: Center for Applied
Research in Education, 1974.

Owen, Betty M., Smorgasbord of Boas: Titles Jurnior Readers RelishNew
York: Citation. 1974.

Walker, Jerry L.. ed. Your Reading, A Br) list for High Students.
Urbana: N.C.T.E.. 1975. '
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Graph for Estimating Readability
by Edward Fry. Rutgers University Reading Center
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DIRECTIONS: Randomly select 3 one hundred word passages from a book or an article. Plot
average number of syllables and average number of words per sentence ongraph to determine area
of readability level. Choose more passages per book if great variability is observed.

The Readability Graph is not copyrighted_ Anyone may reproducp in any- quantity, but he
autC gr and the editors would be pleased if this source were cited_



GOAL 4

DEVELOP iN STUDENTS A RANGE OF

READING AND STUDY SKILLS

Any of, the four ser'ies of , texts prescribed for Developmental
Reading in Grades 8 to 10 may be used in the English program to
help students develop specific skills. Whichever series is adopted by
the teacher, it is important that .the students work at the correct level
of difficulty according to an assessment of their particular reading
abilities. An informal reading inventory. a sta,dardized diagnostic
test. or one of the achievement tests in the prescribed textsr.zrnay be
used to diagnose the range of the students' skills for individual
placement or ability grouping:. Reading instruction should be spaced
throughout the whole of the course, with periodic directed reading
lessons. and regular allotments of time for indiVidual and group prac-
ke where needed_ The over-all purpose of developmental reading is
foie the students to develop skills for reading English texts.

ACTIVI1TIES FOR'OLASS, SMALL GROUPS AND 'TEXTS
INDIVIDUALS

41 The three-books in this series cover the Grade 7. 8 and 9 reading Advanced Skill
levels, stressing the understanding of sentences and paragraphs
and the retrieval of information. Materials have been adapted and
augmentedrfor the Canadian edition. The Teachers edition con-
tains a ma ual- of teaching suggestions and answers to The exer-
cises.

The two workbooks, Tactics A and Tactics B, in paperback format.
and the two sets of cards, are part of the Galaxy Program,
-desigried primarily for those students for whom the traditional
type of literature program is unsuited, covering reading evels fromgrade T to grade 10.- Each workbook contains a
diagnostic/evaluation test and review tests for each of the ten

-units. Answers to all questions are given in the Teachers'
Guidebooks. In each unit tfile concept is first introduced through a
visual analogy, followed by discussion and comprehension
questions.'The units are:,Context, Structure. Sound, Dictionary. In-

ences. Sensory Images, Relationships, -Judgments, Purpose.
-ntral Idea. Flexibility: Inventory. The card kits are particularly

useful in_ an individualized rogram.

Or This se: of six books for grade 7 -to- 9 reading levels contains
reading versatility tests, to assess the students' abilities and
procedures for making an informal reading inventory as part of a
group assessment or for individual students, .Students who lac);
flexibility in reading rates, and who need strengthening in skim-
ming and scanning skills. or baic reading skills, will work at
Books 1,-3 or 5, which emphasize ward attack; scanning and skim-
ming, and careful reading. Students who already show flexibility in
reading techniques can go on to higher level skills in Books 2. 4
and 6, which emphasize critical reading arid the organization of in
formation, both in non-fiction and in literaiure.

in Reading

'Tactics in Reading

Success n Reading
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Be a Better Reader*

!-

Voices 2

.This program comprises four workbooks, covering reading levels
from grades 4 to 12. There is emphasisvon vocabulary, word attack
and dictionary Skills. and sections to develop reading vertatility in
fast reading, previewing. recalling main ideas, and details, skim-
ming. and critical reading. Separate sections in each workbook
deal with rebding in specifir subject areas: Science. History;
Geography, Mathematics and Literature.

,

The use of one of the prescribed developmental reading programs
will help to achieve the primary Learning Outcomes for This Goal.
All of these texts, workbooks and work-cards contain exercises for
the practice and development of 'students' skills in vocabulary,
word structure, use of context, dictionary, and comprehension at
the literal and inferential le'vels. Group instruction and individual
practice are 'necessary to ensure that students undkrstand the con-
cepts involved. The diagnosis of individual studerattilities is
essential in an individualized program in which the students may
work at their own rate in the needed area. The activities suggested
below are designed 'to give the students practice in using thejt-
-reading skills with, the prescribed-English texts.

The students should be continuing to build a broad reading vocabulary

When students are. fa(cing:material at the instructional level pf dif-
ficulty. some help and encouragement -will be- necessary. Let the
students choose a specimen passage of prose. and then note the
following categories of words to be selected:

. words I cannot pronounce

2. words that I think I know, but I am not sure of

3. words Which I have_ heard before but don't understand

4. words whicli are completely' new to me

Discussion, using structural and contextual word-solving
techniques. will:help the student with the diffidulties,

Vocabulary study in connection with prose passages are found in:-

"A Day's Wait- (pp. 25.26)
"A High Dive" -(pp. 31 -32)
"The Unpopular Passenger" (pp. 65-66)
'Focus on TV Drama': (pp- 105-109)
"Sunrise on the Right" (pp. 175-176)
-Michael Egerton:' (pp. 197-199)
"The Monster" (pp. 209-210)
-11Yrnan Kaplport (pp.. 247248)
"The Diary of Anne Frank" (pp.' 297 -298)

In addition, difficult or unusual words in every selection are an-
notated in footnotes.



Read and discuss Chapter .2, "Man the - --Word- maker" for in-
formation on the origins of words, including the meaning of Latin
roots. Several of the "Applications" (pp. 30, 31, 36 & 40) will help
the students to generate .vocabulary.

Read "I-Idw Did It AN Begin?" (p'p. 127-131) and discuss how
people have been able develop vocabulary.

Dynamics of Languag,2

Language of Man 2

The students should be able to cognize and use-structural clue roots,
prefixe4nd suffixes) to derive he meaning -of unfamiliar words.)

"Mix and Match" (pp. 42-46) provides many interesting examples Dynamics of Language 2
of word building with roots- and suffixes.

_This BCTF Lesson Aid gives a comprehensive list of the most corn
mon .prefixes; suffixes and root words.

fi

Key to 100,000 Wo'rds

The students` -Should be able to recognize and use context clues to deriv
the meaning of unfamiliar words.

-Getting Word Meanings from Context" (0P1'69j6) gives xcellent
definitions-and examples of the range of context clues, including
definition, restatement. examples, comparison and contrast..

"Inferring Woid Meanings' (pp. 75-76) gives= examples`"-of how
meaning can be inferred from context-clues.

Let the Stu dents use the examples1s models for writing sentences
with new fiords ;selected from their ,reading.

Let the students work in groups Co subStitute a nonsense Word for
the key word in a sentence The number of syllables must match,
Groups exchane: the sentences, and try to guess the original
wordlrom_ the -cOntext clues.

_

The earn
fences.-

ctivitc, berefIeated using foreign wards in'the sen-

newspaper and magazine headlines,. for ambiguous
statements or humorous rnisintetretation. Let the .students
suggest interpretations. I

.

e.g. REDS DESTRO.* SOX.

A massive Russian attack resulted in the complete destruction of a
fdotwear factory.-

Language of Man 2
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Voices 1

Voices 1,.

The students should be ble to use a dictionary_ to find the pronunciation
and meaning of unfamiliar words.

"Forestudy- (pp. 15-16) gives a review of the uses, of the dictionary.

The Dictionary" (pp_ 45-46) contains exercises in alphabeticising.

"Forestudy" (pp. 77-78) contains practice in finding words with
multiple meanings.

The Dictionary" (pp. 327- explains the abbreviations used in
dictionaries.

"Forestudy" (pp. 371-372) explains the use of diacritical marks.

fi

Each volume of Voices contains a glossary (in dictionary form) of
unfamiliargEirds selected and indicated ih the reading passages.
The entries in' the glossary give syllabication, pronunciation, the
part of speech. usage level, the definition of meaning. as used in'
the text. alternative spellings. and, for some words. the
etymological origin.

s

Gage Canadian Dictionary 6. Let the studentS use the dictionary to find alternative meanings
and pronunciations for the words given in the Voices glossary.

Compre - the pronunciations given in this dictionary with !tie
pronunciation in the Voices glossary, or in other dictionarieF.

Give the students a list of words written in the phonetic systems of
either` a dictionary or thd glossary. Students must first identify the
words through the sound system. then find the spelling of the
words.

iss To teach the concept of the multiple meanings of a word, let the
students, in grpups of five or snc, play the -Dictionary Game-:

rs Dictionary Genre:

Illustrate the point that some words contain suggestions as to their
meaning. (e.g. wallpaper is paper hung on walls.) Divide the class
into groups of six or seven. Give each student 7 pieces of paper
the size of a file card. Students sit in a circle. First student selects
a iiiord from the/ dictionary that he feels no one will know, The'
student reads the word to the group and spells i: for them while the
other students write it on a piece of paper. Each student writes a
convincing definition which he nands to the dictionary holder,
When all definitions are in, the student reads' them all twice. in-
cluding the cprrpct,one. On the second reading, the students each
vote fpr whet they think is the correct delinition.

g. mendacity: 1_ a habit 'of telling lies
2_ the ability to repair broken objects



3. a large urban complex
4. a flower usually found in southern U S.
5. a dance common in Europe

Students score 1 point for each vote their definition receives. and 1
point if they vote correctly themselves. The dictionary holder
receives 1 point' for each student who doesn t vote for the correct
definition. When the turn is finished. the holder passes the dic-
tionary to the next student.

The students should understand ideas and information that the writer has
exp,licitly stated (i.e. at the literal level of comprehension.)

For both individ al and class reading of literature texts, ensure
that the material is within the craw of the students reading ability
oy using the Cloze Test described in Goal 3 of the Grade 8 English
Resource Book. For a class with a wide disparity of reading
abilities. use alternative texts suited to particular groups of
students.

When a clan, is reading fiction or non-fiction, check for the un-
derstanding of the literal facts of the text. with questions that ask:

WHO v,'as involved?

WHAT events took place?
WHEN did the events occur?

.

WHERE was the settino?
.

HOW did the events happen:

Answers to these questions should be derived directly from the
text. Answers can take the form of quotations or line citations.

Give periodic Directed Reading Lessons on selected passages
from the texts at the instructional level of difficulty.

Directed Reading Lesson

1 Diagnose achievement level of the students

2. Select appropriate materials for study

3 Differentiate the readino assignment by groups or by 'ndividuals

4. Introduce, the exf -;.ise by showing its purpose in developing
-reading skills anc ,oncepts

5. Preview-the essential vocabulary or informational concepts in the
text (with a limit of ten new words or three concepts)

6. Guide the students' silent reading:
a) give a written guide to the text
b) discuss with each group the questions in the guide



C) give follow=uzi activities to eading

7. Provide enrichment activities ara5ino from tho re-

3 Evaluate the achievement of the class and the success of the
lesson

The students should understand what the writer may have implied (i.e. at
the inferentia: level of comprehension).

Language

Language of Mars 2

Voices 2

Voices i

pen colour facts. invest facts with a special meaning, distort
faci embr_Dder facts with value judgments or opinions: The
acts ' 124 provide so. -raj opportunities for enrichment.

ensitivity to Words ,op .12432) provides many examples
!he nhoine rrrJ F trIr,a,

changes the implied meaning are useful discussions
word connotation. euphemisrh and deceptive language.

The -Forow-up discussion questions to each of the reading
passages z.F zomprehension at both the literal and inferential
levels.

The students should be able to read critically.

Suggestions for teaching critical skills'are included ,Nith the ideas
for teaching literature in GOALS 9, 10. 11 -. 12 and 13.

The students should be able to adjust their methods of reading to the dif-
ferent purposes of narrative and informational materials.

Help the students to develop "reading versatility- by demon-
strating a variety of reading speeds with times passages:

1. Oral reading paced for the listener

2. Study readin :Li for retrieval of information

3 Skimming. for a preview of a passage

4. Scanning, to pick out specific words or details

5. Reading for enjoyment. depending on the difficulty of the
material

"Reading (pp, 231-239) suggests that students can improve their
reading speed by covering the lines of text immediately above the
line being read Let the students use a piece of card as a
"Regression-stopper" and try to mme the card downward as they
read. gradually increasing the pace This lesson contains exer-
cises -'for practising .speed-reading, skimming, and reading for
recall



o "Reading- (gp, 147 -15St contains many suggestions and exerc,ses Voices 3
for developing skills in _skmming and scanning,

"H , Socrates Died- {pp. 391 -35 contains an exercise by which
students can test their ra re of reading and measure their corn=
prenension with questions testing, factual recall

o Skimming for oreviee; or overview is a technique that can be prac-
tised whenever students,are beginning the reading of a language

Eefcne bedinning a novel, let tne students skim
the first chapter to gel an idea of tne _situation developed in the
story

The students should be able to use uch features of a book as heading, in-
dex. and glossary.

Art overview of this text will introduce the students to a variety of
uses of typography in the Table of Contents. chapter and page
headings. A useful discussion is to consider why this text does not
have an index. or a more detailed table of contents. and what is
achieved by the use of boldface.

o Before reagina any of the literature selections in this text, pu. t out
the use of the glossary in the back of the book.and the use of
superior marks to indicate the words in each text which have been
included in this miniature -Dictionary

Teach the use of the table of contents and the index by giving a
group of students a number of library books witn the same Dewey
number. and a ouestion relating to that subject area. The students
are to survey the books to see which ones will give the required in-
formation. e g. Books on Canadian History 971.

Which books contain information about FrontenaC

Language of Man 2

Voices 1, 2 and 3

The =3tudents should be able to gate infor atinn in a library card
catalogue and periodical guide.

"Focus on the Library (pp. 90=93) contains a brief explanation of
the systeii .onu lout exercises the use oi s 1

Numbers.

If the school or community library uses subject headings in the
card catalogue, give each student a subject heading (for which
materials are available) to compile -a list of titles under that
heading with their call numbers. Then. after locating these books
on the shelves. the students can use the table of contents and in-
dex to give the exact location of the required information.

Voices 1

59
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The Readers' -Guide to Periodical Literature or the Canadian In-
dex should be used, provided the school or community library sub-
scribe to an adequate number of indexed periodicals. A library will
often have sufficient copies of the monthly issues of Readers'
Guide to use in a classroom to explain the subject heading
categories and the abbreviations used in listing periodicals The
list of indexed periodicals listed in each issue of the Readers'
Guide should be compared with the library's-subscription list

The students should be able to organize information effectiecy through the
use of appropriate skills such as note-taking and summarizing.

Man in the Expository e Students should be rren practice in taking notes to retrieve
Mode 2 riforrnation from orlsages of non-fiction reading

Journeys

Language of Man 2 Discuss the selection 'Reading the Guarantee' (pp. 99-100). Then.
let the students collect a variety of Guarantee labels from products
and stores. and note each of the conditions in the fine print,

Precis writing is a useful exercise for teaching students to deter-
mine the mTiin idea and significant details of a short passage of
prose discourse. A precis is normally a third of the length of the
original. Begin with a fifty word paragraph to be reduced to twenty
words: then 100 word paragraphs: can be reduced to thirty word
summaries: 150 word passages can be reduced to 50 words. In
every case. the precis should be written in normal sentence form
with strict limitations in the cumber of words.

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES

B.C.T.F Kei/ 100.1)00 Words. B.C.T.F.: Lesson Aids. No. 9012

Iowa ReadirN Te.;1s. Advanced Tests. New Edition. New York'
Harcourt Brace. 1943. These tests co,,R,Cgrades 9 through 13, and are
useful for the diagnosis of individual abilities, as they can be ad-
ministered to a class in a forty five minute The test measures:
(1) the rate of reading at a controlled level of comprehension : (2) the
comprehension of words, poetry, sentences, paragraphs and longer
articles; (3) ability to use skills in locating information. Individual
rosi,t": can be plo'!ed to can tr;u: a nt c p-rotitc c3f reading
ability:



GOAL 5

HELP STUDENTS DEVELOP APPROPRIATE SKILLS FOR
WRITING SENTENCES, PARAGRAPHS, AND ESSAYS

In order to accomplish this goal the students must write frequently.
on a variety of topics, and in a variety of expository forms of com-
position. The students should learn to expand. select. and arrange
their ideas in order to develop their editing skills. Attention must also
be given to the revision and proof-reading of compositions before
they are submitted for evaluation. The marking of paragrar.'3,and
essays should reflect the specific items of language usage st_ .iied in
class, instead of becoming a search for errors. Attempting to mark all
mistakes in every composition overburdens the teacher's marking
load, and detracts from the teacher's response try the student's ideas.

The students should be able to generate, organize, and substantiate ideas.

ACTIVITIES FOR CLASS, SMALL GROUPS AND TEXTS
INDIVIDUALS

USSW (Uninterrupted, Sustained. Silent Writing), the counterpart
of USSR in the reading program, emphasizes' participation and
concentration, through the indiviee2-41's freedom of choice of
material. Personal writing is the foundation of any writing program:
and regular periods of time should be reserved each week. Begin
with several two-minute sessions, gradually extending the time to
a maximum of ten minutes. Some teaciers begin their classes with
a free writing session. Once the habit is established many students
will start writing as soon as they get to class. The student's writing
should be collected in individual folders. Treated as draft
materials, some of their writings may be dsed as sources for more
formal modes of writing. "Recording Personal Reactions.- pp' 31-
35 provides an introduction to this mode of writing.

Another form -of personal writing is the JOurnal, described by
Stephen Judy as "the closest thing yet to surefire teaching device-
p. 87. Ideas for introducing journal writing may be found in lesson
23 "The Diary of Ann Frank ", pp. 297-309. This form of writing
should also be linked to the personal narratives in the prescribed
non-fiction -books. and to the opening chapters of Pigman.

In personal writing the students are free to choose their
topics. but the teacher may pose' questions as spurs to
imagination: e.g.
Would you rather be a logging truck or a chain saw?
Which is smarter, a chair or a rug";
Describe in detail a gas - powered

Where would you rather go. to a dandelion dance or a beaver
swimming party?

:n
the

Action English 3

Explorations in the
Teaching of
Secondary English

Voices 2
Piamen
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A Thousand Topics
for Composition

Voices 2

Action English 3

Ls,+.age is

l..lake up a list of rules you would have if you ran the school.
Which has more energy. a rock or a tree?
Describe the opposite of a forest.
Describe in detail a classroom that is completely furnished and
wired for controlling students. What does the teacher's control
panel look like?
What would you do to change the world if you were appointed
World Dictator for one year
Describe a childhood experience vhile playing in a park,

To generate ideas for writing, use A Thousand Topics. Let the
students use brain-storming tecriniques in a group discussion, to
compile a list of topics. The students should write titles or topics
on file cards or a display chart. Each student should build a per-
sonal list of posy: -)le writing topics

A regular Writing Conference with each student is necessary to
review the contents of the Student's writing folder, and also to ex-
plore possibilities for further writing experiments.

Writing descriptions of scenes or objects from a picture or from
memory is a good exercise to develop attention to detail and
organization of sequence in writing. Lesson 7 "The Unpopular
Passenger:- pp. 65-72, contains several examples and exercises in
descriptive writing.

O Chapter 5 "inventive Innovations of the Past, pp, 51-60, em-
phasizes the selection of significant details in description.

"Description" pp..47-83: contains many interesting examples and
exercises to develop writing skills through the perception of ex-
perience.

The Leaf Not The Tree Show a large picture with a lot of detail, or project a suitable slide
from the Leaf_ Not The Tree Program for exactly one minute. Then
the students are to write a description of the scene. Afterwards the
students in groups should compare- their descriptions, make a
composite list of all the details recorded by the group.

Play a record of in: rumental music _!uring a free writing session.
Afterwards 'discuss whether the feelings and moods evoked by the
music are reflected in the students' writing.

Word association, whether done individually or in groups. is an ex-
cellent basis for descriptive writing_ Choose any word for a start,
and add the next word which comes to mind. Once the list seems
exhausted, use the ideas to create a paragraph or poem - Colours.
tastes, common objec' etc, are all good starting points.
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ROCK hard sandy old glacier ice gold

mineral --throw deliberate enduring

With selection and arrangement the list can be written thus

Rock

Deliberate haste

glacier born

sand washed with gold

ice melt r,r-1d minerals

a hard ours,

a Have the students describe events from an- unusua; sense per-
spective For example. what are the smells of a rodeo") \i'Vhat are
the sounds of a tame of golf? What is the feel of a '..Thristmas
dinner?

"Turning on the Sens pp 27= 9. ha .. several exercises and
many good pictures to encoi.. descriptive writing.

Emphasize the need for organization in writing by having the
students describe a common activity in a careful step-by-step
sequence of details.
e.g. Describe how to tie a shoe lace.

Describe how to play a record on a standard stereo record
player.

Describe how to get home (to the store. to the theatre. etc.)
from the school.
Describe how to get a car moving.

Writing is both a preparatkii) and an extension of the oral activities
in the classroom. Discussion activities generally precede writing
because they help the student to clarify ideas or to develop a line
of thought. Debates: on the other hand, require the careful
organization of ideas and information to substantiate an argument.
Before speaking in a debate a st lent may write in note form the
thesis he is supporting, and list the points to use in the argument.
After the debate the notes can be written in paragraph form.

Any. of the topics suggeSied for oral activities in Goal 2 may
provide opportunity for personal writing in the expression of
opinions. Other stimulating situations and scenarios Which require
the student to adopt and support a position are given in Per-
sonalizing Education.

Language" of Man 2

Personalizing Education

The students should understand that a sentence roust be communicating
about something (the subject) and that a statement must be made about the
subject (predicate).
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Prescribed novels
ard short stories

==e

Newspapers

s The concept of subject preuicate can be taught ,nductLiely
through the generation of sentence completions. Collect a list of
nouns perhaps things in the environment, or objects in a pic-
ture, or ideas associated with a particular sport or interest. List
these words on an overhead transparency for the students to
suggest ways of adding the predicate. The following day use the
same transparency. but mask tie suto:ects in order tnat the
students must supply a suitable suoiect for the predicates already
shown.

ss use a fie:Jonal character as a subject. Let the ztubents. in
groups, brainstorm a number of predicates to list the criaract:r
activities in the story e.g. In Steinbeck s The Pei7,1r!

Kind finds a

s a

has. ..... .

-- hopes

tries to

t akes . .

Newspaper headlines can be divided into subject and predicate
parts. Usually the headline will require the addition of a finite verb
to make a grammatical statement. Give a group of students a num-
ber of clipped headlines which have been divided into two parts.
The group must first match the two parts of each headline, then ex-
pand the headline into a normal prose sentence.

Dynamics of Language 2 Chapter 6 "Yeas and Nays," pp: 149-159, has several exercises
demanding the recognition of subject and predicate constructions.

The students should be able to write enten of varying complexity.

Dynamics of Language 2 -Clear Effects." pp. 221-239. contains many useful exercises in
sentence expansions.

Sentence Combining In this N.C.T.E. Research Report Frank O'Hare gives the results of
an experiment which measured the effects of sentence-combining
exercises in improving students' writing. The positive results ob-
tained in tris study have been replicated in other similar studies at
a variety of grade levels. In the Appendix, O'Hare gave samples of
the-exercises and essay topics used.
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Sentence-combining can be oarticularly useful if the studehtS
are encouraged .o produce their own worksheets repeating the
transformations stup.ed in the text. Students should also be en-
couraged to review their own writing drafts for examples of sen-
tenpes which can be expanded and transformed.

The students should be able to organize ideas into effective paragraphs.
considering such factors as narrowing the subject and selecting ap-
propriate details.

ts Students shoutd also examine pnr grahns chosen at random from
essays, lancivage texts and o: or Barr pies of discursve rose
discover r thods of paragraph deveopment.

With careful `choice it is possible to take -a specimen paragrann.
mix up the sentences. and give them to a group of students to
arrangt in a logical order. Where several arrangernents are
possible. the alternative forms of the paragraph should be corn-
pared with the original..

Help the -students to understand a model c.)1 paragr ce,,elop-
ment, by giving them a structural outline ,-)n which to build their
paragraphs.

Stage -1 Provide a topic sentence and a list of supporting details
in order_

.Stage 2 Provide a topic sentence and some details.

Stage 3 Provide a topic senteua and discuss what information
m ght be included.

Stage 4 Provide only the topic.

Students should be able
economy and. precision.

i- paragraph composi

"Narration" c n excellent series of activities and exercises
designed to t = student to organize the longer narrative.

"Exposition.- pp. 115-152, prow des students with opportunity to
write report's. manifestos. diaries. essays. chronicles, letter.S.
propaganda. advice Columns. recipes. critiques.' reviews.
editorials. and advertisements, requiring careful planning and
organization_

Man in the Er:,,csitory
Mode 2

Langua Is!

Language Is!

Students should revise their writing to eliminate errors in usage, spelling,
punctuation, and syntax, and to Improve clarity and style.



Yes, They Can!

al A general strategy to improve students' revision is to ake it clear
at the beginning of the year that most written vvork submitted tc
the teacher for evaluation become -public. Use tramples or the
students' writing for correction. to illustrate editing techniques for
praise and criticism (w ithout publicising the name of the author).
Put on display samples from all tie students. not morely the best
results. Students in pai-s and small groups should be encouraged
to read each others eork.

At least once a month the classroom should become e Writers
Workshop, when students have the opportunity to reveew their
writing folders and select drafts for editing and orese; Trion

In "A Writing Program for the Adolescent Slow Learner. pr 3349,
Kenneth Weber describes how his techniques and rgaeization
work in the classroom, especially the role of the teacher in llelping
the students to overcome their writing problems. Unlike USSW
sessions, the Writer's Workshop 'is a time when students are en-
couraged to get help from the teacher or from other students. ii- a
cooperative enterprise aimed to improve and share the students'
efforts.

When students have accumulated a sufficient quantity of draft
material, the classroom can be organized as a -Press Room- for
the practise of editing skills. Students are grouped into com-
mittees to concentrate on one aspect of revision for the papers
they are editing. In this way each student's paper will be read
several times for spelling, 'punctuation, vocabulary, grammar and
usage, logic and style. etc. as the papers are circulated from group
to group. In the course of the year students should be able to
rotate through many of the editing functions.

Dyna ics of Language 2 sr Students should be aware of the Handbook section, pp. 367-390,
for reference material on mechanics, usage. and writing resources.

Voices 2 For editing and proofreading, students should be encouraged It)
use the "Guidebbok to Modern Expression" pp. 425 -466,. which has
an alphabetical listing of many of the prbblem areas g! formal stan-
dard usage.

Students should proof-read their final dra. t and write neatly and legibly.

For many students handwriting is no problem. Others will need
help in overcoming problems of ambiguity, illegibility. and neat-
ness Samples of the students' best handwriting should be collec-
ted at the beginning of the year for the teaoher''s reference

e Students should be encouraged to copy poems, aphorisms. mottos,
bumper stickers, quotations, and slogans to decorate tear writing
folders and notebooks, experimenting with various styles of writing
and printing.

e All work submitted for evaluation should achieve agreed standards
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of neatness and -legibility. Emphasize the need for, care and ac-
curacy in preparing written work for public presentation.

Let each student choose a favorite piece of writing for publication
in a class book. Editing Committees can help with the selection of
items to be included. but t~ teacher should ensure that every
student contributes. The stucleri is responsible for the final
preparation of the composition on _3tandard, unlined paper to be
hound into a class anthology of writing

Some students will need help in letter formation, or the size and
spacing of words. After diagnosis of the specific problems, give in

practice sheets or WUrkrJOOkS-

The students should have a functional knowledge of a system of English
grammar for, the improvetnent of clarity and precision.

A great deal of empirical research has shown a negative correla-
tion between the study of traditional grammars and the irfit-
provemenfir of writing. The, positive results obtained' from the study
of modern transformational-generative grammars have been mat-
ched by teaching similar processes of sentence-combining without
any formal grammar instruction. Knowledoe of grammar at this
grade level should be sufficient to provide.a working vocabulary
fOr the discussion of syntax and usage in the students writ:has,

O -Correct English-. pp. 152-181. contains a useful discussion and
many activities ti illustrate the differences between standard ano
non - s=tandard English, and the various' levels of formality.

O The grammatical terminology introduced in Grade 8 can be rein-,
forced by making use of the names of the form classes (nouns,
verbs. adjectives, and adverbs) in the word collecting exercises
used to generate writing ideas, The names far the structure
classes of words lcontunctions, orepoSitions, pronouns, and deter-

will be necessary in the discussion of syntactical problems
in editing ana s-entenceecombining,

Research in
Wiliten Comp ©s hart

Language Is!

For students who have difficulty in understanding subject-verb Dynamics of Language 2
dweerntilt and standard veru forms. the Sect:cm -Yeas ana Nays.
pp 160- 85. contains useful examples and exercises.
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ADDITIONAL RESOURCES

Braddock; R., Lloyd-Jones, R., anJ Schoer. L-, Research i -Written
Composition. Urbana, III.: N.C.T.E., 1963.

Ettner, Kenneth, ed. A Thousand Topics fdr Composition Urbana, 111..
N.C.T.E., 1971.

Howe, LW., and H
1975.

.M.. Personalizin g Education, New York: Hart,

Judy, Stephen N., Exploration., in eleaching of Secondary Fr.tRliSh. New
York: Dodd, Mead, 1974.

O'Hare, Frank, Sentence C !iinings 1Mproving Student Writing Without
Formai Graiip..:,:r instruction. Urbana, N.C.T.E., 1973.

',Veber, Kenneth J., Yes, They Can! Toronto: Methuen, 1974.



GOAL '6

PROVIDE STUDENTS WITH OPPORTUNITIES FOR
WRITING VARIOUS TYPES OF PROSE

The form of a piece of writing is frequently defined by the purpose
intended for it. The J.?mphasis in the following exercises and
simulations is on writing for a specific purpose. In order to un-
derstand the formal requirements for each piece of writing,. the
students must be aware of the audience (whether _real or simulated)
:1;,vhorn the writing i directed, and what the writer hopes to achieve.
With a specific airy in Mind. the students should be encouraged first
to draft their ideas. then edit and polish their writing until it rneets the
standards demanded by the situation.

The students should be abl
cluding giving directions.,i

write paragraphs for varoys p

ACTIViTiES FOR CLASS, SMALL GROUPS, AND
INDIVIDUALS

in.

TEXTS

4 Read and diScuss "Perception ---(Tne Senses at Work'''- (pp. 7-39). Language of Alen 2
Students may try the "describer6 and drawers- exercise- (p. 29)
Then ask' each student to write out 'clear directions that would
enable another perton to reproduce one of the geometric figures
(rip 12. 22.'27). with a ruler and pencil Assign a- number to each
paper. keeping them anonymous: then distributing the 'papers so
that the students can try to follow the written directions.

Let the students describe, in words, the optical illusions -(pc. 7. 10.
14. 30. 34).

a Read "Fire" (pp. 31-42). then examine the._ map a 34). Let the
students assume the map is oriented to the norkh,then write the in-
F,'n,ctions to guide a lumberjack fro hl the camp to the craft centre.

ro Use atlases a7d wall maps to trace the route taken by Wetherell, in
immigrating to Canada and-travelling to Come Lucky. R.C. Let the
students write directions either for another immigrant to retrace
VVetherall s route. or to take a different combination of tran-

. sportation routes

O Alger 1,,.-iuddirig Chapters 1 to 3 Lareltiiiy, ihe studekitsshoold plot
Ralph's route on a map of B C.. then write a paragraph of clear
directions to guide a traveller from Vancouver to Atnarko

Let the students assume that thr, map (p. 10) is 'oriented to the
north. then write a paragraph or !ear Iattrections to guide the
canoes of the Taitikat people to the .Sarnan's dance at the Hotsath
villa4e.

Action English 3

Campbell's Kingdom

Crusoee of Lonesome Lake

The Whale People

73
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The students shculd be able to Write paragraphs for various purposes, in-
cuding describing and narrating.

Dynamics of Lt guage 2

Actior English 3

Language of Man 2

The Sears and I

Sounder

The Whale People

Journeys

0 Chapter 13. its Alt Yours" (pp, 329-365), provides a useftd tiro:
the development of narrative and descriptive 'krit_ina Th -.Ap
plications (pp. 338. 342. 356) suggest many good 'wenn:a

Read and discuss the explanations and illustrations- of the
individual voice (pp. 24-30i, and have the students ',;rte t he eer
cise 1p 2Ef ._131 the 7:h--,?CklIS:t (o -70)10 iodoe !he t-ffec
their writing

C :Aff9r ctolying fl ph,.:-,t,)nr-nee ( p 973) ft-,.?

word cache of adjectives and phrases to descoot-- S

face and provide insight to her feelings Use idear; fo for-
mulate an alternative advertising copy for tt United t. ii
Discuss r. 'ha: otner a rrp.aqr in:

Among many good descriptive th--;,:Ef evoa ,00n sorlatl
ip 123) provides a good example of illustrative de7all in doscoOmq
a season. Let the -students oonerUte the list of evof,:allvo
details to rips he oarnoular f,erisr,frf

* Le the students make a.comhanson between the eirrely s r:lt-tf' in
this novel with Lesties (n14:I in The Bears and ;

Let the students describe now itlin berania a sue ,5 cf,i whaling
chief: For- an outline. discuss the time pt,?paorfhori,
materials. etc:

After reading. "The Dst Dangerous Game (pp 65-82). let the
students compose a "Wanted- poster for General Zatinft.
rie5cr!birq both "the person and his offlmc)5 Then le"! the students-.
compose the instructions to be given to a secret agent whose -s,
assignment (if he or she should ancept it). would be to apprehend
Zaroff.

The students should be able to write paragraphs for various purposes. in-
cluding- supporting an opinion.

Action English 3 Read Escape. Escape' (pp. 145-15.() and discuss the advantages
di iJv1tiyC ut fit It the GIUOii r--1,1(.0. Lei ii 1e1iI

choose a viewpoint and marshall the arguments to support their
opinion.

Dynamics of Language 2 0 After reading "Concrete and Abstract (pp 5-1G) let the 5tudentc
.

reformulate the statements of opinion in Application 2 (pp 16-17i
After making the statement more concrete the students can set
out the arguments to support that view



O Leslie is faced with the dilemma th No wild animal is better off
in a cage unless he's born in one First, let the students discuss
the aiguments for and against keeping wild animals in zoos,
menageries. circuses and game farms. Then. let each student for-
mulate an'opinion on the subject and collect arguments to support
the opinion before writing a paragraph.

Similar group discussions and collection of :arguments can
precede the writing of a personal response to Wetherell's com-
mando-like operation to get the trucks into the Kingdom. or in
judgment of Trevedian's flooding of his oil StrThe.

' The Bears and I

Campbell's Kingdom

The students should be able to write various kinds of composition, in-
cluding newspaper stories and articles.

Fieviow the inverted pyramid style of newspa-per ming. The first
seraerum must catch the readers attention by answering -the key
riaestion's the W s VVhe? What? Why') Where? and VVhen?

thorn this angie

epsix honest serving men
rhu.i taught rn,r all I knew/

There mimes are What and Why and When
:tict Ho,.A.1 and Whore and Who -

(Rudyard K, ling)

Sumrrades of the events of nost of the short stories of action
can be written in this form. Let the students mince that the
newspaper report gives all the irntortant information in the)
beginnino, while the short story often witholds important
details to achi.,ve -suspense in a surprise ending. Newspaper
reports. on the other hand, must be capable of 'Ewing pieces cut

-from the end by an editor who is short of spar=e.

Journeys

Men in the Fictional
Mode 2

Imagine

The major events of this novel may be easily retold in newspaper In The beat of the Night
rerv.rts of the discovery of the murder, the arrest of Tibbs on
;.sp,cion. Sam's arrest. and the final solution to the crime.

The students should be able to write various kinds of composition, in-
cluding directions for building or repairing various devices.

Having to depend on their own resources Leslie and Larch make
many useful gadgets for the cabin. let the class make a list of all
the rustic artifacts that might be -constructed for making life in the
wilds easier Either individually. or in groups. the stunt nts should
then w l'ite detailed directions and draw plans for making eactiof
these devices. The results can be collected into a class "Foy,fire-
type of klet

The Bears and I
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Crusoe'01 Lonesome Like. Ralph Edwards and his fai Lily build and repair almost everything:

the cabin, trolley, rafts. irri- lion systems, bridge, truck garden, or-
chards, root cellar, mink firm, sawmill, landing-strip. etc. In
emulation of Edwards. the students can either write a -how' to
make it" paragraph. or a cooking recipe, like Ethel's formula for
candying apples, p. 57.

Some Haystacks Don't
Even Have Any Needle

er "Fixer of Midnight (p. 54), "Univac to Univac" (p. 89)I "Directions
to the Armorer" (p. 99), may be used to introduce the topic of fixing
machinery. Rrepae.: a wide range of fix-it problems bikes,
motors, radios, record-players, sewing machines, electrical fuses.
kettles. zip fasten-rvs, buckles; etc., and let the students write thn
directions for repair and assembly.of the gadgets. The results can
be collect into a class "Fix-It" book.

The students should be able to write various kinds of composition, in-
cluding critical analysis.

Language of Man 2

goals 9 to 13 are concerned with the students' respoo:e
kterature. The Various approaches and topics suggested in the!;-4'
sections provide many opportunities for critical analysis Genei::'-
the initial response involves the collection of ideas. and is nest
cumplished through group discussion or teacher-led class
questioning. More structured responses can take the form of
reports. panel discussions, and class debates-While some c.,,f these
activities will require note-taking and written preparatio71. the for-.
mal piece of critical writing is bette- developed from the oral work.

The students' response to the reading of literature can lead to a
variety of approaches to critical analysis of the literary work.
Studies of the structure, plot, themes. characters. semi-roc...

storical background. genre, style of language. point of view,
values, imagery. symbols. myths. and relevant information Thout
the author's life provide a wide range of possible essay titles
relating to a particular work. If a group of students. or the whole
class. is raking an in-depth study of a literary work, aim to
produce a collection of diverse articles (instead of having every
student write on one or two topics). The results can be collected
and bound into a class,book. entitled, for example: "A Casebook
on The pearl.'" or "All You Ever Wanted to Know About The Sword
in the Stone.-

';Understanding the Ads and the Commercials- (pp. 79-109) 15 con-
cerned with the critical response to the language and images of
advertising. The whole-page magazine ads (pp 90-93) provide
good material for critical analysis in oral or written forms. In each
case let the students Hqntify the source of the ad the audience
intended, and the mess,.. yes. explicit and implicit. conveyed by the
text and image. before evaluating the ads' effectiveness. Similar
exercises in analysis can be done with a wide range of ads collec-
ted from various magazines or newspapers,

Dynamics of Language 2 "In Your Minds Eye" (pp 301-327) deals with literal-and figurative
comparisons. allusions. analogies. hyperbole and personification
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used in presenting arguments, literature and the media. Some of
the "Applications: (p. 315) can lead to the writing or a paragraph of
critical analysis of the examples given.

The, students should be able to write effectively for the purpose of con-
ducting personal business, including letters of application for jobs and
credit.

The tori-n of the business letter and ar example of a letter of ap-
plication are. given in "Writing Resources" (pp. 384-390). The
students may copy this form in writing real or simulated letters in
response to lob ads. from the local paper.

Read the case- history of the 'Indian who was refused entry into a
school of nursing. After itscussing the necessary qualifications let
the studei-its write a !z.t1,4-_r 6 application to the schoOl, All letters of
applicAtion. after ,nitial drafting, should be preJented in standard

prefwati:y, typewritten. Otterf it is poss..1e for a batch of
student bLisinss letters to be typed by the students of a typing
class ;I may be necessary to discuss with the commerce teacher,

variations in the typing format.

ulated business letters may be written in response to the fle-
a' situations of some of the short stories and novels: e.g,-

Dynamics of Language 2

Action English 3

Gillespie hMr, hnon the Police Crui2t for nine weeks before the mur- In The Heat of The Night
der occurred. Let the students write his letter of application to 'the
Mayor of the city.

After re-reading pp. 92-93. let the studentS write Stinley's letter of Crusoo Lonesome Lakeapplication to an Ocean Falls electrician, applying to become an
apprentice.

After reading "The Open Window- (pp. 99-102) discuss what sort of
lob Vera would be suited for. considering her playful, creative
imagination. Let ne students write her letter of application.

After reading -The Red-Headed League" (pp. 104-127) write
Wilson's letter of application in response to the job ad. p. 108.

After reading "The Nine Billion of God- (pp. 128-135), write
the Lama's letter to-Dr. Wagner. asking his company to supply and
program t'ne Automatic Sequence Computer.

Man in the
Fictional Mode, 2

- After reading about Slappy Hooper (p. 319), let the students Dynamics of Language 2
imagine that I ley are entering a business partnership with Slappy.
and write a letter to a mar., banking firm asking them to finance
another big plan of '...1:appy's. mentioning his past ac-
complishments.

Po;



ADDITIONAL RESOURCES

Judy. Stephen N., Explorations in fin' Teaching of Secondary English. New
York: Dodd, Mead, 1974. "Some Neglected Forms.of Composition (or,
Must They Always Write Essays?" (pp. 91-92) listS more than sixty dif-
ferent forms of writing which students can attempt.

Journals and diaries

Profiles and portraits
(friends. enemies., adults. public -figures)

Autobiography

Dramatic monologues (written, improvised or
recorded)

Stream of c- ,,iousness

Satire

Radio play

Newspaper stories (let them chase- fire
engines)

Interviews

Cartoons

Broadsides

Pamphlets

Fiction (short story or novel)

Plays. plays, plays (short scenes. one-acts,
'pray sed, full-dress productions)

Commercl a Is

Riddles

Posters

Underground newspaper

Telegrams

Graffiti

Metaphors

.Monographs

Propaoanda

Films

Dbseniation papers

Sketches (notebook jottings. gleanings)

Reminisce--ces and memoirs (high, or low
camp. serious or fun)

Confer, ons (real or fictional)
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Slide tape

Editorial

Photo essay

Children's stories and verse

Poetry, poetry. poetry (free forms and struc-
tured forms. concrete poetry. light verse
limericks. protest verse. song lyrics

. .)

Policy papers

Research (a record of something seen or lear-
ned)

.Light essays (Thurber. E. White.
Jimmy Breslin)

Advertisements

Imitations of established writers

Jokes

Flyers

Letters (real or fictional)

Aphorisms

Reviews (books. concerts. football games.
dates)

Sound tapes

Magazines

Petitions

Television scripts



GOAL 7

HELP STUDENTS DEVELOP WIDE SPEAKING,
LISTENING, READING, AND WRITING VOCABULARIES

"When our words change, we change. Learning new words is not an
isolated activity. It is an on-going part of life, the never-ending
process of conceptualizing. Vocabulary deVelopment means more
than adding new words to your repertoire of experience. It means
putting your concepts in better order. or into additional orders or
arrangements. To change your vocabulary is to change your life:

(Dale & O'Rourke)

The students should have an interest in words :rtd Idioms and a desire to
learn and use new ones.

ACTIVITIES FOR CLASS, SMALL. GROUPS AND TEXTS
INDIVIDUALS

Have students bFing a ScrabLe .7a "for each four students m the
class..Game is played in teams of two. Basic rules apply except
that students must use dictionaries and contribute only new words_
After the new, word is played, the contributor is required to define it
from memory. Before the contributor defines the new word, op-
posing team may challenge that the word played is not "new'. The
challenger proves this by defining, without the dictionary. the word
played_ If the challenger defines the word correctly, the opposing
player loses a turn. Otherwise, the challenger loses a'turn.

Citizen Band Radio can be set up in a classroom. 'urn to truckers'
channel. Allow students to listen for .ifteen minutes, making
notes on what they hear:Discuss what was said, noting context
clues. abbreviations. punctuation, grammar and phonology of the
dialect.

Have students accumulate a glossary of CB terms.

As new words crop up in class discussion or study. write them on a
x 3" card. After twenty or so words have been accumulated,

divide the class into two teams. Cards are placed in a .cannister
One team. member draws a word out of the cannister; defines it,
and uses it correctly in a sentence. If one team cannot define the
word. the second team can take that word or choose -another.
Points are given 'for the correct ,wets.

Each day -elect a word for sludy. In five minutes demonstrate
COrreG! context and meaning. Students should record words ire
vOcabulary lists and be tested periodically.

A-Z Gar-, : Have the class compete to construct a sentence using
the twenty-six letters of the alphabet. Each word must begin with a
ciifferert letter For example: A bumbling, cantankerous. difficult.
elephant. falteringly Difficulty can be raised by repeating,
using 'new wwris instead of known ones_

"Breaker, Break, Broke:
Citizens Band in
The Clastroorn"

83



Languag 2

Voices 1

Write the same scription on the board as was given the three ar-
tiSts -on page 42. Comport. 'he results and discuss einterpretive
aspect i ..,ore_is Have the class design their wn descriptions.

and discuss "Cariaian. Eh? (pp. 109 -112). Compare Orkin's,
satire with Avis s view of Canadian English in the Introduction (pp.
vi-ix

The students should have acquired a broad vocabulary that will be useful in
academic, vocational and social contexts.

Gage Canadian Dictionary

Voices 1

O Encourage 5:Aents to keep a vocabulary list for each
area

o Every should in(Jude vocabulary

When new words are encountered. have students See Say it
Write it

Assign a student per day to be :esponsible for teaching the class a
new word

Have students skim reading material for difficult vocabulary. and
foresludy.unrcnown words The Ir visible Aborigine (pp. 202-210)
demonstrates md need of learnir , new words before reading

The students should recognize and be able to use appropriately the various
levels of diction, including formal, informal and slang.

4,

Action English 3

.' Role play a variety of conversational situations where &variety of
diction levels are required. e.g. You,are babysitting. but one of the
parents is not yet ready. Youare conversingwith the parent who is
waiting.

You are being interviewed for a summer !ob.

Ree 1 and disciiss the-court scene (pp 130-1341. having students
subs,itute a higher level of diction Reverse having judge
using slang

Examine newspaper for varying- levels of language. especially
the r. r?itorial and letter-to-the-editor sections



Numerous exercises on all three levels of usage are found -in
-Correct English- (pp, 1.5-1E11

Compare John and Lorraine's languaoe in Chapters 1 and 2
.respectively. Choose several passages and have students sub-
stitute a variety of levels of diction. Read passages aloud when
completed:

Have students write skits where the normal stereotype diction level
does not 'fit' the characters.

Language Is!

The students should understand the effect of context on the meaning of
words.

"Context Contest- Have student teams make up five correct sen-
tences for a new word The opposing team listens to the first sen-
tence and attempts to discern the words' meaning. If the meaning
is riot guessed correctly on the first attempt. the opposing tears
reads the second context sentence. Fewer points are givc2n as
more context sentences are needed.

e.g. Team 1 chooses a word, and composes five context sen-
tences.

pugilistic

1. pugilism is a sport that involves two combatants.
2. Before the Kane ELI craze. pugilism w the most common form

Of settling differences.
3. Sometimes in a hockey game, the spectator sees examples of

pugilism.

4. Gloves protect the pugilistic' hands from damage.
5. Munammed Ali is paid very highly for his pugilistic talents.

Team One presents the word to be figured out and writes the first
context sentence on the board. Team Two answers with a guess
based on the first context -entence. If the guess is correct. Team
Two scores 5 points. If the guess is incorrect. second context sen-
:enceis read and the word guessed at again. A correct definition
now scores 4 points. reducing with each context sentence
necessary to clarify the meaning. When one team guesses correc-
tly. the roles are reversed

Pigman

CSSD is, a strategy designed to assist students to recognize Reading Skills for
new words: Young Adults

Context: Instruct students to look for context clues and sari ova he
range of possible meanings.



Reading Skills For
Young Adults

Structure: Have students break words into syllables. Sound the
parts of the word out, and pronounce them.

Structure: Have students use their knowledge-of prefixes. suffixes.
and root words to piece together the meaning of the word.

Diaonary: If the word still eludes identification. have students
look up word in glossary or dictionary. Students should record
word and meaning. Flash cards could be used. Encourage.
students to review words.

The Language of Man 2 Read and discuss "Oftting Word Meanings From Con tex (pp. 69-
77)

Pigman Have students skim to accumulate unknown words. Page numbers
must be included so students can practise CSSIJ strategy.

Chapter 1

porcelain (page 8
recessed

avocation

incandescent (page 9)
commemorative

sophomore

opinionated (page 10)
epic

excrucbtingly (page 11)
morally violated'
raunchiest

Chapter 2

subliminally (page 13)
thrombosis
'repress

filet (page 14)
compassion (page 16)

outrageous
Homo Sapiens
monstrosi!y

compulsive (page 17
impreSsionable

sclerosis

paranoia (page 19)
mortified (page 20)

Similar vocabulary scanning exercises con be used for beginning
any of the prescribed texts.



The students should analyze the elements of word structure (roots, prefixes
and suffixes) as an aid in understanding wordi.

"Mix and Match" (pp : 42-46) Dynamics of Language 2

Common prefixes, suffixes and root words and their meanings
should be displayed on classroom walls.

Have students print on large sheets of paper word lists, employing
common prefixes, suffixes and roots.

Have students make up words of the future, by arranaing new COMO
binations of prefixes. suffixes. and root words.

The studpntS should understand the difference between denotation and
connotation_

Read and discus -Getting the Right Connotation (pp, 46-47). Language of Man 2

Have t.,,,idents devise two menus. one from a coffee shop and the
other from a faricy restaurant. Both menus list the exact same dish
but with different language.

Hamburger and Chips

Charbroiled Salisbury Steak
in Toasted Bun
Shoestring Potatoes

Read "The Tone Carries the Meaning- (p. 45)
0

Assign students parts to say the different expressions. Discussion
should ensue to determine if the reader has captured, the correct
emphasis:

Have students compose their own misplaced connotations. and
then ielrite some well-chosen descriptives,

Have students rewrite radio, television and magazine ad-
vertisements, using misplaced and well-placed connotations.

Have students scan the newspaper for examples of connotation

Have students rew rite newspaper articles. using connotation to
give a different tone or _slant to the report.

Language of Man 2
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In The Heat the Night Have the students quOte. and discuss, the words and phras6c.'qed

by the whites in Wells, when they talk to or about Tibbs. wiih un-
favourable connotations. Have them link these expressions with
the treatment accorded to Tibbs as a result pf this language

-The students should be aware that figurative expression can enrich and.
clarify spoken and written language.

Language Is!

Dynamics of Language 2

Some Haystacks Don't
Even Have Any Needle

Success in Reading 3

Success in Readinq 4

Have students write a paragraph describing either picture on page
80 or 81. Must students will not use-any figures of speech. Collect
paragraphs. Cover section (pp. 82-83), Hand back paragraphs for
improvement.

"In Your Mind's Eye- (pp. 301-327) contains a good discussion of
igurative language Applications. (pp, 308. 313-315. 320), provide
useful exercises for the students to practise using figurative ex-
pressions.

The poem "Corner- (p. 39) has numerousligures of speech. ,Have
students first identify-the figures of speech, than replace ti rim with
non-figurative language. Discuss the effect of this.

Excellent expi,,..nation and excises do the -uSo of figurative
language in prose (pp, 141),

Tu h- used as a follow -up exercise for exercise book 3, This,
section is presented at a more sophisticated level. (pr. 260-276)

The student should make,efficient use of basic reference books such as
dictionaries and a thesaurus.

Dictionary Mystery: Construct clues to a crime, by having students
use the dictionary to find the solution: e g Dovecote: where the
criminal '171d the murder weapon e.g. Boot --- id;om --- where the
money was stored, after the murder.

After all the clues are discovered, students should Write out
details of the crime in paragraph form. Students can make up t
own. mysteries

he
eir

a Thesaurus Game: Have class make up crossword puzzles Each
space in the crossword is a synonym. homonym or -anton -1 of a'
known word. The crossword could be the deta;s of a crime, as
above



e.g. MAS

pistol
wn

2. booty (syn.)

to Ten-Speed daily; Using local street names. have the class make
up synonyms for streets in their rally directions.- e.g, Proceed two
blocks down "Suitmaker Street'. (Ans. Taylor Street):

A-Z Game: Played z described above, except only new words can
be used. For more of a challenge. have students compile sari,
tentes with only two or three syllable viords.

- -
The-students should have acquired some knowledge (V the many histofical
and contemporary influences on the development of English words and 9.x-
pressions, including other languages and cultures, science and 1.echnologY;
and mythology and literature.

i After rending The Story of Language- (pp. 11-3 -138) .he students
can write a story to account for the beginning of rnan's use of

'language

e Have stk dents devise a list of 'original vocabulary for early is r'
and include meanings. Read The Origin of Language- (pp_ 23-27)

Read and discuss "Man the Wordrnaker- (pp. 23-51). The `A-p-
prications' (pp. 26-27) provide several exercises 'in the use of
etymological dictionaries to trace the origins of words.

a "How Does a Chef Create. (pp. 36-38) provides example's of how
new words are coined. Application (p. 38) s.iggc7sts that
students should collect examples of coined words from the ad-
vertising of trade names.

"The Personal Touch" (pp. 4Q-42) .provides many e,xarnples of
words coined from the names of real people, literary and
mythological charadters,*and the names of places. The Application
(p, 42) suggests exercises_in the use of the dictionary.. to trace
word origins.

Let students play the -Eden Game." Give each group a set of cards
with pictures or symbols to represent flora, fauna and concepts in
their new world. Students have tc, invent names for the t-ings and
concepts. and compile a dictionary

Language of Men Z

Language is!

Dynamics of Language 2
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Language of Man 2

Have .he -.tude6t,4 create a word nap Trace origin oC a wcr i f r ex-
pression and place the word on its country of origin

O After reading (pp. 79-96),Ihave students examine present day ad:
vertising that uses 'scientific' words as a part of their product_
description. Dave students create their own scientific compounds
to include in ads. of their own.

e.g. New Nosedry contains metaphosphic ions for times, con-
trolled,. relief.

Students could create a new 2001 vocabulary, using known words
in combination, to' devise futuristic words,

e.g. Stellar ell interlocking, star-shaped. housing complex.

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES

Daniels, "breaker, Break. Broke: Citizens Band in the Classroom.
Engliji ti5. (December 1976) pp. 52-57.

Garrisson and Webb, What" In .4 Word. New `fork: Abingdon. 1965,
Niles, bt-eaithix Ski/k For New York:-Scott Foresman, 1971



GOAL S

ENCOURAGE A CRITICAL EXAMINATION OF
MASS MEDIA

The study of the media of mass communication. like'the study of
literature, provides many opportunities for the development of the
students' critical ar,d language skills. In modern world the
students need to understand hoW verbal, visual,and audio signals are
manipulated to inform, to entertain and, above all, to persuade the
mass audience. In praCticing reading skills, students learn to cope
with the output of the lintotype machine. but to accomplish this goal
the students must deal with the transitory( messages of electronic and

technology to achieve "media literacy".

The students should understand the functions and influences of various
mass media.

ACTIVITIES FOR CLASS, SMALL GROUPS AND TEXTS
-INDIVIDUALS

io Make a class survey of the total output of rrl.,Iss communications
media in the community. Begin by collecting the various forms of
mass media TV, radio, newspapers. magazines, and films, but
include the less obvious manifestations -- billbaards, bumper
stickers, paperback racks, Tee-shirts. flyers, newsletters, P.A.
systems. Muzak outlets, posters. postage-meter messages, let-
terheads. records, tapes, comics: ads in and on buses. shop signs,
calendars, delivery trucks. grocery coupons. junk mail materials,
and all sorts of merchandise packaging. A classroom display of
the print materials can lead to discussions of the quantity and pur-
pose of the messages which bombard the public.

Use the media collection to analyse the source of the Messages.
Let the students find out till, addresses of locally produced media,
TV and radio stations in thew' community, printing shops. advertising
agencies, media centres, newspaper offices, recording and film
studios, packaging industries, etc.

Explain that mass medium is a means through which one person or
organization can communicate with large numbe s of people. Con-
duct a media survey of the students:

Media Survey

1. How many hours each m n (approximately on th,e average) do.-
you spend in:

a) reading newspapers
4

b) readinc magazines
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cl re-ad

,,..tetch !e:evis,

of ;iste iriQ i7 radic

f wa =ch nr rims

Why is It impo-tant :0 y the rhas media?

V.i.lhen you sant :n rrT10t -1 on so,
here you look 7

VV,rh;ctl medium has ,

Let the studeots keep a daily

__:enic or so

-din_; - a ,oun end type cf
mass cortirrmi cations whioi a normal day_

The students should tmderstand the functions anc influencq of radi

py of i days orocra /rim lc; f r=r1 vF°ri =1 r:lr LO stations. AsK
the sw en's to

all the public services hat ratio perforws.
2 List the different types of programs on rad io

3 For each type of program, indicate whether the purpose oi the
program IS' a public service, or entertainment.-

What kin,
program-

Is there a °,y group that would depend on the
rarin it broadc.-asts?

nple vrry - 'ham

W h t,c h prh)e hires locally G duced

accuracy of cer-

7 Q wh it irripcmance to the. -rr rt the iccally 0
Jr L7(r r.Jrn

:Which ()hes are national; syn rid

Use a cassettC tape recorder to make up o typical day's radio
program. Copy the style and format of e i trop radio stations The
class could work -) groups; each group providiig portion of
the broadcast, and one commercial. Each groui, an' record on
separate ca-,selte.!-, .an d the results comt?inec ontC.Jne tape. If the
students` radio static-1 is airnefl to nerve the ,-,717ool. nevi's%vor-
thiness can be given to everyday occurrences fe_g. "Today in the
lows. students in Miss Dell's English class . :1. The tape can be
circulated to other classes or, played on the school's P.A. system.

Make a literature radio
from your reading as th

rograrn, using characters. and settings
subjects of your p'ograrmrning
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Sugg

1 Pre$-==nt :MR 11(75 Of 5PVe7f7r Sh s tnes 35 news 'terrs

2 1- !:1-cfR ,-,OntD4'ersi3! chr_aracters r rcm S7ryies o- -,,,Dv9 r=1:-,r frnagine!iC' ,nn

Ch:frnn !-2rs from your readinc4 can f=21=?p!lone Journeys
ionger v;-711u

Thar .acters c mid eee!torse prcelucts for -1,11yerf,smq: Man in the Fictional Mode 2

on 'talk sno-A-.5

O Gtu(-10.11F, snoLHel war ' group c! !(-.Ti? (Produce- --mu

11C) "J1ke, !apes of ofho! one-Minute radio ad.s.

Soff-ic research topics 7or radio:

1, HoN does a station get a licence?

2 Where do the call letters for each station -tricnnate?

.3, What do the call numbers rel :to?

11i:41 restrictions are th-t-,-2 on the ucw.er outcHt at broadcas:
tr,c.in,srrottert;;-

V.Vnat power does the Cx-adiart Radio and --le:Anson Coni
rim ssion (CRTC) have a. or 5tations broariba

Anat is trii? difference between AM and P stingt't

Action English 3

Tho students shouid understand the functions and influence of TV, and
should learn to discriminate in their choiG9 of programs.

a kt--(. students to reiid carefdi.'y ft!,- week's television gu,de and list
those progranis llTat tb,ittt, it-, !nyder to i n;

1 recn-?Jibonal in'erf?5t

2, intortlation thi:, might be inttt=trest.ng or in)portant to you

inforrnat!on that might be considered interestinia mr nloorbInt
auuience-

4. ihoSe pibgrarns that are loc_r.illy pro .no
5, those program--; that are community telev;sion

Discuss the folldwing questions:

1. Is 1E:ley iSiota fl or,ieCtive oLiservQ4 01 evonts: or toes television
cause rew'vl as cover it? (e.o Would aircraft hi-jacking
and other `tadS" roCome so pteva!ent Nift..nut television
coveraae?j



.4.ction 7r-7-ligh 3

2: Should there ac cens,r-shio of the lews or any reasghl

Discuss vvoy snouic a go ernrne,-:t vvh,ch is doing what .1jiv a ri allow itself to e criticized?

4. \Alhati ccm.rols d-.- the CRTC, piLIce On p.iblio s- 1tnns0

5 -,,Vhat ..nfluence ha q teievi.,s .-?n had on the development of
DrC.-,]-3.5' Dr a!

.6. Per, are better 'nforrneo oroblems :;terj-,,,
Are trIP1 rfic re cc 'r

0 Study the script of the dialogue: pp. 18-20. ;and ,:4scuss now :fir
si:ene cuuJ be used in TV procrarrimng: e:d. (Dt iu fc,r what

as public affairs (what issues are involved?). Show hoy,
or video-recording of the scene will differ aceord -1g to how is
used.

Th students should understand the fu7ctions and infl,,,6r:ces of Ina
newspaper.

Learning From Newspapers tho St dtYc WFT or spi O rtqwcone-s !.:.!` a
sweTof 3.C., Canadian or foreign daily newspat:-Is. Se l from
the 'ist of adcJgasses. pp. 148-152. EYarnine each newspaper ic
anaivse the confer as to news items, commentary. advert s..
entertair-ner*, public announcements etr the
student:, to measure Lperhs- by the column-incb, and calculate what
percent ge of each newspaper is devoted tr each of the
categohes. ,.,orric;r1-a the eye appeal liayout, headlines oictureS
otu f each ;.:th the cb-culatior f;ciores.

ExploraIlor in
the Teachinc, of

Reondary English

e Stephen Judy recornends sirruitfon Acme of '4e-,,*.,Sprint-'.
rh 22.221 GroLps of ::Hii2i.ntS COmptre :o produce a newspaper to
seH to other classes. .7.o each issue are distributed to the
cooperating class .-'hEct the students rank their choices of 'he
competing newspapers Tr e rik scores can then he trans,ated
into eirculaurin figures

Learning From Newspapers he section Using the Daily _wspaper in the Senor tirades-.
U :e 'U dL tiv IOUS

The students s could understand the lunotions and influences L film and
video, and Ida n to distriminate in ,heir choice

Na9Onc: Film Board
Catalogue

There are many films which are availahle, free from National
Film Board, ard are s.,,itable for the s-1(2.1y of ti'tn technque. The



NFB Oatalogue lists a section On Creatoie A.rts
r,rP especial!'" 'aldalDe

L-qv

Ch'!ungc3 of Change
ITha r1s Necklace

coernic Zoom

Holt-h.:If-Three-Quarters-Full
I Know ar Old Lady Who SIvallowed a F!y
Ftiy Finarcial -L-3ra27

r 3-4.1 de Deux
Espoi

Volleyball

Tor;

Rea 3 5. ) lt Do E 7ee?'' (pp. '-14). notmc-1
part 7.L.- the 4'prabuiary ri mak.rig. View the hir,,
Reason Stw NF or PFNI(i. and discuss ho-,% the flint-tra:ut

i7s adg!ei, .7-.).sho,% 'he :-e;a: e in-ponfince of
charactri7, in -.he.: ¶tirrr

p. pra,.ides a Jod introduotii.
h'f to= vi Jai imagery to interpret me ve friFzssago of ':fie

poerft (pn 17-181 'he stydentri-

a..ssortyien't of ne,,,,,:--)aper ahcl rnacv:zine pictw---ffn
,hestulents find exarhp.',s of vaimous shots and anates. and (Na :.-f-
fects created N the ihPeaction hehAv'eCn ca f ublec
DI:cuss the fh'th.4di,19 stalerneirs

1. f rn do. t capt;.ire reAlity. it cretps its wn

ro2r-,y.

3. Film :hinges the speed of life,
4. Film assigns in importance tf:.) objects- and persons
5. Film can :,:.ha-ge the order of eVentS
5. Film can alter shape and colour.
7. Film ;:an create meaning.

From the picture collection t drnup,T; r tiidents choose u pair Qt
pictures to create hurnour by itixta7lo,:ition as in the oxarnple
(pp. 13C .a1

Action _English 3

Jo Fleasr.,

l.c Leaf Not t`i,a

;_onguog ;51
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November View tne him Nov Bather tt,lic5) and let the,, students list the

dorninan: colours and imacies. Discuss tne effeots :rated by the
juxtaposidon of the cnosen snhts

The students should understand he function and influence of rnaga2;i-.1.5,
and learn tc discriminate in their choice of reading.

classnory-
cl7.asify 3c2corainq to content field, audience .9ppeei: ,:=;:y l,?. ad-

circulation, e'

T r.=

...,..ol!c.:1.brary. _rur4 store, at a news .:and. in a doctor's or den-
tis.'s w_ding room, in the students bowies. DistirqL. 5h between
mo.azines bought by subscription :hose delivery -ree: and those
D o, r2ht for -1sh. Compile a 'too ten' list of rnagazines-i4br the r.om-
hiLinity, a for the students in the class

Let the students make rosters or r -'nil r3-1(.7_) Ade to sd-
vertise a part(C nidgazine.

The students sl.,ould understand the functions and influences td: irious
mass nuld:a commercial products, and identify the use of false
logic.

Language tif Man Read ii'J d scw, the examples it, -Understanding the Ads and the
79=10q) Let s:bden'ts fu:-!rer

7;xaMpieS of the set' rid tecrmoi_ ilL!strated in is secticri.

pr,' 136-1471- hSt the proparlan:.d tdchniluns
descri and try some c' the :iCiivitir?S on no 1:35, 140. 144-146)

t the students denne ;.nri hnd earl__ 7.1t

opur,randa used in adver.

Bandwagon

Hattery

Appeals felt
Hurr- r

,t-J of d10109
-1.1s r.,

,tterinn generalities
ToStiMOri:

Piain-folks



Half-truth

-alse statistics

Ca.--s whether any 'nese devices are prohibited by the "Code
of 17thics- of the Star aids Counci- of Canada.
Re, baL i:izsues of Canadian ConsLmer -=se histo'
of prose,:ut:::ns fof misleading advertisin;

a Stephen J reccnimenas the simuiation game. -The Campaign
'pp as -neana :)t teaching understar -aPout the uSe
of media, In this game. the students choose a. iss:_;e which They
see as important in the school. community, or w( !I. identify a
tame audience. and develop a multime:-.,a carnr :ign, using 0

:-;er of possible means of persuasion, incluc,ng slogans. but-
. editor als. bump,. stickers

in:erviews, deUotes, letters. advertisements. TV documentaries,
ran 0 -, Ns, strikes, rumours I ims. slide -d tape shows. media

:,bytry).

In a c,f-ro--.r simulation game of --'-"' -a -c a grOUp of
students i-nc.oSes a new product to m- t. ant 9repares iaedia
campa!on to srr.lil the goods.

Ezolcratione in
"eaching of

Sc -ry English

The students should t-;a able to compare and co._ rest literary works witn
non-print versionit

One picture is worth a thousand words, and film takes ;7 1 60,
1,440 pictures each minute. But films do not communicate bettet
aafl wntds. only differeny ummunicates thr Ares.

nir-n-makers must take i.;;,,.fures of something. Iney cannot
,rho w abstract deas. s-cer: .,-;,,:rnbolically. They cannot show fear,
LW' fridn:ened poople. Film car; ot reveal a person's,thoucWs.
unless he states them Oth.t7 Sc we must guess what the n-ter
thinks by s.ina! he does. Also. ;fie film-maker cannot allude to
some pas' charr-,:r or as easily as
the nove! r,t can

Uiscuss ;:e-ts the different reactions peoola often ..e
when they f; see hlit and then read the book. compared A'
the r--;:r5e. try -0-1 see me Wm, V-Vhe.il approach qtyes
t:Cttift results-

Many of the cOrnmerCiii! tom versions of the novels are avu Jie
.-Amuul ;i r iii,. foiiiiat. L.4,;cuzD a:t.

TV After a ,owing of one of these films. a class or a group of
students cpn diuss the changes That were made in !r'"Slc,'ing
the book 1-:o a vi al medium and 'he differer, nff ieved
Similarly fr---4ny ,,.alar the rji- book
-ersion DL hovel 1' the ;dm was
na 01

Aft; :eadilg the t t sho the NFB film fleath of a Legend.
Di" us the roiativ i 'fectiyeness of the b.-_io14: and the film in
n,,.--r-enting a view cf the wolf.

Sounder
ZfiL14

Shane
Lost liv:zon
Campbell's Kingdom
And Then Pk c

Were None
(Ten Little indianq)
Night To Flemer''

In The ilea; of The rytvill

Never Ct, Wolf

9
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ADDITIONAL RErOURCES

Canadian Consurrer. Published bi-nionthly by the Cfx-,sumers'
Association of Canac.'a. (B.C. office 163 West Hastings Street. Van-
couver, VSB INS)

Judy. Stephen. ExplorationS ill tc riwching ot Secondatry Nev
York: Dodd. fv1(...-.!d. 1974

McLuhan, Marsnall* Ate.it*, The 1,1 Alap! New
'fork. S.unet. 1964

Nationa: Film Board Canada. riim C.i.',Ilogere. Regional Office: 115E,
West Georgia Stree:. .lancouver. B.C. (Films are avaiiable
charge)

National .Film Board 1- thc .w:.; 16 .--n-r*

colour fIlr

Partlow. Hugh R.. 1,carmilx 1 .

Toronto- Canadian Daily News,a;-_,** ?ublisher's AsSoc,at,,:o
(Free copies avaiiabie from local novvsnaper .oublisht?rs

P(vincial Educationa! I'vledia Centre. 4455 Juneau Streel. Pm
V.5C 4C4. Film and Video Tape Catalogues available to teachers

-Ira! c.dcator.1)
corporated. ..andolpn, Wisconsin, U.S.A. 53596

USEFUL ADDRESSES

Acti,...1 for C.'"ildran'S Television. 46 Austin Street, Newtonvil. ivtass.
02160

Advertisin, Star,,iards Council of Canada. 30:7 - 124ci Bay Street.
Toronto* Ontario. M5R 2A7,

rreri Broadcast'ng Company L0 Aveni of tne Americas
York, J19

Canadian BroaC acting Corporat)on ICS-71 P.O . Bo -x 500. -Termi-nal
'A', Toronto. Ontario. M5W 1E6

Canadian Radio and Television Commission 7:RTC). 1u I 00 Met
calla eet. Ottawa. Ontario K1A ON2

Canadian Television Netw,
Ontario, M4Y 11-5

C.fumbia Broadcasting
10019

r7.T/1 12 Carl n Stret E

Z, y t '11 West 52nd Btr.!et. New York

Ministry of Consumer and Corporat Affairs. 638 Fort Street, Victoria.
B.0 V8W 1H6

9
;readcasting CL,-npany. 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New '(nrk.



GOAL 9

ENC iURA(E STUDENTS TO READ AND ENJOY
LITERATURE PAST AND_ PRESENT

Ai the Grade 9 levei. students sf..ould read various types of
lit,--ature Besides a literal understanding of the tees the

#:-ants shni,k1 discuss their individual response: -,11!.et-i.
ke p 5.noul the value of various worKs, and realize toe

enioyrner of literary experience. More specialized
ispects to literature its human values, technical

't Teasing a-ad Canadan .zontew ar ce7*.-
sftlered 11. 12 .ind 13.

The student: should be able to discuss, with some insight, literary works
thei have -ead They shou;d understand, throuo experience, that con-

-centrated attention to a !Her:7'7 work can provide insight and pleasure, and
enjoy sharing wi.h others their or ;lions, impressions and feelings about
their reading.

ACTIVirES- FOR CLASS. SMALL -HOOPS AND TEXTS
INDIVIDUALS

le 'Talk in the Ci.ts.s.,00m- (pp. 69-96), Robert Veinberder
develop-3 the poni_ t -t the response-centred curriculum, erhoha-
sizing hie need to reservn the integrity of the individua studenin

various models of open-ended
quest,ons to lead students through the four areas of response.

Enga9emeri.:-/nvolvemente

affectkie response. leim the reailer becomes subjectively
irivmveLI th-P work feeling empatt or identification with
characters

Perception'
reF., the wort, as d produi:t of human creahiTh

._interpretat ion:

the translation t raetaoh.--ir. ibjecto,e or oblerttyQ
tr, ?It what the wor'k may avail

4 Evaluation:

the comparison Of oa work with others. aSsesSini.; Is impar,
and importanr-,

How Porcupines
Make Love

The students should have ;-ead variou types ol novels an. short stories.

r:
L.
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Prescribed novels an-1 The sixteen novels ard four cr-,...tions of short stories
short story presced for Grade 9 prow .he iange of fiction suitable fer
collections various- tastes and _ading The sh,-ring of inoividual

response:: is acTieved thr,;,;i4n small grout discuSsion. Many
of the stories can be linked through similarities of theme, setting,
or character, and toe simuitous study of several such ,..orks
can lead to a valuable corri::3r,son of their literary effects.

in rtl Heat of The Night a Readinu of these novels may lead
the treatment of olacks and other

Sounder beginnings for discussion are

scussion of prejudice in
groups Some possible

What characters sympathize
you feel

Do your feelings towards the police chief change d,Jrine the
reading of t;-e novel?
Are there any similarities between Tibbs and tn«a father in

Sounder?
What would Tibbs do if he were a characr Sounder?

Are 0,h.Pr of these r,ovels ()purr s about char ging peoples at-
titudes towards minorities?
Why is Sounder chosen as the title figure?
Hew does Tibbs differ from the police chief's stereotype of *.he
clack
VVha does the title In the Heat of the Night suggest about *tic
crime that was committed?
%,:nich of these two books wculd von he more likely tc read anein,

What other books do the sludenis know which treat of race
relations? Do the students r,:rnember 13002,2-91t Grae; from their
Grade 4 reading?
What changes in the ch&acters and situations oult- be ne-essary
if you were to give these r,---ivels a Canadiar setting?

The Heat f The Might a These novels may be treated as mystery stories in which the hero-
. dete7;;ive hat to unravel a 7,rirrieAfter reading the novel, let th.

An Yti:o Thee Were None students make a synopsis of the crime and the motives behind it
',take a list of the clues wh:ch lead to the solution of the crime.
Cr mpare varicu 3 methods of these detectives with those of
Sherlock Holmes in The Red-Headed League'. (pp. 10E-127),
Suggest what clues might lead to the di,t *overy of the murder in
"Toe Cask of Arriontikado-- (po 16;-167) Mate a list of other

Mari in the Fictional Mode 2 famous detectives: Dupin, SeXy.,),- Blake, Sam Spade, Poirot.
cattier Brown, Trent, Lupin, Lord Peter WimE,ey, Lecaq. Fortu-le,

orndyke, etc. and describe the style of each.

Ice Station Zebta

out of t e Silent Planet .After reading these nove draw up-'.n me st fem experience',
with this type ion t. .: a of Sciurce Ficti, 1.

Studek:s r.lay rer...ail Have Spal-estri* ."iii Travrt r,G7:1,0e 5); A
IA'rinale in Y:710 (rirnea 7): Ttc . arnr:sc a Cup, runnel Thx.ugh

T,-tgri!1,-Orne c oticnis ,Gradz. 6)' 'the Borrowers (r.J._t.tz.1
5),

or Into Summer



Dsccss relsnr for .e popularity' of Science Fiction in terms c,
space travel inc tim vel prove t no oppCrtunIty for the in' enhon
of alterr 'eve ,'ecries a. th different life forms and social vafueS
Discuss the creatures ,hich Hanson discovers et- his four

':0 their values .fe*ri thcSe of Durney throug-, M;
society

D D role s nf r19ro !kW` e -10 ,e1S To y,h,,=;: oc-
a part of the ScLiElly or SQCiai group in each novel

ristics set the hero apart' What are the forces cif
each Me.se 4efcaes-7 ho, co toe nerd

'rinse ctif "tie .,.Jhiloh

V.,nat
fey; ;tn,

vaiues

I Dis s :hese intoevent the theme of
awareness What do the ycuno pE.Dple fearn about themselves ano,
about other people in soc ety? Discuss the quotation We
had trespassed :00 Deen wn we (than'', belong and we were
being ounisned ft--- 1 .7. L I n wlys :ne-ee C. =-

Sh a clash between the vi:ilues generr:1ions? Le; the
students consider all the reasons f cr the fri ndship between
and Lorraine. In what ways are they influenced by the Pressures
from their tamilieS. their peer groupi-, and the school authorities?
Compare the sir union and La: a. tne-
Bleeding- (pp. 207-215). >as victims of a Conflict of values.

Discuss The Pearl EIS becien rti ci; t_ef

the fo:ces on each side? What, does :he pea I represent7 Is Kino a
hero or a viCtirrii) How might the finding ot. the pearl be see,n as ft
temptation? Compare the allegory of The Pearl with the Jiblical
quot2.10n: The !cive of money is he root of ail evil \Ahat does
Kino learn in the course of the story' How realistic is th' story? In
whiV other stories does the granting of a .vish ot- an apparent
stroke of good fuck result in tragedy?

* DisCuSS !,!fe concept of Sriangri-!_a
represent an iceal. utopia? Di cu
the search f;Jr the to, tain of youth
ceath? Lxplain the of the
Mal/insom Barnard :0 the s
novel reflect the concerns of the

In o net way does';is Country
-s the dream of continual or
Why do people fear ec)ng and

variouS characters Jowr,y.
To what extent does the

nineiee...thirties? it the novel
were qvnticri ipoiy wil3t utritr ucriuern$ ,might receive more
promtnence i.e. pollution, nuclear holocaust drugs and con-
Sciouness. eoxuarrelationship. etc In whet Ways does the modern
commune try to imitate Shy Compare the societies deplo-
ta.A in other utopian literature Erewl:-.)n Brave New World.
Island, etc. Compare the fate of the immortal Struldbruggs. en-.,tinterpd by Guiliver "Voyage to Laputa,

0.-/ During ire reading of the novel, confide, \I/My i1 is divided into four
parts. W:'sat chanc,--:: or developments 1.-J",e place in Thomas Black
Bi II lay f'-1 end of each par!? Wfiut doe: he-learn 'about J,-ciety-s
at; 1Jdes to.*.arr-47 hi r: Coir,.)are ttlfl clash between cultures

5no-e' 'rf' Hb5tile- (bp: 19.271

10
Out Silent Planet

l's Kinglif-

Pied Pipe

Station Ze

Pigntic!,

here Is a Season

PL3r1

Lost Mori

When the Legends Die
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Journeys 0 After We Kept Mother's Day. op. 88-91). d

how 1, aembers of the family treat tne mother. Discuss how
gap be Pen intention and actuality makes this writing irornc.Hly
satirfcai, In what ways are the family relationsiTos described in s

story dated? in what ways are they typical of the modern farrir-y-,
',.tould a Women s Lib. spokesman give to the moths. -rT

ub might the roles of the 1athei and mote o, be re ersed for :1

celebration?

The students sI -Heirs types caf poetry, including narrative,
lyric and drain

Second Century Antholc
of Verse 2

NobrAd ut Yourself

4)

Jowulf the Warrior-. (pp. 39-671 with the class in the mode
iadeecor story-teller. DISCLISS Beowulf as a folk-hero in the
0" 7--Ser-'5-

aodiel difleTs from that of the ore-literate society for which this
story Wa5 composed. Wha: are the modern equivalents of the
Scoff 5107:7-7 V. 'ho are tilt' hercers vrlo save our sooleti from its
monstetrS?

Reao 'Trzei-Ighwaym n top, 175-1771 discuss tha poem
rello-!ts and !mules the vioiance of :riesoLiety deo ,. led, In what
wav are the fates oT the Lero-and roir d ed ;4 their
SQ) roes Could thct sort'' tH2

male /female roles?

Flight (pp 189-19.11.
Ion. 19.5-19151 and (1 cuss the n.tieen

"Ex-Baskatball Player-
rir): Talst of the sportsman

;he, studrints read a vane,y of the ;He ouerns and ma o a
cr.oic.e ,nose 'which the = gree wc;-, the poet s view of ;Ile.
Use Cho categories of topic::: Growinp up, HerOISIT1, Joy .

and Ceiebrat,on. Humour. Lcp.,e and Marriac-. Misfortune and
Poverty, Nature. from van .1.is points of view, Prejudice and Con-
f fat Science and ..5c =Fiction. Sr iris. Working for a Living.

:r p, 251-256)

Read The Ro ca N Taken 0. and disc
of persona[ choice and decision - making

The I) and songs in this anthology provide a good selec-
tion for the development of the "engagament-involvement- aspect
Of snident response Many of these poems deal With the in-
divie, al's perception of the ---,Id of nature and ruman

Eridoi..traoe the student read widely to choose poem to
which they Can respond with .,r,:rsonal feeling. or with a sense
recogninng that toe poem urea: _s in words a feeling which before
was va7.'L,f:, and undef ined. The students in small groups. can
share choir as. and attempt to formulate the reascy-is why
some poems N- ,.h a responsive chord. Discussion at Oil:: stage of
responA iA tentative and unstructurd, v.nen students explore 0,9
realm of poulic expi



0 D%sston qu.s,stona fo, deweloo the perception aspect of student
response shoutl be, framer tc encouraoe a variety of. opinion,
rather than suages that tt poprn flaii -only one meaning for all
reed?rs.- or that only (:.4)E inte:Iretation s correcr. `Tpical
'fr-s7Doose-(;e0tre:1 questi_o,,$

i%Rnat do you think th title means?
D. iii or mird me speaker pl poern'(
Do you like the way this :pc,:ei-r) Why?
Vv "F you think of -he way this hoern is ..,irltien?
Do jou find the Or e arnuts:ig?
What do you think is Ihe tone of this hoem?
What Images thtithrh.; rhyrres. etc:, creae-,- fore-7
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1-4bbody But Yourso!,

How Porcupines "9.1.(e, Love

After finding -Fifteen" (p. 41, Weinberger recommends, the use 01 Nobody But Yourselfthe following -Talking Points- (p. 94) as questions which may be
used to get F. discussion started, and to guide the discussion How Pcrzlipines Make Coveengagement through the perception. interretation and evaluation
bso cls of student res-pcpnse:

How C'd the poem maL you feel?
How cic you think the boy in (r t. poem felt? At th,-2 beginning? At
the (and?

Have you ever felt as he did?
Why do you think the motorcycle meant so nai i him?
Is It possible that the rnbt,orbyCie stood for eise'2 what
do you think?
The poen telLi us four times at the boy idas this
repetition have any effect on you? What? Is it the sae
lime"7

if yu were painting a picture at the poern.-isfhat split second would
you try to capture in: your painting? Why? Can you describe the.
colors you would isa anu the Background of the scene?

in dra.natic verse the pa a',n projects the voice of an identiliablo Second Century Ailhologiescharacter (L.r,IiKe the Ivrit ,;. poem whiclives to the poet- of Verse 2
persori.iY Read "Archy Her from Mars- (pp. ;-2-36) and discia$s
the ironic numouriot the rctiokroacri's view o" the human *orltt

Read "Youog Mozes-, fop f;:f:..439:1 and compare Anath t with th
biblical story from Exodus.

- ,

Read -1...0.rd Randal" fp. 10b) and discuss wi-ty Randal might have
been poison.

Read lransfubio:1- {r) I4) ari discuss the character or the Noboty ut Ygursolfspeaker of the poem.
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Read Corner p. 50) and disc. 3 now the cop m-7:!--1! tl:cr,-,:tve he
Speakec,uf the poem.

Read Par:, (p. 86), and aiscuss 7ne speaker's - e'!'i of
ch lren

Read At the Cedars- (pp, 154-155) and discuss the Speakers
rnehoJ

o Read "Ea 5), and discuss the :per.lcer s draams of glory.

e Read Freddy the R- Perishes as another epis!!e f'.-re
the Crckrench.

The students shoutd. have read varioL types of non4iction, inc1,2cling
biography, autobiography, history and travel.

Journeys

A Night to Remember

My F- roily and
Other Animals

Never Cry Wolf

The Bears and!

Discuss the distinction between fiction and non.fiction. Let the
students survey this collection to determine which sections are
based on historical ev -ce Loots for differenceleN; narrative
style. especially the use , dialogue and description. In the non--.
fict!on stories look to details that mig:t nave been invented.

.40 Read The Aitack on Pearl Harbour" (pp. 131-142) and "Tragedy of
Errors lop, 146-153) and discuss Me difference in effect of the
writer's personal involvement.

The Titanic has become a symbol of the engine.er's Discuss
other supposed engineering that nave er in disaster.
such as the Hinet.±nbi,rc,i crash. the .`.7veyo explosion. -.1nou_s dam

and bridge breakups. tne Chalk River crisis:

DISCuS.5 Our,eIrs L1:i!:jde to the, world of 11R!ure !,e: students
choose incidents of :-:,1rticular interest to tht,rn cfiscuss the
oasis -of their choice

O DIsr._!71s ,401v9s Sh.7N .e NJ: fir, DeaRt
of -.a Legend.- Discuss the juStifirAt,on for oovernment bounties for
wolves: Discuss the hurilina c-Jf caribou: Dicouss man 'iSe of the
northern habitat. .

N

Discuss Franklin'S achievement in dernestic'ating the tears.
Discuss' the 'desirability of making the area a game areserve.

,%

Crusoe onesome Lake Discuss Edwards' achievement and survival. Discuss the concept
of sRlf-sufficiency in the wilderr'ess. ToKhat extent are Franklin
.,11:1 Edwards dependent on civilization-for their technology and
resources?



The ittridqr:ts recl vor_icc typils it's ending
rnorolOguas, ou!,:::rt plays, TV plays, radio play, and .4CZ plaqa for the
theatre.

Read and discuss What. f c ay How D I 62 -7D
and discuss how speech may reveal char.

Read "Pluopei
used to tell a story.

s Let the students

1-ncl discuss now dialogue oan

Action Enolish 3

scripts and prays in tneSe I 1- tiers Mar, in tho Ora-- atic
and atoose Sarnpl,Ps -.7rn orsentation Mode 1 and 2

Tho studertts shoOld have had an opoortunly to read literature aloud They
should participate in poetry reaCings and claserourn drama.

gges.ttlarts for poetry reading to included with the oral activities
recommended for tine acctomphShment of Goals 1 and ;7. It is tin-
porta. in the classroom presentation of poetry that all readers
should have time to .:Jrerrnre arid rehoar:: their tendings Studor,ts
may pradtise poetr-Sit wading in pairs Or small groups, ano only in' .

fronl of a largo et,...artoe when they are confident vi tneir

Make use of red lioh:s (an overhead ,projector t=t a
coloured :ranspartt-rcy) and potliohts la ,-35 rIrn siide projector),
to create atmoSpri:;-re for a poetry reading. Let the students cboose
suitable background Music. which can-be cued to their reading.

Me opening chnapters of this novel may be read aloi
contrast of male .ainct female voices to create the effect h _ o
narrators of the Ciflr,

hr classroom drama it i= best rd begin with short intordvi
and impromptu .puppct plays and taped radio scripts. Oel'ore
reacirng or staffing one one -act plays.

The ,udertts 'Should have iiad opportunity to men rize tavourt'a !in or
paasagaa from literature.

!vier% 'anion of poetry irid drama should be encouraged. Many of
the lyrics in this anthology ,-!ave been recorded as songs, and the
words are familiar, Encourage students to rnertoilze these short
poems ftassroniti presentation. 0

nvit oval poets to -kite or read poetry in the blastdon

Pigman

Nobody (Jut You set
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The students should voluntarily read a broad variety of literature, including.
fiction, and rion-fiction of the past and present.

a The Reading Conference is an important feature of USSR or any
individualized reading program. giving the teacher opportunity to
advise the students on their choice of reading,:and possibly direc-
ting them towards d variety of types of literature to extend their
reading interests_

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES

Purvis, Alan C.. ed. How Porcupines Make Love: Notes on a Response-
Centred Curriculum. Lexington, Mass: Xerox, 1972.

National Film Board. Death of a Legend.. 16.Arn. 57 min. Colour_



GOAL 10

STWIENTS' KNOWLEDGE OF SELF AND
%aVETY 1-FtliOUGH LITERATURE

Ass li,,.tcated. a tife unexamined 18 not worth living. This
Goo! r,r ftudents to examine thekir values in a social and

y ceo

The studereis uivr be to identify values and attitudes expressed in
works Of literature, and c are these with _their own.

ACTIVITIES SMAIJ. GROUPS AND
it5IIVIDUALS

After the students have react the novet.'heit. l)ftem. in an essay of
at least three paragraphs. discuss why peop.ie are preludiced. The
title of the essay should be "Prejudice Exists ,3c-cause to
the essay` give reasons why prepsdyi.:e exists. Give examples from
-the stories and from life, ir possib e. offi-2r a solution to the probleM

ejudice. DiSCI)SS the use ct Ole term "nigger".

-

After readin0 the novel. the Students:, Should. give three or four
v a The events find characters in this book

are one of the following:

a) very true to life
b) exaggerated or glamorized to increase popular appeal
c) believable. though exaggerated
d) incredible ..

eivgart romantic. part realistic
f) too commonplace and dull to hold a reader's attention
g) fanciful

View the -film Arctic Outpost and discuss how the environment af-
fects the life of the settlement

Use the f011owing topics for discussibn groups;

Put yourself in the place of the hero and explain why yoLi would
have acted differently or similarly at one very important place in
the story.

Which-character in the book would you like to have as a friend?

In life. people have reasons or motives for acting the way they do.
D.9 yOu consider that the characters in this story have un-
derstandable or believable motives for" theit actions?

ice

1L3

TEXTS

a

fee a on' Zebra
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Pig Wan Have students_ describe. iri the'-r own words, John's attitude.

snoo1 and compare it with their own I there any measure :of truth
in John's ol:Dser\iatio'ns?

Campbell's Ciingdorn

Pied Piper_'

In small groups, have students discuss the problems that John and
Lorraine encountered with -their respective tamikes (pp. 16-17).
then have them compare these rproblerhs with tho'ne faced by
students in their own cbmmupiities. How can -students deal with
seemingly insurmountable family difficulties?

Have students comnlent on the following statement: "It's no won-
der kich, grow up to be killers, with all that rehearsal." (p. 85)

Mr. Pignati. John and Lorraine play a version of the Alligator River
Game (pp. 404-108). Have studentS explain (in ONE paragraph, the
pi,..rsori whom they would have thought to be The guiltiest party,

Have students-discuss "And maybe Lorraine and I-were only a dif-
ferent kind of baboon in a way. kit ayt. we were all baboons.for that
matter (p. 155)

e Crisduss -the supercolo5:el run' ipp. 8-9). Have Students
discuss ways in which th\arh ve (harassed unsIA-pectang teachers

. (when they were younger. of courli. Have them' create a skit
,about an undisciplined1 classroom

Have students discuss which of characters seemed like real
peo-Ole. Why? Have students quote to show how the author made
them seem real. With which character did the -students best iden-
tify? Why?

What changes in the plot would make this sito4 more realistic?
Have the .students-.write a ,letter to the author and suggest these
chages to him

Why does the author make.a point of stressing Ho
frailty at i'he beginning of' the [book?

d's age and

Have students exariiine. and comment on. the various methods by-
which the Gestapo officer tried to get information from the two
Englishmen..

In the Heat of the Night ea' Have small groups report on: "Although the novel appears, on the
surpcel to .be a story -about the solving of a murder, there is a
much deeper.,-far more important conflict.". Specifically. what is
this conflict? in as many examples as you can to Support your
answer.

Have students compare the characters of. Sam- Wood acrd Bill



Gillespie_ Both erq small southern 'policemen'. but there the,
similarity endS. Do a 'oriel character study of each rna7), then vvrt.te
a paragraph shoving how their personalities dire,.

relines the awkward posit4on in wrhtch his presence has
plfaced Gillespie, yet- he. cannot really do anything about it Find

' examptes to show Virgil S feelings about the situation and nis at --
tempts to smooth the problem out.

At the beginning of tliis story. Mr Gillespie. 1he police chief.
arrests Mr. Tibbs, as the prime suspeel in the recent murder case:
yet. at the end "ref the book, Gipespik shakes Tibbs' hand Discuss
the gradual growth of respect and admiration Gillespie, eventually
fe.els for Tibbs. This can be done by focusing on bow Gillespie
behaves towards Tibbs and .wrha, ne say_ s to Ilimiat various points
in the story. '

Exa ine the town s sacral structure. and hierarchy of power_ trorn
the top to bottom. Say where each character fits and speculate.
yoli wish, about other, known positions, even_if no named, charac-
ters are mentioned. linen, examine Mr_ Tibbs' place whe,r he first
arrived in ,,Hells, and has eventually changed sTatius. and the
reasons for this change'

Fixst, g'ave a definiUon ofscapegoat then explain the oitigir, pur--
pose arid practice of the ancient custom: then examine Mr. Tibbs'

-role, as a scapegoat. the murder case in Wells_ Then explain -
hoTav he avoided becoming a scapegoat --or did he?

A ptereotype is a mental' picture that is applied to a person or
group of people, It dodS not allow for individuality ®- all members
of the group have the same characteristics. For example. the negro
Stereotype is seen as having natural rhythm. beautifuf voice. white
teeth, loud clothes. Have students examine their own stereotype,
by having them complete the following table of stereotypes:

hippie beads. tong hair, dirty clothes, never' washes, never.
works, disrespegtful/. attends rock concerts, draft dodgers.'

grandmother

movie director

Engli,shman --

American touriat

a

S Have the students pretend to be Ralph Edwards. now about sixty- Cruse° of Lonesome Lake
five years:61d, re-reading the journal that he kept from August.
191-2 ivhen he first visited Bella Coolaoot the age of twenty -one,
rail about 1956,

115
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Cruse __of (Lonesome, Lake

Select the daily entrOs in the journal that best reflect your wide
variety of experiences, your strugRies and your-achievements and
copy them out. As you have kept your journal for some forty-four
years and Seldom see to have had ail -ordinary" day, you will
have to-choose about 10. to 25 from among more than 16.000 so
thank carefully what best represents 'your life!

Have the stu'derits complete One of he following aspigrum n

Ralph Edwards' most Difficult proNern. during the time that he was,
establishing his farm at Lonesome Lake. was to feed himself. Say
what he could proyide himself with from the start, what he had to
bring in and how difficult The tourney was: how he gradually
cleared Ills laoal, started a garden. and created pasture. the crops
and trees that he gradually managed to grbw: the stoci he brought
in and how he did this: how he. earned necessary cash. how he
divided the,year between earning money and working on his land.
and' the aintributions his wife made, after he married.

el The author states that. "Ralph Edward's' life . , has significance
all di us in- whatever place. position or condition in our

twentieth century world." Let the students discuss the significance
of -EdWards' life for their. What lessons canite learned from' Ed-
wards' experience?.

D'is'cuss the question:

if you would like, at some future time, to get away from u1 all. ard
live' like Ralph (Edwards, exactly i.vho would you fike to do so?
Exactly what wilderness area- of S.0 would you go to? thcfude two°
maps, like those at the beginning of this book. (They should be

-.drawn to scale), How would you proOde yourseltowith food and
shelter and liow would yip earn the cash necessary to establish
your farm? While you rnV use some of Ralph Edwards' ideas. tryto
be

Man in the Poetic Mode 3 Read -The Lonely Man- (o) 26): -My Grandmother" p. 62). Have
the students visit an old people's home to talk to individuals about
life in the early days of the community. Arrange once-a-week visits
in which students-read to. write letters for and' 11a* to the old
people.

Have students list the situations, which make them 18nely. Arrange
this list in logical order_ Include colourful verbs acd precise ad-
tectives, Have students read their poems to the class. o

Read -It's hiairting in Love" (p_ 68). Then have groups of 'students
rote play the part of the boy and girl in the poem. Make sure that
the students indicate the reasons for their nervousness.-

Class discussion: Do you feel that adults react in a similar fashion
when confronted with members of the opposite sex? Why? Wh.,.
not?



Ftead "The Motorcycle Sang- (p. 5)- Have the students relate their
feelings whi:.e. riding on a motorcycle. Are these feelings different
from those experienced while riding in an automobile?

Have students draw a picture of theil2r favourite type of motore'ycle
or have them design a motorcycle of. the future. Then, .have them
write a short story about, an experience they could have had while
riding it.

Miler reading -This Land is Your Land- (p_ 8), have the students
research the procedures and requirements for an immigrant to
become a Canadian citizen.

Have the students write an essay on e subject "What It Means
to be a Canadian Citizen."

4.

After reading -The Bomb- (p. 11-31)- let the students discuss what. Ma 'n the atic ttRdde
Eddie finds out about Miss Jenny and about himself in the course
of the play_
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Nobody But Yourself

Have the, students tape the play, with narration and'sound effects.
Present this radio play to the rest of the class and have them dom-
ment.

We are often prejudiced against (or afraid of) peopleople who re di&
ferent from us:. Prejudice often results in discrimination.. If a
restaurant owner is prejudiced against young people. he may
presume that they are all' unclean and May discriminate by
r fusing to admit them to his restaurant. Have students list five

xample's of ,discrimination.

e Have the students list all the "supposed" facts, myths an d legends
that Farley Mowat was told. or learned, about the wolves. In .thd
same order. the students should say how Mowat was able to refute
each one.

4

Have the students discuss the wolves' family and social life in
detail. The students Could, compare the wolVes' family life with
Candian family life, with the purpose of arriving.at a conclusion as
to which is the more 'human',

The narrator of this story is Farley Mowat. Have the students retell
any two incidentsgrorn the point of view of a wolf. Students may be
a different wolf for each incident if they wish.

View the N.F_B. -film Death of a.Legend (51 mins. colour),

View the N.F.B_ film Caribou of Northern Canada (13 mins. colour).

Q After having the Students read Chapter XII. ask them.to relate the
legend of the wolf and the caribou. What do they think it means?

Explair, the meaning of a communal family. (p. 181) Which human .

societies live in this manner? What are the advantages and the
disadvantages?

Never Cry Wolff

Never Cry Wolf!

-4
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wo Discuss what, Mowat bellevds is one of the main differences which
distinquishils the wolf from_ man: (Refer to p. 203).

.

Discuss --Whenever and wherever men have engaged in the min-,

dlesS, slaughter-of anirnal-s (including other rn3n). they 13rave of(en.
attempted no lusliTy their acts by ttri4uting the most vicious and
revolting qualities to those they would destroy."'"

. . Night tce Rern9,rnber

Have the students research ho: wolves are treated in Canada.
today?

Discuss' Was any group in this novel shown to be oppressed? If
so. by whom and why?

Have the students imagine themselves as survivors (rich or pogr)
and hay.? them relate their experl flogs or have them:imagine
thernselves,to be the relatives of a p rson reported missing. Have
them describe' their first reactions pon hearing the news.

Divide the class !nto rivp groups. Each group is to pretend that it
evidence before a Royal Commission investigating the cir-

cumstances surrounding the sir-iking of the Titanic.

Group '( First Class Passengers
_

Prepare a report in which you fully answer the
f011Owing:

a) Explain when and how you were first made aware th .
at

something had happened to the ship.
/ b) Lliye your views as to the adequacy of the life-saving equipment

and procedures./ c) Give your views as to the behaviour of Officers and Crew bet-.
wcen the time of theiloollision and the actual sinking.

d) Explain
.

wbettler or not the procedure 44A1E-owed in loading the
lifeboats was satisfaciory Aom' your point of,view.

e) Explain who think was to blame

Group 2: Steerage Passengers
#,

Prepare a report in which you discuss the points listed
for Group 1.

Group 3 Officers of the "Titanic"

a) Expl3tn the accrd4nt hapPened.
br Explain what you did afT,L. the collision.
c) Explain h' you attempted to /save the ship. 7

d) Explain how you handled the./loading of the lifeboats.
e) Explain who you think was to blame.

1

1 es



Gcoup 4- Crew of the -Titanic"

Prepare a report in which you fully answer the

1) Explain what you did, to help save the passengers
b) Explain what you did to help save the ship.
c) Explain why you occupied -space in the lifeboat'
di Extalairr how yr% feel about the Officers:. ,

e Explain who you think was tb

Gro.0 ors in the Lifeboats

Prepare a ti report in which yoti fully answer the
cfollowing

DI,Hri how you came to get into a lifeboat
bi If you were a Male passenger. justify your presence.
el If you were a male_ crew nlerni-Der, 4ustify your presence
d) Explain what you saw and hea o from the lifeboat.

it thcrre.wri-S room in your boat for more-people. explain whyryou
did not return to pick up others still in the water.'
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The students" should have increased, through their reading of li!erature,
their awareness of the diversity and complexity of human experience, and
of, concerns shared by people of different periods and,,societies.

Discuss with your students the meaning of the word -stereotype'
and "literary convention-. Have your students list as many
"'western conventions" as they can. Ask your 5, tudents lo describe
the conventional characters in this book and then to contrast thse
conventional characters with' people in real life. Discuss the
dominant values of the society'in literary and film westerns.

Have the students discuss Il you were kidnapped and taken to
Shangri-La:would you be more like.Conway who wanted to stay. or
like Mallinson who wanted to get back to civilization? Give as
many reasons for your choke a's you can.

Let the students try this writing exercise:
.

As Con ay. write the story of, your journey with Maltinson ard. Lea,
Tsen. m Shangri-La to Chung-Kiang. Give your reasons for
going u didn't. want to). Describe Lo-T.sen s gradual aging and
the effe t that this had on Mallinson. Account for Mallinson's death
and include some vivid description of the scenery and of your tong,
difficult and tragic journey.--

Shane

Lost Horizon

,Lost Horizon
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Sword in the Stone Before- -reading the novel, have students d then fSllowing

background studk:

1. W as there a King Arthur of England, or who was- he?
-2.. What ip the name for the many stories, written abort
3 What is the title of one book of such stories`
4. When were the "Dark Ages?'
5. Why have they been 'so called?
6_ What was ,the cause of their. beginning?
7 What historical period does the term -medieval- cover?
B. What is the historical period that followed ?'

Many of the,..wo7ds associated with the setting of this book.
(Medieval England) may be' strange lb ,your students_ e.g, the spor-'
ting ,terminology of the Middle Ages e.g. falconry pp_ 13-14)_
Try fo 'get as many rriqanings as you can from the context. without
using a dictionary.

One of the reasons vyh this balk is so amusing is the author's
deliberate luxtapositi fling of much more recent.' inventions,
discoveries and customs with his early Medieval setting_ This ap-
plies particularly to Merlin (Mr is living backwards in time). but it
also applies to Ofher characfers and to the -narration.

Have the students.keep track of any examples that amuse th
and have hem ask the teacher about any that are puzzling.

. .

a Have the students check the, sources of Merlin's testimonisIS
(pp. 42-45). then have tOem say what they think of each person
concerning his or her suitability as a person to ask to write Merlin
a restiFnonial. Then write what you think each pe n might ac-
tually say,_

-

See Chapter '15 (pp. 191-196). Have the students discuss whether
they would rather have a Christm-as like the one at Sir Ecter's, or
the one that they usually have. Have them give specific reasons.
I.

"The best tiling fol- disturbance -0. the spirit is to learn." (p. 25)
Have the students agree .or disayi, and give their reasons or
have them narrate a personal experience if they have found this to
be true.

Have the students discuss which of the various things to learn, that
Merlin mentions (p. 257) they would most like to learn and why.

-.

Wart couldn't pull the sword out at first, however hard he tried. !-I1
friends then_tell him about what power or, sttength to use Finally,

., however, he- puts his hand out gently arLd draws the sword Out.
Comrhent or explain.

- a



a, Have the students read,som e animal podtry and then write at leas
one poem about one or more of Wafts friends. Ask them to try an
express the essence of -any animal they choosy. T.-hey w,ill find
plenty of help in this book if they will ldok back.

. .

Have the students ,read "The Short Story of Mankind" (p: 4) and
"History Lesson- (p. 12) then play this "Extinct Civilization Gam-:

Bring tb school any variety of artifacts kleenex. er ty tin cans,
boxes, broken d'ishes. etc_

The relics you see before yoll are the only remaining artifacts of an
extinct civilization which one inhabited a distant planet_ Remern:
ber that you have never seen these armies- before; i.e. you do riot
know, the purpose for they were once used, By an
examination of the relkcs it front of your group. decide vvtiat the

-sociciy must have been like. Consider these puestidhs:

1, List and deicribe the articles before.you_ Remember that you
have never heard of a 'tin can' or a 'photograph'. You will have
to describe Ities6 items, using other terns-

2. Are these articles in any way .alike? so, ho

3. For what ptirpose do you suppose these drficles may h een
. used? (USE YOUR IMAGINATI9N!) ..;

I` .

AGAIN, USE YOUR IMAGNATIaN

1, What 1=deas. beliefs and values were important

2 Was this sociev-..warlike or peaceful? Why?.

3. Describe rEhe planet_ Covered. by ,trees?-. Water? Ice? Warm?
'Cold? etc,

fhis society?

.

describe the'ZIorninant life form of this society: Mammalf.Rep-
tile?-Sorne unknown species? What did this species look like?
What did it eat?

can you add any o her inforrnatico that would help scientists to
reconstruct this lost civilization?

Read.-Song of a Hebrewap. 4y. have the students find-out and Mari iii the Poetic IV14 3r
prepare a reporf mabout life in a kibbutz. Have the comment on
areal of fife jrnOrlant to the Israelis. Mention such aspects as
'working'. -priying', 'loving':" as examples from the _poem.
View this film, The Kibbutz. (22 reins. colour).. Have your students
imagine. to be young Israelis living on a kibbutz. In
what ways is.the lie on..a kibbutz different from western life?

121'

Imaaipe

Havp the sttidents research the existence of racial ghettos in
Canada. 1:Nhyclo people-, belonging to miriority,grouos., tend to
band together?. -

Flea "Harlem- (p. 5). Have the'students irnagine themselves to be ,
Negroes living in.HarleM. Have them write a short store/about their
experiences- -

A



Second Century !halo
Verse V

.Nribpdy But Yourself
r.

Read ng -of War (p .90). Have the stuaents:.yrite the ollowing
'essay: i would. or would not. go to Wrf. because

Read -Black Day in July- (p. 36) and.--Blowin' in the Wind" (p. 341).
Discuss: "Is w ver necessary ?" Have students explain their
views. 45.

Bring to school the anti-war. music of_ Jdan Baez or Bob Bylap..
Have your students make a tape-slide demonstration. making clear
their views on ar in general or Om a particular war.

Have the students answer
their own way:

How did it happen?
2 How did It'start?

Why can't we all be brothers.
Why can't we live in peace?

hese questions. frot-ii -Black Day- in

Man in the Dramatic Mode o Have the students list the superstitions mentioned in the play -The
Madman on the Roof- (pp. B7-77). How do superstitions begirg

Man in

Have the students research early definitions of mental illness. How
were disturbed pat.ients treated iri former times? How does modern.

actice differ?

Invite, a doctor or psychologist lb talk to the class about mental
illness. 1,f there is a hospital fd-r retarded or... 'mentally dipturbed
chtldren in the community. try td arrange a- guided tout.

. Class discussion- Flow can we recognize the signs of emotional
disturbance before these reach the acute.. stage? What ca-
students do if Ili by find themselves unusually depressed?

. ----.-
,-- .,

.t -
and

ratm Mode 2 Read "Time d Time Again: (pp, 145-153)..Have your students
im4ino- themselves-to be 41.1y gnp of the charades in the play
Have theril prepare a message from_ me people of the particul4 era
represented to-the people of our own time:Have the stugents dress

-in appropriate costumes. , v

Discuss with the class how social Values are forrned and how we
rely on the past to give shape to the.present and to prepare for the
uture. lave students prepare a report on now.social values,have
changed in the past century., :They might -irjentfon changes in
morality. 'ay. ethics, codes of dress. manners,social mobility. etc..
in their report.



Have,studenis prepdpe a short speech if...which they relate what
PeriQd of history_ other than the present. they would chooSe-to liVe
fn. The reasons for their choice should be an_ explicit part of the
speech

Have the students describe life in Corfu. How is life in t=
ferent from life it Canada?

.-lave the students discuss the- first threls chapters depir.,
Gerald's love -!of anireials and his love of humanity.

erald Durell's:descriptive techniques make some' of his animal
characters seem almost human, Have the students explain how he
does this Provide examples

The aurelt family is composed' of a group of people. each'ot wham
is unique. Have the students write a character sketch of one of
,them, other than Gerald.

-tHave the students prepare an ,oral report on the following: If you
Gould live anywhere in the world. where would yob choose and
why? What type of lifestyle would you like? Describe the situation

Have stihents discuss in small groups. Who was right, the white
Ten of 4he Indians when the Weis had left the reservation? (pp. 6-

- 8). Why? View the film

Have the stud nts-cliscuss-tr(e -old way- of life Use quotations and
examples from the story.

Have, the students give some examples 61 how the white man for-
, ced the ways; on Thomas p. 56:57)

What do stud4Ots.tbink Thomas meant hen he said. They kill
without guns (p 73)

Have students imagine that they. are 'Thomas attending the nevi
school. Have them describe, using the first person, a day in their
liveS. / /

Comment: He wasn't riding for time or for the crown. He was
riding for himself. And he wain -t riding the bay. He was riding a
hurt and a hate. deep inside.- (p.99)

The novel describes Tom's search for an identity.. for the meaning
orhis life, Have students describe this search and the conclUsions
to, which Tom arrives at the end of the nOVel. Have students con-
clude whether his decision was right ol"krong and' why_

a

My Family and
Other Anirr ils

When the Legends Die

When the Legends l ie,

123



Imagine

Voic

Modern man has learned much from indigenous groupd regarding
.conservation of natural resources. Have the students discuss how
the:Indians felt about nature. Then, have them design a cpn-
.servation program based on the Indiant attitude. (p. 25)

Have-the-students imagine themselves_to_be the bear cub so that
they can, from the point of view of the bear. describe how they
became -friends with- the bey.t (pp. 34-35)

Class.cliscussion: The art otlosing. Have the students apply their
conclusions to the novel. What lessons concerning losing- does
Red -have. in mind for Torn? (p. 107)

a

Have the students compare Tom's search for a meaning of life
a similar experience they, have had, real or imagined. Let 11-tm
choose the f orm poetry, short story or essay. to present thiS ex -1

:pc4rience

VieW the N.F.S. film, Circle of the Sun.

Sooner or later every family cycle will be- ,disrupted by death.
Discuss how this affects each,survivirig. member. How Will ,the ef-
feat differ according to which member dieS? According to the
cause of death? _--,-

!V

.1 After reading ."The Bamboo Trap" (pp. 51-64) and -Sidekllet"--
(pp. 27-36); have the students define 'courage' and 'fear_ Then,
have thern give examples of each from the two stories and kern
their own experiences.

Discuss:. Is a 4-men who feels fear.. but acts bravely_ coward?
Why or why not? Discuss the actions and thoughts of John
Mather and of the man in -Sidi Bet" in this context. Is a men of
woman more courageous if he or she acts bravely when he or she
feels fear, or TV he or she feels no fear?

Read "Shoe Shine" (pp. 17-22). lave the students create a one-act
play. including stage directions, from the story. Ilave the students
act out the play they have created, making sure that the emotions'
of the characters are made clear to the audience..

0.Haveitre.studente -imagine themselves to have some handicep.
What changes would they need to make in their lives?-How would-
their handicap affect the lives of their families- and friends?

Some people are prejudiced-against others who have physical or
mental handicaps. Why is this so? Have a'student in the role of a
handicapped person applying for a job. While another student

;ifstakes the part of the prospective employer. Recreate a ensuing.
conversation.



Have.the students research the facilities and programs available
for handicapped persons in the community. Perhaps some-
students would like to volunteer their services.

6

Read "Refund" (pp. 1 -19) and discuss: The plarends --with the Man in the INamatic Mo de 2
ironic statement. that; "in the future it wilt be our p!ovdest boast
that in this school, a pupil simply Brilibt fail." What is 'irony' and
why is this statement 'Ironic;? What relationship.. if any, do the
students feel this statement has to . the current . system .57f

_.- education? Topic for debate: Resolved: No student should receive
-a failing grade.in .his or her school caveer.

- Have the students interview any combination of the following Man in the Dramatic Mode 2
groups: other students, teachers.zadminiitrators, pareri/&-em-
ployers. old people, lawyers. government officials, on the topic of

changes you would lik o see in today's school system?"'
Have the student add his or r conclusions and report back to the
class. Taped interviews w uld make a very satisfactory presen-
tation. ,

Distuss how rules are made at the school. Would students like to
add to..delete from- or/char-4e 'these rules? 11 so. which ones. and
how? Have the students prepare a list of rules which they think are
-indispensable for the efficient running of the snob!.

W hat do the students think should _happen to fhose.w'hO break
school rules? Use the format of a roundtable or pane) discussion.

-What are the options open to a school Are more or fewer
people dropping out cirschool today. compared to twent9 dr thirty
years ago? Why? Do the students -feel- that people should be

to stay in school whether of not they are workinV Do the
students feel that education is a right or a privilege? Have them
explain. View the film; No Reason to Stay.

FILMS

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES

Edler, Carl A.. MakinkValue Judgments.Columbus, Ohio: Merrill: 1972

Simon, Sidney B. Howe. Leland W., and Kirschenbaum, Howard.
Values Clarification: A Handbook of Practical Strategies for Teachers and
Students. New York: Hart, 1972

N.F:B. --'Arctic Outpost. 20 minutes. coloUr. 1960
.,_

N =it. CO*81. 12 minutes, black and white. 1954
-- , /

,N.F.B. ,:This Was the Time. 16 minutes,- colour
dt I

Rte. Circle of the Sun. 29 minutes. colour

Death of a Legend. 51 minutes. c6lorlr.

N.F.B. - Caribou of Northern Canada. 13 minutes, colour

N.F.B, No Reason to Stay. 27 minutes:- black and white

Blindness. 28 minutes, black and while

PEMC , The .Kibbutz. 22 minutes. colour



GOAL 11

INCREASE STUDENTS KNOWLEDGE 0
LITERATURE, -PAST AND PRESENT

Through a study of literature, past and present, students should begin
to develop a historical.prspective; realizing that the imaginative
power of some Works of literature makes them 'seem alive and
relevant to succee0inp generations.

'roe students should have read some contemporary and historical Works of
fiction, drama, and poetry that are generally recognized as having literary
merit.

ACTIVITIES FOR- CLASS, SMALL GROUPS AND
INDIVIDUALS

o Discuss the reasons why this story is still read some thirty years af-
ter its.first publication -in Women's Home Companion: Why_ do the
publishers describe the work as . enduring. and classic
fable a book to be read many times and cheOhed forever."?
How does Steinbeck create a timelss quality about the story?
Discuss the-quotation from the epigraph: ''gnd, as with all retold
tales that are in people's hbarts, there are only good and bad
things and black and white things-and good and evil things and ne
in-between anywhere." Discuss whether, such.- an over-
simplification of reality is charactgistic of-folk _tales, legends and

Discuss the novel in ..terms of the chdracters. Which characters
seem like real.people? Which are stock stereotypes? How con-
vincing- is the reaction of King and Juana to the finding of the
pearl?

Discuss what aspects of the novel will make it worth reading in the
year 2001.- Let the students compile a list of the novels which they
might want their children to read.

129

TEXTS

The Pear

Reed "The Monkey's Palk" (pp. 33-56) and discuss reasons why Man In the Dramatic Mode 1
W.W. Jacobs'.original short story has become a favourite radio, TV-

- and repertory une?act play. What hints remain in the 'dialogue to
suggest' that the play set in an Edwardian English suburb?
Would the play be aa effective-in a moderh Canadian setting?

Mead "F.eathertop" (pp. 109-129) and compare Mother Rigby's
creation with Frankenstein's monster. Why has the myth of life
created such a -'recurrent theme in literature (e.g. Pygmalion. Pin-
nochio.= etc.)?

Although this story was written more than two huhdred years ago.
Hawthorne points out fauits in society that might be true today.
the theMe of the innocent abroad, who is learning about the word.



130
ekposes its evils, is co

- device for satire.
on in picaresque literature, and -a useful

Kan In the Dramatic Mode 2o Read -The Licence" (p. 7993) and discuss the reality of Chiar-
chiarcis power of the Evil Eye. Pirandello's theme of trutli and
reality, reflected also 'In The Magistrate's garne-playing and
dressing up, is fundamental to literature.

. ,
Man In the Fictional Mope 2o Read "The Culprit" (Pp. 71 -75) -and dlequss how the conflict .bet-_

ween the peasant and the magistrate'Srviews of petty theft reveals
a distinction between law and justice, ja concern which is as Much
an issue in modem society as in Chekhov's,

Discuss the difference in structure between the "stice of life" type
of short story. exemplified, by Hemingway anp Chekhov.--and the -

"surprise ending" stories, as exemplified in -The IngenioLis
Patriot- (pp. 99-1Q2)..The students should notice- how the distinc-
tion applies to other modetelstories in the prescribed collections.

4

Nobody But Yourself r This anthology, because it is organized thematically. provides
,many opportunities to show that concerns about human life are
shared by great writers of the past as well as by the Major and
minor boriteniribrary poets and songwriters. While the primary
fodus at this leyel is on reading the poems.for enjoyment and for
the understanding of human values, nevertheless -the students
should be aware of the selections frorrr the traditions of the Bible.
Basho, William Blake, Elizabeth Barrett Browning. Joseph Conrad.
Stephen Crane,. Emily Dickinson, John Dunne. D,H. Lawrence.

. Shakespeare. Shaw and Wordsworth..

Discus ion of the literary value of these poems will shovisome dif-
ferenc% in style and language. The students should also becdme
aware of the poerps written by major modern- writers: e.e.
commings. LawrencV Ferlinghetti, Robert Frost, ; Ted Hughes,
Robinson Jeffers, Ogden Nash, Theodore Roethke, Carl-Sandburg,
William Carlos Williams. _

0 Let the-students, in discussion groups, make a coMparison of twb,
poems\ which use similar images to evoke a feeling. "I wandered
lonely as a cloud" (p. 42) and "who knows if the Moon's a balloon"
(p. 184): for example, date "from diffeient eras, put .both Use the
image of drifting through the sky until the imagipation is captured
by the sight of flowers as images of love. i

/
Man in the Dramatic Mode 20 Use the time-warp device of "Time and Time Again" (pp. 145-153)

,to role-play a meeting between Wordsworth and e.e. cummings.1
.Let the two poets discuss the feelings evoke In their poePms, and
their choice of imagery to express their views.

Nobody But Yourself -Arrange a panel discussion of four famous poets from various
periods (role-played by the students). The panel can begin with



each poet reading a-selectionfrom his work. The rest of the class,
and the other poets, can question a. poet about how his poetry ex-

: presses his -view of life.

"The Chronological Index". (p. 267) lists 'the poems of earlier Second Century Anthologies
periods,- and suggests possibilities fur thematic comparisons. of Norse 2
Burnt: "0 My Love's Like a Red, Red Rose" (p. 199).may be corn-
pared with Auden's "Roman Walt Blues" (p.',229). The personae of
both poems celebrate their love or a woman, yet there is con-
sderable difference between the tones of the two poems.

T31

The students should understand and be able to useliterary terms relevant
to the discussion of Works~ of literature which they have read.

A fter reading "Refund" (pp. 1-19) discuss the quotation: -In this
school a Pupil simply cannot fail!",to show the difference between
the literal and implied meanings. Introduce thesoncept of irony as
the contrast between what is stated explicitly and what is wryly
suggested. In this play. the authOr uses both. verbal and dramatic.
irony as a means of satirizing the educational establishment.

Lot the students bring copies of Mad Magazine to find more exam-
ples of irony used 1 or the purPose of satire. In each example look
for the reversal of normal expectations areidentify the target of
the satire.

Let the. students bring political cartoons from the local -.
newspapers. Show how exaggeration and caricature change our
perception of pdople and .events to achieve satiric effects.

Let the students give reports on television satire in such programs
as -Mary,Hartman, Mary Hartman" or -All In The Family." Identify
in each_case. the target of the satire, which may be an individual or
an institution-.

Man in "the Dramatic Mode 2

IF Many of the poems in this collection of modern poetry are ironic
in tone. Read_"The Heroes" (p. 83) to show the irony in the way the.
treatment of war-wounded soldiers -differs from the expectation.
Many other poems achieve ironic effects by looking at familiar
topics from an unexpected viewpoint.

-
.1so Discuis The Pearl ih terms of the irony in the supposedly good fo--

tune .of finding a valuable pearl.

Read the description of the pike (Op. 59 61) in which the predatpry
fish is -personified as a tyrant monarch. Show how the human
qualities of a cruel king, are tiansposed to the features of the o)ke.
The wealth of detail in this description Makes it sin excellent model
for student writing, exemplifying the figure of persdnification. Use

to Haystacks Don't
Ev n Have Any Needle

The Pearl

'The Sword in the Stone



Second Century An tome pictures of animals to evoke human expressions. What sort at per-
of Verse 2 son is suggested by a particular animal? "A Bird Came Down the

Walk" and ."0W1'.' Opp. 36-137) are poems based on the metaphor of
personification.

Voices 2

Voices

Voices 2

Dynamics of Language 2

el The story "Shoe-Shine (pp. I '-23)provides'an example of irony in
its surprise ending. Read the story..to the class, stopping at the
"break" (p. 2,1)...Let the students discuss possible endings for the .

story, or write their own completions. Then read- conclusion
(pp. 21.23) and discuss the effectiveness of the ending and in what
wais the siniaMon is ironic.

e Read "The Will (pp, 54-57) and let the students list the Clues that
_foreshadow the ending. Discuss why the story is ironic. Let the
students rewrite the stem/ in the first omen, as told Joseph., at-
tempting to preserve the surprise ending with its ironic twist.

Read "in the Wake of the eat Sealers- (pp 130 -137) and discuss
the "irony of fate" (p. 138) in the tragic eventeExpand the concept
by discussing the 4ony of fate everyday situations, e_g." 4

_ 1 "If I had only arrived ten seconds sooner. I Would have wen the
door prize for being the millionth CuStorter:'

2. 'II I had not braked just in time, I would. have been killed by the
speeding automobile."

The study of Chapter 12. -In Your blind's Eye (pp. 302-327),. will
help to expand on the concepts of simile and metaphor by in-
troducing the terms allusion,finalogy, hyperbole, pertophication,
to produce a, wdrking'vocabulary for the discussion of poetry.

The students should recognize various typet of novels, short stories, .

poems, non - fiction, and plays which they have read and be able to discus's
their characteristics.

Adventure 'Stories: Jo After the students have read the three novels and two short stories,
have them make a list of all the things that these stories have in

Lost Horizon common to define the conventions of the adventure story. For _,-

-- examp'e, if the students Were to do precisely the same assignment
Ca! tpbeirs Kingdom on western movies, diey would come up with things like: horses,-

beautiful girl. hero on white horse, gun-fight, hero rescues girl _

Pied Piper from villain, ranch; sunset, beef cattle, hired gun, saloon, fistfights,
hero, chasing villain on horseback. Some of these things are

imagine evidentiwevely western. Thus, they become-conventions of the
western. A

"The Bernbo rap"
((pp. 51-64)

e Select one of the three novels, and in an essay, have the students
discuss how they reacted to'it. Have theta discuss its value as a



means of escape. as a source of insight into human
opportunity to vicariously experieribe heroisrn_

Hatt the students make a poster advertising a course 'in "The Ad-Venture Story." Have them ,mae it as colourful as possible.

Have,tfern write an adventure story, choosing any setting. topic.characters, but being certain to make use of _the adventure con-ventions that they have developed.

,

Have the students,' debate the it Flowing topic: Resolved: It is ac-curate to say that the virtues an strengths of the adventure storyhero are basically what we might call masculine virtues_

Have the students discuss,wheth r or not courage is, tlie-most irr
portant characteristic cf. the.advenure story. Have thin refer to
the novels and short stories. HaVO them discus's the importance ofthe following characteristics for adventure story heroes: attractive
appearance. ability to fight.. good education, cleverness. loyalty tofriendt: ruthlessness. unwavering pursuit of one's purpose, abilityto use the English language to express one's ideas well.

* Have the students discover and lis
story. as shown in the novel.

he conventions of the mystery

After trie.._student have read the navel and, shor
answer' the following questions:

t. What is the main conflict in Miele stories?
2, ..,Who is involved?

3 HoSir did it arise?

4. HOW lS it develoPed?

What the Climax?

6. fiovv is the conflict resolved?

ory have them

7i.! Are -you satisfied with the solution? Explain this answer.

ve the students answer the following' quedtions

What is the 'central myst.ery in this story?
What clue 0. proVided b'y the author?

.

What false ly eSdid the author include to- mislead -the reader?
. -

4. When did you first realize the solution?

5. Did you find this myitery plausible, or not? Explain this ansive
giving page references as necessary.. &.;.

ice Station Zebra

Ice Station Zebra'



4 Make a class presentation of some of the
e.g.

"Four Strong Winds" (p.2

"This Land is Your Land" (ei. 8)

"Blowing' in the Wind" (p. J4)

"'What Have They Done to the in" 44)

"Little Boxes"- (p. 63)

"Frankie and Johnny- (p. 110)

lk songs in this text:

The songs may be read, r_ ecited. sung (individually or in chorus) or
played from recordings listed in the text. Discuss the cornrrIon
characteristics of the songs. to make a set of folk song -con:

ventions.

. Let a group of students choose a theme such as thwarted love,
friendship, war,, patriotism, etc., and illustrate the theme with a_
selection of songs recorded on.tabe with a short oral commentary
about their common theme.

Second Century Anthologie Read selections from the 'narrative verse, (titles listed, p. 254), and
of %fare 2 compare the various poetic techniOues which create the stories:

s Read a selection of lyric poems, e.g. "Ltnes. Written in Esrly
Spring" (p. 203). The Railway Station- (p. 204) -Limited" (P. 205);

"Sea Fever" (p. 206); ''High (p. 207), to show how the ppern
, expresses the subjective view of the Poet,

Read examples of dramative verse,- e.g. "The Golden Journey to
Samarkand" (pp. 1-2); "Archy Hears From 'Mars- (pp. 33-36);
"Young Moses" (pp. 68-69): "Lord Randal- (p. 105); "The Quarry"
.(p. 163) to show how the poem creates 'the character through
poetic dialogue.

Read and discuss "Humour of. Exaggeration' (p. 350), in
preparation for the reading of the "Tall Tples" (pp. 30-354). _-

Students may Wow the suggestions for writing their olAin tall
tales.

.

/°- Read and discuss The Legend of Paul Bunyan (pp. 359-369). The
section "Role of Heroes" should be related to other areas of
literature studied, especially the hello in mystery, western, and'
science fiction stories. Suggest posSible differences between the
hero of legends and the heroes a odern fiction, Students may
use the technique of _humorous exaggeration to compose their own
Paul Bunyan stories.



4

The students should know relevant information about the b.ackgipund to a
literary work, especially circuriistances In the author's Wei and the sources
of the author's rneterial-

t of the' literary work's to be_ read in Grade,S, .are .self-
explanatory and can be read and unclbrstood without-any extensive
research into . the biographical and historical //antecedents.
Literature. in, fact. can speak for itself, and too, Much prefalgrY
material may.become a tedious exercise;which interferes..with the
reader's first-hand experience of the work. In Some cases, a little
information will help arouse the students' interest/to begin reading
a worts. Generally, once the goals of finding enjoYment and human
value in literature have besen accomplished, then the students'-in--

terest in the work may teed quite naturally into/the examination of
its origins, and to a search for-other wirkszby the same writer.-°-
Farley Mowati, Gerald;hirrell, Archibald McLean, Paul Zindel,
Robert Heinlein john Steinbeck, C.S..Lewit, Nevil Shute; Agatha
Christie, T.H. White; and Roderick Haig-SroWn are authors with
other titles suitable for folldw-up reading/. A studentwhO_enjoys
any of these works may well become interested in its author. and
shor.ild be encoura d' to read More tif them.

/ Pied Piper
e -Let the. Students choose' a favourite author, c011edt information And Then There Were Noneabout the author's-life and works, and then role-play that author in..

TV or press interview. Several student authors can join .a panel
discussion to respond to questions from the rest of the class.

"Mystery Author is a sirriulatiOn game in which a student poses as
one.of the authors knowq by-the class. Members of the class may
ask: indirect questions, answerable- by yes or no., until someone
guesses the mystbry guest.

Never- Cry ,Wolf!

My 'Faintly and
Other Animals

ce Station Zebra

_ Pigman

Door Ink; Summer

Out of The Silent Planet'

The Whale People

EncouragC the students to find out about writers living ano
woricing in the local conlmunityi Local poets or novelists may b6
invited to speak to the class about their work, or to give a reading
of selections.

Students who publish their poems and stories in the class, book, or
school 'magazine; should be lionized at if they were famous
authors. In a "hot - seat " interview, the class can ask questions
about the writi gs_experience and the circumstances that led to it.

, In some cases the reading of a work may lead to research of the
historical and g9ographical background 'to the story for a corn-
parison between factual and fictional accounts, or between early
news reports and later researched accourits. Knowlpdge about the
following topics may lead to better understanding of the work in
question:

Topic Source

Newspaper files or ibrary Night to R
microfilm---

Sword in the 'Stone



Neve Wolf

The Pearl

Sword In the Stone

In the Heat. the Night

Nobody But Yoursel

Nobody But Yoursel

Via leas 1

Mine explosion,- 1958
"Bkflad of Springhill"
Mine.diebster, 1958

Abrams, M.H. A G
& Winston, 1962.

Barnet, BerFnan and Aurte..A Dictionary of Literary Terms. Dayton: Lit-
tle, Brown, 1960

Wolf extermination
Programs

Peasant life in Mexico

Battle of France '1940
-,

King Arthur legends-

Race. relations in the U.

"Black Day in July" (p.36
Detroit riots, 1968

"Birmingham Sunday" (p, 39
Church bombing, 1963

"The AStronauts- (p. 76)
Moon lindings, 1970

"Tbe White `Dus t,', (p.1

..Environmental makagement
service

Socials studies texts

Newspaper. files or hist
counts

Archeology

Secialogy texts, or ONO( `Like
Me, etc.

Newspaper files

NewspapeL files

Newspaper files

NewspaPer files

Newspaper files

"New York to Paris- Newspaper files
(pp. 59-89) Lindbergh's flight.

AnbinpNiki. nEsciuRcEs

Literary -Te- New York: Hold, Flinehard

Thrall. -and, Hibbard. A 'Handbook for Literature. New York,: dysaey,
1980



'G AL 12
INC EASE1STUDENTR'

LITERARY WORI
DUTY TO READ

N. DEPTH

Fulfillment of the Goal requires the students to read and study literary
works with multiple levels of meaning. As the prescribed novels make
their impact mainly at a surfacNevel of literal statemenrthe students
are better able to - develop their critical. reading skills in a con-
centratpri -focus on the shorter forms of poetry, one-act ,plays, and
short bl et..While the discbssion of the deeper levels- of.rneaniTig
will explore such concepts as irony, symbolism, and metaphor, the
emphasis here. is not the learning.oLdefinitionS. but rather in the
nxperience of the concepts- through inductive approaches to suitable

aterial.

The student's should have read some literary works in sufficien d
'see the indivisibility of form and content.

ACTIVITIES FOR CLASS, SMALL GROUPS, AND
INDIVIDUALS

O "Stopping by Wpods an a .Snowy E verting" (p. 134). After reading
the poem to the classy develop a condensed version of two or three
sentences. Read both. verSions, aloud to compare the 'effect.
Discuss the repetition of last line. and suggest the archetypal-
metaphor of life-aariourney. Then ask' the studentS to see what
feelings or-ideas are suggeped to them-in the symbols or "woods"
and -steep-. Re-read both versions to see it the original suggesti
an- aura .

of rneaning.beyond tile literal-statement of an event. En
courage the students to suggest a variety of meanings that nigh
he. derived from the original poem. but are omitted in the con-

h .to

TEXTS

X39

Nobody .But Yourself

densed version_ 4

Give -the students- copies of "In Just Spring_ (p. 138) typed with
conventional punctuation and poetic form.

h-i Jut spring.
1.57herf-tha-world-is-MudJuscious,
The, little lame ballponman rt, t-
Whistles far and
'And Eddie and Bill come running
From marbles and piracies.

. Arid it's spring

Read the poem and diecuss the iddas and feelings ssuggested.

the images. Then let the students read the poem as in-the text, and.=
discuss the differences in the two versions. Discuss_how. the form
of the original demands S-certain response in the reading of the
poem.

A



Pigman

My Family and
Other Animals

Take the poem "In extrernis- (p. 1) and write it in para6raPh form,-
onthe blackboard-or-overhead tr nsparency. DiscusS the qualities
of. the paragraph"..-Read alouci-.Let the students/suggest alter-
native-ways of setting out the ideas to give emphesiS to the poem'b
irony...If there is consensus that the words constitute a poem, "let
eabh student arrange the words into poetic forrn,./and coMpare this
arrangement- with the original in the text-- 1

.

r Take the opening, paragraph of Pigmen (p. 7 ) and write it as a
poem. e.g.

.

Now -
I don't like school
Which you might say
IS one, of the factors'
That got us involved.
With this *kid

-We nicknamed
The Pigman

Actually
I hate school
But then again

Most of the time

V hale everything

[Discussion of the poem should elicit ifs tone and effect, the voice
of the speaker, and its message- Students may also spot its lack of -

aernpleteness -in its reference to the Pigman an image which
-needs- clarifidation and hence a whole novel to clarify it.

- The opening paragraph (p.15) Provides 'a more poetic example
of prose to put into verse-forrn..The figurative language- in this
passage. is deceptive, but the students may see- that the descrip-
tion, of the scene leads the on to a consicleratIOn of the
hovel's characters'placed in hat I sty- Students should try then
to eliminate fall unnecessary word o condense the prase into.
poetic conciseness. This -exercise c n lead to a discussion of the
qualities of poem, i.e. compression f language: use of.figurative
language. nd unity of 'effect.

is

The students shout oder t rid. that a work of literature may have several
levels of meaning, nd that ork of. literature may have different rneeninei

Man in the 'Dramatic Mode -"gr. Timbral's -Reckcining" (pp.,1-8). After a .reaclicig of the -play,
Work °leis discussion around que'stions like the-following:
/a) Are these two men ghosts?-What evidence do we have on either

side of the issue?
.

, b) their ose in life?
_ _

purp, Why -do they like
hum - _

1



di Of-tbe two men.,w_ -se story do.you believe? Which one pi the
'men was left on the boat? Was either man?

By the very nature of the play there can be no definite answers. En-
coLfrage any answers that have a basis on facts iron; the play.

, he Hitctihiker. (pp. 79195) Direct student discussion into sub- Marvin tjests like:
What actually occurs in the story? Did the man-die?

b) WhAf*kind of being is coming. after Adams?

c) Dia-Adams T-eally die? What evidence do we that he is
alive?

Students Should then write anoihet scene for his Nay, in which
Adam does confrdni the detnon. Perhaps Adams- will -learn
,sornething important, perhaps, it will be a battle.. Any student a

*; response that is an honest attempt is acceptable,

"Feathertoir (pp- On 'the surface this is a 'simple !able7: Min
however; what was the author trying to sayf.about human nature? In
other words.' have stUden? trrto see the deeper levet of meaning'
in this play. ..-

n the

'4--"liltifund- (pp. 1-10) ' Man In
,Who do youSlink is' right? Should the man get a refund? What is-
the-deeper level of meaninge the play?-IS the author trying to say
omdthing about ediication in general? If-,a pupil doesn't --learn,

whose' fault is it.

This type of question' can be used for both discussion and writing
assignments.

'Her Management" (p. 90).' Ask students for their un-
derstakding of what Is occurring, in the poem (a person -she" is
keeping hOuse). Foicuidiscussion priwho,"stle" might be (mother
nature, the earth, etc.) With questions-the class should work out
the major metaphor of the earth tieing a houss4ife, Next consider
what each individual comparison involves, i.e. "a furnace" is
syn. At-this point the students should recognike ttotruleVels'of the
poem. Now ask their opinion-of-wriether this. sloppy mother nature

. is a good houSekiiper, and if she is or isn't, does it Matter? Look
at the last two stanlai. What is-man's business in_this whole mat-

,ter? is man's analysis worthwhile?, I.

Remernber,jvaried interpretations. are valid and are to be en-
couraged. Thebnly limitation placed on the students is that-the
terpr tion- be -consistent with the teAt:

rarnatic Model

matte *I t e 2

Man in the Poetld Mode 3

Read "Southbound, -on the Freeway" (p. 3):. The studerd must Nob e y Nut Yourell
recogn ze that the point of view is that of an, outer - spaceman
visitin Then they may begin to decipher what is taking place- If
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Nobudy. But Thurso If

students do not sense the.deeper level after a.sedond reading.
focus questionS on the possible information the title can give the
reader. Various interpretations canbe-encOuraged: the Meaning of
the last stanza: . are they/their:guts or their brains ?" Why
should- the visitor_ have the odestion? Do_ the cars, travel ' so
erratically that they seem to have no brains? How coo we drive. with
our guts or our trains?

.There are many recent songs in this anthology, which are excellent
paetry.AbbSsible, get the. recording-for your first introduction of
the poem. All of the poems have deeper levels that the students of
tern neglect to\ .Idok for because those are 'only songs'.

P. 34 "$lowm in° the wind." (What isAhe message?)
p.- 74 "Elusive butterfly.- (How cap love be compared t but-,
terfly? What hapbens in ,each stanzas?)
p. 07 --It thkes time.- (Can you be tree -and chained?)

p..101 'El condor pass?" (HOw are the symbols connected? i.e.
What do sparrow and hamther have in common that makes them
desirable?)

Second century Arithu logy p._132 "Hi!" This poem's deeper level depends upon irony, and
of Verse, Book 2 is an excellent introduction of irony. On the surface the hunting is

. fun and light, hearted, but the real rneanir2g is quite apparent.
Students can discuss the intent of the poet.

Second Century Anthology p1. 153 The road not taken:" On the surface. the decision is
of Verse,-Book.2 between which of two roads to tral}el-ort. The last linefs the key lo

opening understanding-of the dedper level-Usually the choice 61.0
road makes no difference whatsoever, and in fact one often comes
back to the same spot to choose roads in rt)eir own town. Why then
does the poet state the last line like he does? What may the r6'ad
symbolize? Once a symbol is.recognized. how does that change
the rest of the "meaning- of the poem? ,-/ .

Mart in the Poetic Mode 3 p. 68 "It's raining love.:' The poem is straightforward. The queslion
for title students is -Does-the poet reflect a true fact? Do you feel
that way about _love ?"

Man' in the Poetic -Mode 3

Wdbody But YourseI

Nobody But Yours

"A Riddle.- The title states the object of the The student is
to discover wh'o or what "1" is. Any -interpretation 'should be ac-
cepted as long as it i consistent with the poem',

R. 104 "Happiness." Ask the students i they agree with the poet.
Why do they agree?

p. 216 want tolout it down." Once the poem has been understoo
use the title to work out whether the poet is actually "proud" or is
he really ashamed of what he has done?



p. iCha in place of a curse.- The poem looks at the Christian
doctrine of rrif,-,eknesp.
1. Bead tvfatt 13Ie'ssed are the meek for They shall inherit the

earth Discuss what -meek means and have students look it up
in the dictionary. Why should the meek inherit the earth? What
virtue giveS them that reward?

2.. Bead the poem and discuss thoroughly the out tors point of
view...lit/hat definition of meek is he using'? Co you agree with
Nth?.

3.. Next discuss the character` of Ch risk, H e is SU goosed to be the
example to follow. Two events need to be considered
a) the ctearing of the temple of moneylenderso(here C heist is

angry and violent: why? Essential ly the rrioneylenciers are
totally ignoring the religious function of tile temple-) and.

b) the crucifixion here Christ is submissive.

Discuss t hbroughly the i dea of meek ness. in both of ils meanings.
ls t he author correct in his placement of people eaven ? Does
tie in fact agree with tine Ch rist lap doctrine"?

Some Haystacks Don't
Even Have Any Needle

The students slhould foe able to explain why. for them, one work of literature
is more effective than soother., and to compare the` writing styles of various
authors.

T he; development of these outcomes depends upon the student
0-eirig able first to make a choice. and secondl y to justify that
atioice, The essential strategy is then to provide students with
various literary materials. ei ther ci eal ing wi th t he carne subj ect or
therne, and, ask for opinions. The outcome should be approached
most often in an incidental fashion as part of arother ..snit of work_

Cornpare seN.Aral poems. a short Story, an essay. and a Nece of
drama on the same therne. For example: (this exercise does em-
Dhasize,a choice that is Sornewhat based upon the formstudent
r5refers_ rather t trans total ly based on content.)

Take the work Q1 two poets vino differ in theme sublec is and style.'
and in one si tjin g con sides all the poems (a rnaxirrurn Cif 8, seems
reasonable, Discuss each poem separately to clarify ideas and
then go into cornparing the two authors. For example: compare

Rohc--7,ri FrAnc-:Is :'1` he weaver- (p 1 11)
"P 11cri (p.77)
Paper rneri to air hopes and ferns (o 92)

w th
1^ 'I wandered lonely "as a aloud" (p. 1g)

tarn _writ ten in early spring :4:203).

Sortie Haystacks Don't
Even. Have Any Needle

Second Century Anthologies
of Verse, Book 2

43
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Some Haystacks Dbn't
given Have Any Needle

Compare c.c. cumrnings
-lake hates all the g ls- (p. 65)
:rain or hail (p 136)
since feeling is first (p:65)

witri
Second Century Antho'logies Robert Frost
of Norse, 2

The Road not taken' (p. 153)
The patron 155)
Out or ;t (p 187)

An analytical treatment should be encouraged. though nOt
legislated Students will "geed some guidelines for directing their
critical sk4ls beyond the gut reaction 'of like it_ I don't like it-.
One possible means is to develop reasons within a frarrieworg
sirmiar to this it style. 21 usual subject. 3) feeling or ernOtior15
evoked 4-) intellectual challenge.

Students sno Id always be encouraged to give reasons r their
preferences

The students hould be able to compare and contrast treatments of a par-
ticular theme within the same form or in difierent genies.

Poetry texts

Nobody But `urse!

Some Haystacks Don't
Even Have AnY Needle

Some part of ,Theitcourse curriculum should consist of a therriatic
study drawirig together various genres (hovel. poetry. drama, short
story. essay. etc.) focusecLon a single theme. Some of the sociel
values treated in Goal 10 provide opportunity for more extensive
treatment in a greater range of literary style. The theme: of
'prejudice. hero vvorship. family relationships.. individuality. war, . r

race relationships social stereotypes. survival, old age. edoiescent
love. attitudes lo nature. social clagses. education_ rnental-i4Ine5 s,
physical, ttancfir aps. arfd law and order. are all treated to some
degree in the various prescribed texts.:

These anthologies era thganiied according to-theme. Comer-ism,
of the poems within one -section can be extended to the ccirl
sideratIcn -of the same themes in the short stories and novels.

One possitlity for a thematic study is a unit on "In-
dividuaiity Life in a Technological Society-, Consideration Of
the 16;11owing works will help the studentS to see how the same
theme is treated in various literary forms by different authors_ e.g.

-"The "perforated Spirit-- (i). 17)
(p. 19). ' "Little Boxes.: (p 63).

. -Paper men to air hopeS and fears"
"The-Tuft of flowers" (b. 145)

"Univac to univao' (p 89)

he students should b
and phrases

The unknown citizen" (p.'95),

ble to comment-on the significance of particular
literary work.
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At any point in a teaching day. when you are dealing with
iterature. this9oal should be utilized and developed. It is essen-

tially an incidental teaching strategy. whereby one explores in
depth words and phrases, as the need arises_ in context, rather
than isolated study_

p. '"Those winter Sundays" $\orrae Haystacks Don't
Even Have Any Needle

The essence of the poem is focused in the last line: "of love's
austere and lonely offices?" (set in bold face for emphasis). The
two words are the key to the poem in terms of emotional tone and
message. 'Discuss each of the dictionary meanings_ and all of the
connotations possible. Then work on the dea: "Is this what love is
roily like?" VVhen you love do you do these sorts of things freely
or are you bitter? Does love have to be austere? Is this a more
realistic look at what I6ve is than the romantic viewpoint?

p.58 -Insouciance." There are two people in the poem the
author who is somewhat melodramatic and excitable. and Mrs.
Brady who is imperturbable. The way the author's flights of fancy
are turned into the commonplace by Mrs. Brady is the essence of
the poem. One can imagine the author telling Mrs Brady each
idea, and Mrs. Brady's down-td-earth reply. The close study is
focused on the title. Rave students look up its meaning and then
d :sows- how the author has given such a more pieeningful
definition.

p_ 77 -Pitcher." The kern is a delightful study of a sport.
Students must carefully understand and master these words: -ec-
centricity". -avoid-, -obvious", "comprehended-, "errant",
"arrant-. arid -aberration".

The final stanza should be read several times to get the feeling of
the specific kind.of communication that goes on in a ball game,
The metaphor of speech as a baseball throw will be fairly obviously'
once all the words have been studied.

t,

Some Haystacks Don't
Even Heve Any Needle

Some haystacks Don't
Even Have Any Needle



GOAL 13

DEVELOP STUDENTS1 KNOWLEDGE. AND
UNDERSTANDING OF C4NADIAN LITERATURE

Continued exposure to Canadianfieratur4 should be encouraged to
help create an understandin <ff and an awareness for, a national
literary heritage. Through anadian literature study students can
also reinforce skills and k owledge about all literature. There may
also be opportunities to link anadian literature to places. buildings
and people in the .local herit e.

The students should have read various works of Canadian literature.

The following is a list of Canadian works included in the resource
materials for English 9. Students could read some of these selections
independently or,as a part of regular class work.

ACTIVITIES FOR CLASS, SMALL GROUPS AND TEXTS
INDIVIDUALS

-"Welcome Stranger' (pp. 78-79) is a Canadian puppet play.

"To Find 'Peace' Doing Chores in An island Cornrnune--(pp, 14
is.a Canadian magazine article with a reader.response.

"All the Years of her life- (pp. 157-19) is a Canadian story.

"Roth Sides- No.w" (pp. 162-163) is a Canadian 'song.

The lessons in this text which deal with Canada include:

1. Lesson 4.- from Who Has Seen the Wind- (pp. 35-4 ).

2. Lesson 10. from -Canalan, Eh?" (pp. 107-116).

3. Lesson 12. from "The Wake of the Great Sealers (pp. 1

4. Lesson 14. -Two Fishermen- (pp. 149-159).

5. Lesson 26. "The Moose and the SparroW" (pp. 267-276).

Lesson 32. "The VVild Ones" (pp. 335-34-

-152)

29140).

Action English .3

Voices 2

. Although the author is British. the novel is set in British Columbia. Campbell's Kingdoin

The Canadian short stories in this text include:

1. "Number Fifty-Six- (pp. 73-82)

2. "Vignettes of Travel- (pp.95 -107)

The Whale People

Imagine!



Journeys

The Second. century
Anthologise of Verse 2 The Canadian poems in this text include:

"Luke Salt win's Vow (pp. 121-134).

4. -One's a Heifer" (pp. 137-154).

The Canadian selections in this text include'

"Race Against the Wolves': (pp.

2 -Pierre Radisson- (pp. 41-62)_

3. "How We Kept Mother's Day- (Pp 88-92).

4. The Axe (pp. 99-102).

5: -Apology for Scrooge" (pp. 103 106)

6. -Formula one -(pp. 107 -110). '

'7. "How the Klondike ,Rush Began' (pp. 1 -127)_

8. -Dead Man's Rock- (pp. 157 -172).

Some Heystaoke Don't
Even Have Any Needle

1. "A Vagabond's Song" (p. 20).

2. "Solo Bee" fp, 24).

3. "The Shark" (o.

4. "The Bull Moose (p. 129

5_ "On The Way To The Mission" (p 142)

6. "H.B.C. Post" (p. 144),

7. "The Cremation of Sam McGee" (p. 146).

"Flight', (p. 154).

9_ "Friends" (p. 198).

10. -The Railway Station- (p. 204).

11. -Flight of the .Roller Coaster (p. 208).=

12, "The Victory "' (p. 219).

13, "Summer Camp- (p.220).

"In Flanders Fields- (p. 225).

15. "Hi. Sooky, Ho Sooky- (p. 223).

(p. 175) is a Canadian poe

Nobody But Yourself The Canadian poems and songs in this text include:

1 "Four Strong Winds- (p. 2).

2. "Tourist Time- (p. 19).

3. 'Golf" (p: 25)-

4: .:The Cattle Thief- (p. 45).



5. "Mountair's of Iron end 5teel", (p. 52s 4

6. -Midsummer, Queen and Sherbou ne (p 621_

7. -Purest of Gifts" (fo-

R. "Lake of Bays" (p. 8

9. "Old Man on .a BiGyc

10_ "The Attack- (p. 87).

(p. 126).

12. ''See (p. 144).

3. -"At Th'e Cedars" (p. 4

14_ "I. Icarus" (p. 184).

15, "The Bus" (p. igo).

16. -Dreams of Animals.' 206).

17. The Dog Returned Pram the Woods'

18. "Cicada" (P. 210),

(p. 211).

20. "The Prize Cat" (p. 2

Non-Fiction works of Corodian ern.
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Never Cry Wolf

Crusoe of Lonesome Lake

The Bears and I

The Students should have eorne knowlemlue 'ad the effect history on
Canadian literature.

Read the novel and ask students to do some research on the
discovery and establishment of oil wells in the Canadian Flockies.
Ask them to relate their information to the information provided in
the novel. How -accurate a picture is given by the author?

. Ask students to read the story and then research-the hi tory of the
coastal Indians. For further insight, this novel also he% at the back
of the book a list of films on the Canadian Indian-

Assign students parts in the play "Pierre Radissom (pP.
pre-read and present to the class. Assign research work on the
background of Radisson and/or on the early fur trappers and
traders of Canada. Students, after researching other trappers and
traders, could script their own scene dealing with this part of
history.

Introduce, or review with students the history of the klondika G

Campbell's Kingdom

The Whale People

Journeys
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The Second Century
Anthologies of Verse 2

Nobody But Voearself

Voices 2

Rush and ask students to read "How the Klondike Rush Began"
(p 113-127).

Ask students to read -Dead Man's Rock" (p. 157-172) and consider
how the various bodies of water (sea. river, lake) have affected our
history

a Read aloud-Li-1.8,C, Post* (p. 144) and ask students to research
the history and effect of the white man in Eskimo land. How ac-
curate an image might this poem be?

Ask studentto read "In Flanders Fields" (p. 225) and invite a war
veteran to explain the significance of the poem in Canadian
history

Ask the students-to read The Cattle Thief" (p. 45) and research
Pauline Johnson's life What is she saying about the white man in
the put-?m and is this feeling reflected in the things she witnessed

- during her lifetime?

The sfu nts should have some knowledge of the effect
Canadian literature.

geography on

ro Ask students to read Lesson 12 "The Wake of the Great Sealers"
le 129-139) and locate the coastal area where the hunt probably
tc place Have them research the weather patterns of the area
ut derstand the dangers of the cold and ice.

O Ask !he students, to cor.side n light of the sealers tragedy. what
recommendNtions they would make concerning human safety in
future expeditions

Cambell's Kingdom re Ask students to read the novel and then discuss the geography of
this region which hampered and aided the plot development

Jour

e! g Ask the students to r '.-Vignettes of Travel- (Pe..95-107) and. on
a large scale map. trace the Mowat family's tourney west. Discuss
why the author describes with humour the 'grim passage'
through the prairieS.

ri Ask the students to read ':How the Klondike Rust gen'. (pp. 113 -
127) and trace. with reference to history books, the routes into the
Klondike area To add insight into the hardships suffered by the
prospectors. Skookurn Wawa has a picture taken of men packing
up fhe Chilkoot Pass (p. 167).



Many poems indicate how Canadian poets view the Canadian
landscape. and how the landscape affects man. These include:

A'
"A Vagabond's Sc ng (p. 20).

"On the Way to the Mission" (p. 142).

3. -Flight- (p. 154):

4. "The Railway Station" (p. 204).
. _

5- "Summer Camp- (p. 225).

1. "Midsummer, Queen and She urne p_ 62).

2_ "Lake of Bays- (p. 85).

"At the Cedars-. (p. 154).

Assign parts of the poem "David" (p_ 175) and as the poem is
being read aloud, ask students to note the various landforms
referred to, and how they challenge the boys.

Ask students to read "Mountains of Iron and Steel" (p. 52-54) and
. discuss the al-traction of man-made geographic forms to the

Mohawk Indian_ The N_F.B. film High Steel offers graphic
illustration of this poem_

Ask students to read "At the Cedars(p. 154-155) and do some
research on methods of, logging iri=the interior regions of Canada.

Before the students read the novel,,have them locate LoneSome
Lake on a B.C. map and also examine the detailed section at the
beginning of the novel.

-Give students:a blank map of B.C. and ask them to trace Edward's
. route to Lonesome Lake, pinpointing Bentick Arm, Bella Coola,
Bella Goole River, Defiance Mt., Stupendous Mt., Tzeetsaytsul
Peak, Firvale, Stuie, Atnarko, AtharkaRiver, Mount Martin, Turner
Lake, Old Baldy, WalkeTS Dome and Lonesome Lake.

Prior to reading, ask the students 'to locate Babine Lake, Takla
-Lake, Topley Landing. Discuss with them why it was possible for
this adventure to occur.

153.

The Second Century
Anthologies of Verse 2

Nobociy id Yourself
J

Some Haystacks Don't
Even Have Any Needle

Nobody But Your

Crusoe of Lonesome Lake

sA

The Bears and I

The students should have some nowledge of the effect of hn diversity
on Canadian iiterature.

Although Lesson '10 "Canajan, Eh?- (pp.- 107-116) does not deal
specifically with ethnicity, it is an interesting and hurnourous in-
troduction to some of our Canadian pronunciations. A study of the
pronunciations here could lead to an awareness of dialect which is
present in some pf the stories.

Voices 2
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The: W halo People

Imagine!

Journeys

The Second .Century
Anthologies of Verse 2

Nobody But Yourself

Never Cry Wolf

The Bears and I

Discuss with students the' presence of the S.C. Indian in our
culture. Ask them to read the novel as one example of the life style
of a fictional tribe. Then assign research on any of the B_C_ tribes
and focus on differences and similaritiei in life style between the
Indian and the white man.

Ask students to read "Number Fifty-Six" (p. 73-82) and discuss the
revelations of Ah-Yen about the customs of Fifty-Six and. inad-

_ vertently, about himself. Discusswith the students ways in which
our habits and mannerisms reveal .our ethnic backgrounds.

Read "Pierre Fladisson" (p. 41-62) and have the students identify
the backgrounds of the characters.

Some poems which reflect an awareness of ethnic diver i

1. Post" (p. 144).

2. -Summer Camp-,(p. 220).

"The Cattle Thief- (p. 45).

2. "Mountains of Iron and Steel" p. 52).

"The Bus- (p. 190).

y are:

Ask students to read the novel and note the differences in ac-
ceptance of Mowat's proposals by the Eskimo and the government
officials. Discuss possible reasons for the different reactions.

Ask students to read the novel and examine the various roles filled
by the Indian' and white. man (trapper, merchant, policeman)

The student should have some knowledge of recurring themes in Canadian
literature; including nature and the hostile environment.

Action English 2

Voices 2

Ask students to read To Find 'Peace' Doing Chores In An Island
Commune" (p. 147-152). How have the Sideras family managed to
cope with, or adjust to, the hostile environment? What dangers
were always present? What benefits did. nature provide?

In groups, have students discUss and Weigh `the advantag es an
disadvantages of adopting this lifestyle!

Ask the students to read "The Wake of the Great Sealers- (p. 129-
140). This is .a tragic account of theironic fate of a sealing ex-
pedition. The follow-up questions-at the end of the excerpt lead to
discussion's about possible alternative actions- and also about the
reactions of individuals to threats from the environment.



Ask students to read,the novel and discuss the dangers present to
Atlin and fl petiole. Consider whether these dangers are present
today.

i

Ask students ..to read "Race Against the Wolves" (. 3-7) and
discOss what aspects.of the environment made it difficult for the
men to protect the horses. This account offers contrast in attitude
to Mowat's. Never Cry Wolf. Debafe about the fears and misin-
formation concerning the wolf, or any wild animal, reveals a variety
of opinion.

Ask the students to read "Dead Man's Rock" (p. 157472) and
disbuss, in relation to the hostile environment, the lines uttered by
Featherstone:

One little thing goes wrong' arfd
you've lost out. There are no
second chances. The wind and water
sees to that (p.172)

,The Whale People

Journeys

Never Cry Wolf

Journeys

' Some poems which reflect the theme of nature and the hostile The, Second Centuty
environment =are:

11 "The Shark-- g).
2. -The Bull Moose" (p. 129).

3. !'On the Way to the Mission- p.,142)

Anthologies of Verse 2

Ask the students to read (p. 175) and note the change Some HaystIcks-Don't
in landscape imagery before and after, the accident. This should Even Have Any Needlia
lead to discussion of personal viewpoint and how it affects our
reactions.

Some poems which reflect the theme of nature and the hostile en- Nobody BUtYOurself
vironment include:

1. -Old Man on a Bicycle- (p. 87).

2. "The Attack" (p. 97).

.3. "At the. Cedars" -(p. 154)..

4. "DreamS of Animals" (p. 206).

5. "The Dog Returned from the Woods" (p. 209).

6. '1 want to put it down" ( .p. 216).

Ask the students to read the novel and -develop the bureaucratic
argument to destroy the wolves. Then develop Mowat's argument
to pre-serve the wolves and finally examine other attitudes toward
'threatening or dangerous wildlife'.

Never Cry Wolf
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Cru oe of Lonesome Lake e Ask the students to read the novel and be prepared to discuss

the difficulties and challenges which continually faced the
Edward's family. How did' they cope with these challenges? This
account could be compared with the magazine article "To Find

_ 'Peace' Doing Chores-in- an Island Commune" (p. 147152). Paul St.

I
Pierre also wrote-an article about Edwards in the Vancouver Sun
(Feb. 19, 1977).

The Bears and I

The Bears and I.

The Bears and I

* 'Ask the students to read the novel and then discuss the smany
facets of nature which Leslie discovers through his relationship
with the bears. How does 'he manage with -the obstacles which
.confront him? (fire, cold).

Leslie, in adopting the bears, violates one of the laws of nature. In
a way, Leslie admits this in his diary entry (p. 188-189) which endS:

But when man steps in .. . the very soul of nature cringes
having endowed one of her creatures with intelligence

disproportionate to responsibility.
Using the novel kir examples, ask the students in groups to agree
or disagree with this statement. Results will then be reported to the
class with justification for reasoning..

As students to discyss in groups the dangers of human in-
volvement in raising wildlife. (Consider both the physical dangers
to the animal and the emotional danvi- -to the hui-nan), Refer to
Chapter 12 in particular.

The student should have some knowledge recurring themes In Canadian
literature, including the individual in con

Action English 3

Voices 2

Voices 2

Campbell's Kingdom

e Ask the students to read "All the YearS of. Her Life (p. 157- and
discuss the different reactions of the three characters to the -rob-
bery incident.

to Ask the students fo read Lesson 14, "Two Fishermen" (p. 149-159)
and Consider how the Characters react to th6 appearance of a
hangman; Why are we shown other sides of Smith's personality?
Discuss pith the students how they might react if confronted with
such an individual.

Ask students to read Lsson 26. "The Moose and the Sparrow"
(p. 267-276) and discuss the,. possible reasons for Moose's
behaviour/Discussion of the scapegoat can lead to revealing in-
sights into peer behaviour, Also, consider whether Moon's fate
was justified. Was there any other method of handling the conflict?

4-Ask students to read the novel and identify the conflicts facing
Wetheral and explain how he resolves them,



Ask students to read tie novel and consider what knowledge the
Indians have imparted to Leslie'and whit prOblems the presence of
himself and the bears creates. How does Leslie meet these.
challenges?

157
The Sears and I

The students should have some knowledge of the treatment of humour and
satire- in Canadian Literature.

Some short. stories which deal with Canadian humour include:

Vignettes of Travel- (p. 95-107):

1. "How We Kept Mother's Day" (p. 88-92),-

2. "The (p. 99-102).

-3. "Apology for Scrooge" (p. 103-106).

Imagine!

Journeys

Some pOems which deal with Canadian humour are: The Second Century

"The CrematiOn of Sara McGee" (p. 146

2. "The Victory- (p. 219).

3. "Hi. Sooky. Ho Sooky" (p. 223).

"Tourist Time" (p. 19).

2. -Golf- (p. 25).

3. "Bye' (p. 126)

Comparison of the ahbve poems should lead to a discussion about
various ways Of presenting humour in poetry.

Define satire and ask the students to ctosely examine chapters 1-4
in which Movat satirizes government bureaucracy_ . Ask them to
identify 'points or behaviours which ne is obviously making fun of.

Burke. Loui
Dan McGre
69-70.

A©DITI IAL RESOURCES

Anthologies of Verse 2

Nobody But Yourself

Never Cry Wolf

"The Cremation o.f Sam McGee and The Shooting of
(Teaching Ideas). Emirs-Pr Jou l a 1 66 (March. 1977).

Geddes. -Gary. e um Wrr;r'iz Toronto:Oxford University PresS. .

1975.

Stu/

N.F.B. Nahanni 1

min. colour.

in. colour.



GOAL 14

ENCOURAGE. STUDENTS TO EXPRESS 'THEMSELVES
IN A VARIETY OF GENRES ,

The Curriculum Guide stresses that students cannot be forced into
creative expression. To achieve this Goal it is necessary to provide
the students with opportunity and encouragement to experiment with
various forms of written,' dramatic, audio-viSuat and Pictorial ex-
pression, possibly in response to reading literary works. Students
who are successful in producing. works of originality and imagination
will need help in polishing their work far public presentation.

The students should have had opportunities to
such elements as characterization, setting and tit
narrative style.

se fiction using
slap a plot and

Story-writing through characterization can begin with simple
character sketches as warm-up exercises- how a person is
portrayed in literature by:
1. Flow the perion appears

2. what other people say about that person

3. what that person says

4. what' that person does.

Students who are successful In creating an original character can,
develbp their idea into a short story by puling the character into a
setting, imagining some conflict which will have to be resolved,
and deciding the narrative point of view.

_

Read "The Eyes of Mr.Lovides" (pp. 2.8-31) in. which Mr. tovides is,
perceived in two different ways. Then read "Ask Daddy. He Won't
Know" (p. 13). Let the students create a verbal impression of the
Daddy, first in harmony with his explicit opinion of himself as an
ignoramus, and .then as a person who is being playfully ironic.

Forestudy (pg. 95-96) explains the use of quotation marks for
dialogue. -Canajan, Eh?- (pp. 109-112) provides an amusing
example for transcribing, dialect. Let students use this
type of phonetic rendering to create a telephone conversation bet-
ween two people. If the dialogue is concerned with the actions cif a
third person, a Story may be created in the situation when the third
person meets one of the Qrst two speakers.

Discuss the adjgctives displayed over the pictures (pp. 72 and '3).
Have .the- students develop a character who contains an extra
amount of any ONE or TWO of theie qualities. Have them give the
character a 'name, birthplace, and four typical sayings. This
character may be used in a full-length short story later.

Voices 2

Voices 2

Le ua e Is!

161



In The Heat of the Night

Ice Station Zebra

On phe 135 we 'earn about Watkins. one, of Wells' councilmen.
Write a story "starring" this character. playing up the -scene in
which he hires the two thugs to beat up Virgil. and ending with 'Ns
reaction to having to pay the medical expenses for :The guy who
got hurt _

Divide y our class into.groups. Ask 'your students to write a story
about a person who does NOT live up to -his name: just as -Jolly-
isn'riolly. their character could be called "Goodenough'! but be a,
perfectionist, or "Fair" and play favourites. or "Mercy" and be-::

..'cruel. Their assignment is to walk him through two incidents. Then
a spokespersOn &on-Leach group will read their efforts aloud. and
the test will be to see whether the class can appreciate the ironic
difference between his name and his actions.

The Dynamics of Read pages 353 -355 and let ttie= students choose one of the fir5t
two "Applications ".Language 2

Language Is!.

The Heat of the Night

The Second Century
Anthologies of Verse 2

-
Read 78 and let the students try one 'of he activities.

Divide your class into groups to write a murder mystery het in youc
city or town. Have th'hal model their plot on John Bell's: a man.
tending only to rob, swings too hard and kills his victim, he is
arrested after two 'or three other men have been arrested. then
pmen innocent_

le _Read Scott's -Lochinvar". pp. 173,174. Then ask your class to
retell the story in prose in a modern setting. Remind your students
to pay close attention to details such as:' how their hero got to the
wedding: why his tove was marrying someone else: the con-
versation the wedding between hero and "Ellen's" father: the
dance: tihe ape. Allow them to change names if they wish to.

Read Noyes' The HighwNyman- and ask your students to retell
the story in a modern setting. pretending that their vantage point is
that of a next-door -neighbour_ Ask them to use detailS in
describing the highwayman's outfit would he be a glittery jet-

' setter? What would he be driving? Who would the arresting of-
ficers be'? -Would Tim be anything more tharLA parking lot at

4tendant?

Read Auden's "The Quarry" and askjtobr students to rewrite it into
a more modern-setting. Ask them first to decide who the speaker
is, and to establish some "criNe" their 'hero is "guilty" of.

Read "The Wraggle Taggle Gypsies" and -discuss with your
students its modern equivalent: a rich girl ooboy running off with
the P.L.O. or a peaceful group from the so-called "counter culture"
OR a child of hippy parents electing to- succeed in society_ . Then,
tell them that 'their assignment is to _retell the 'story n prose,
Remind your students to describe the clothes that their main
characters will leave behind_



i. Reati outhey's. A her Blenheim in 'wFnicfl a little boy brings a
sKUll fTe fourid-- to- hiagrandfather,;and the grandfather relates
stories -about the "great victory'-'!--t_chis grandson and grand-
daughter, to th-Tir-rnystification.: AsK4our studen1s to reset this
story, f!perhaps suggesting to tf-gern that the grandchildren-find an
old seal skin or Gheelah coat upi in -their grandparents' attic and

e unable to -understand why the acoLlisition of the coat was more
valuable than the liveS of file seals or cheetahs.

r-,
_

drraf, are several definitiOns,--tif the word Remind your. Gage- Cimactia
students that there-are tiut few themes, whereas there may-yet be
irmurneraime plots. each of vvhich freshens a iherne icir us_

163

,
Dictionary

/
e Chapter .13, 'Escape, Escape"' i6 designed to lea.d' students Action English 3._.&

through the .writing of a short- story vitt -people and their en
vironrnent" as its theme.

.
\'Divide your class into groups. A.sk -each. group to concoct a story The-Pearl

about a person who wills a lottery ticket lout is so hounded by this
1 so-called friends who want part or all ;Of triis winnings that he rips

the ticket up. thul getting revenge 01 sorts.

a Ask your students 0 tell a story fr m--_th point of view of a high Shane
school toy who is a raw rookie with a local hockey club_ He
idolizes a good-looking older player with a notoriously violent past
who hay returned frorn tine majiVleagCles to manage a minor
league tearn, rn an important' garrik.the Shane-type character fills
in for-thy 'njurect centre forward but succumbs to his old, habits
and plays VERY violently. (Ask your students to concentrate on, the
boys, feelings vvhat AFM his standards, anyway? Does he have
a g?ryriendl If so, what does SI-SE think of the suver-macho
veteran?)

AsK your students to -Write a story 'perton takes
over when Morn and Daft isuval,-irtlidoic after a group of neigh-
bourhood children, as orPrnised. Make him or her cope with real=
emergencies..

The What Pao_ ple

ead "The Pled-Headed League" and ask your students to devise a Man in the Fictional Merle 2.
ory_in which a detective i s called in to figure'ut vuhal is, in- ac-

tuality; a diversionary tactic planned by master criminals to keep
detective away from, the scene -of, a crime.

Read "The Rath then ask your students to write 'whito.
elephant- story a storm which someone deliberately 'gi ves
someone else a gift that is VE1,0 costly lo keep..

The 01 anis
;totems.

Auld op unit Write various types of
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Voices 2

Onesof Canada s leading poets. Margaret Avison, adVises that-no
student be asked to write a poem for marks. Therefore it is here
suggested that:
1. When you tirst, meet your class, left them that the poets in the

room rnaisubrent poems at any time for comments and for the
Poetry 'Corner (or the bulletin board) or for the Class Literary
Magazine. (Students will be pleased to copy . their work onto a
Ditto Master).

2_ When you assign, a poetry composition you make it clear That
marks will be given for particular features. e.g.Inurnber of lines,
reliability of rhythm. sense. spelling. Punctuation. or specific
features of the poem being parodied.

Pages 259-265. ;Poetic Experiences ". review rhythm and rhyme.

the Language oti Man 2 Read John Moffitt, 'To Look At Anything- on page36. have your
students study the alphabetized photographs, then ask each to
write a word cinquaine which uses. as its first word, the object
which forms. the initial letter of his nr her first name (or nickname).
-Give full marks if the fifth line is-composed of a synonym for the
first word of the cinquaine. if_the second 'line is composed of two
adjectives, if the third line is composed of-three verbs, and if the

-fourth line. the free comment line. is four words long.

trlguage

-Read page 28, reviewing onomatopoeia, then have your students.
try their hands (and ears) at writing a poem of the type found at the
bottom of that pace_ . Suggest situations to them if they'ask, e.g.
Sounds that Follow the 3:15 Belt; lip the Flodrs From Oneto
-The Pitch And the flit And but don't give too many or you'll
steal their thunder. Ask them to write seven lines, as their model
has seven lines- Mark it out of seven, taking one half-mark off per
spelling error, but putting a check mark beside fabricated words
(as these novelties indicate that their creator has TRIED).

Plead the section on Limericks. pages 06-87, and try the garne.lOr
simply have them write a Limerick (on St. Patrick's Day perhaps)
and have them submit it to you for marking:
a. double-spaced and
b. scanned for the peopei.rhythrn in the intervening lines (in order

.not to obliterate the words). Mark them equally for rhyme and
rhythm, disallowing -'so- called "half-rhymes" or "part- rhymes ".

Ask your students to, write a song such as might have been sung
by the people of the Hotseth Shaman's Dance about the time when
Atlin and N it-gass endured the spearing, or about Atlin's rterlip
of VVarsika, or about Nit-gaps' death.

Ice_ Ask your studentS to vvrite, verses G out
"The Lies Told
In The Cold
Of ice Station Zebra ".

This title could be part of a chorus.



e Read the poems on pp. 61. 65. 72. 86, 92. 106. 1Q9. 110. aid ask,
your classes to make up concrete Poems at their own. Sports
works as a topic with Concrete Poems.

ead Gorn ringer's -S-now on page 94. Ask your students to
define- something irnportarlt to them in Gomringer's manner.
e.g. Confidence is OR Truth is . OR Bfothers are

C.Read Burns' My Love's Like a -Red, Red Rose- and ask the
students to write a parody of it. minimum -length to be two verse;,,=7
because the average reader will take a verse to realize that what
he's reading IS a-parody, Tell them that marks will be ewarded for
the -abcb'' rhyme scheme. but that' they are tree to compare their
-love- to any flower, plant. tree. mammal or fish.

Read "As I Walked Out in the Streets of Laredo" and ask your
students to write a parody of it. based on the corridors of.y.our high
school. Allow them to work in groups on what must be a five-
stanza parody: in the first they spy a student trampled in th'e
cafeteria rush: in the second they're called over; in the third the

'tale is told: in the fourth the orders tor the funeral are given; in the
fifth the\ ideal grave is described. Remember to have them play it
for laughs.

React the Sports Section, pages 14.79. Ask your students to make
up a new Schbol Cheer. at least two verses long: with a chorus,

See the haiku on pp. 2. 9. 10. i39, 140. i58, 159. When you
ha' e your students write some. mark for seventeen syllables exac-
tly ---- have your students number now many there are in each line
in their final copies. -Also. ask them to write out one sentence in
pr se in which they state. WHAT they have compared to WHAT.
1--I u can be ABOUT -anything at all.

Man in the P..

Second
Antholbg

is Node

y
Ve

Some Haystack Don't
Even Have Any Needle

Secopd Century
Anthologies of Verse 2

The students should have had opportunities to write in the dramatic form, g

including monologue, dialogue, arid skit.

s'Ask your students to pretend to be Kirlergartners again for a
rninutle. Then read pages 68-69 aloud to them. with inflection and
emphasis After discussing the monologue -(e.g. Is.the line -'trn a
nut- significant?). ask your studentS to write Monologues that will
reveal much more about the speaker than he or she intends to
reveal. (1-lint5: somebody trying to get out of a promise she made.
or a jough piece of work: one end of a telephone conversation.)

Outwardly, Virgil Tibbs was cool, cairn and collected. But what was
he thinking? Imagine that you were he clever; ambitious. and
having to deal with ignorant. prejudiced. unmannerly. even violent
Pecple. (You might read James Baldivin's essay from Man in the
Exposalory-Wode to your students at this- point in 'your in.
troduction.) Ask them to imagine a scene from the novel and to
write out- what Tibbs might have been thinking.

Aotiori English 3

In The l e 4 cuff t Igthl

165
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Ice Station Zebra Ask yo 'Students to imagine thernselves s the villain, J Ily, and

to writ out what he might have been thy king. during a articular
Scene n the novel. e.g. before being idued. in the eng ne room
during the, fire. or setting Bolton's

to be the oiher villain. K r fiaird.
rrn. Or they nigh wish to

I

Simila y. have your students pr end to be one of the three who
trekke from - Dolphin to Ice Sta ion Zebra with Carpenter (i.e. Han-t
sen. Z brinski. or Rawlings). and then write out what his interior
mono] gue might have been./

I

i

Crusoe of Lonesome Lake, A yod-rtudents to rite down the thoughts that /may' have
ssed throi(gh Ralph 'Edwards' mind as he left Lanes° e Lake in
17 to enlist to fi ht in World ,War- One

mpbeirs Kingdom a Write down a monolgue that Jean might have thought through Mai
led her to Carripbellfs Kingdom that morning,

(Page 72 ,''He was an old man when he'died. old and tired. Oh. he
kept up,a front when Johnnie and people, brought k'isitors. But
deep 4own he was tired. He'd lOst heart and he neede help-. Jean
Lucas/says these words'to Bruce Wetherall about his rancliather.)
Write a monologue of what might have been going through Mi.
Cainpbell's head during those times when he'd play ihiS pipes so
that the whole valley would ring.

Man lrr the Poetic Mode 3 Read To A Child At The Piano". Then ask your students to write a
monologue such as niight be spoken by a coach (folotball. grass=
hockey.. swimming, long-distance running, basketball ).

ce of Limon

Vo _

The Language of Man 2

Lathe urge Is!

The Whal>a People

Read and discuss pages 66 :67.

Pages 359-361
.0

ead pages 103-4 and -try the exercise entitled "The Punishment ".

el Read the- section of connotation, focusing on pages 48 and 49.
Divide yob'. class into pairs, and have each pair write a dialogue,
that,might be spoken over the telephone by frignds (little children.
teenagers, singles, middle-aged folks -- their choice) labout Bill or
Howard or Claudia (or any of the dozen) AFTER the original con-
flicting sentences had been uttered_ Ask for ten exchanges ftwenty
sentences).

Read pages 99-100.

rite out a dialogue that might have passed between Chief
Eskoviitand his daughter Watsika on any of the occasions when
the sea otter robe from Atlin arrived. (Remind, them that Watsika
was her father's favourite.)



Write din a dialogue that might have passed between Marian and
Joe\ the night Shane went to town wearing his gun.

ti Write out the dialogue that might have ensued he time Fletcherhired Wilson.

Write down what might have been said by the two Misses Garret
when Ruth' found out that Sarah had financed Wetherell.

Write down what might have transpired between Jolly and Kinnard
while the submarine sailed back' to Scotland,

Read "Lord Randall", page 105. Then ask your sttidents torewrite the dialogue uSing_ up-to-date references and "Canajun-
dialect.

Read Ignatow's ."The Friends' 9) Then ask your students
to w rite another dialogue in wh'ich the listener, a so-called friend,
is unsympathetic.

*Pages 104-106.

Pages 132-133 show Sam ordering a, steak in a cafe and con=
makeswith the manager. This scene akes a good skit since the

dinner was "served with -gestures" and your students can make
them up. r

Pages 137-139. wherein Ralph is arrested for murder, make a good
Skit for five male actors because of Ralph's menacing pushing and
Virgil-'s quick hamMerlock-

.

e The scene at Shaman's Dance that climaxes in the spearing
(which would be done only through clotheti, natqrally) would work-

Either of the two gunfight. e CERTAIN of the. dIalogue and
who draws first.)

167,
Shane

Campbell's Kingdom

Ice Station zebra

The Second Conuir
Anthologies of Verse

Some Haystacks Don't
Even Have Any Needle

Action English 3

In the Heat of tiro Night,

.ThEr Whale People

Shane

The atUctlents should have had opportunities to respond to literary works
creating Imaginatively In other genres and artistic forms, including dudi
visual presentations, dramatizations and pictorial representations.

Student groups can taperecord any short story or dramatic selec=
tion, then -lip-synch- their dialogue while acting out t:he storyline
in costume.



Shan

Carnil;bell's Kingdom

The Whale People

Sounder

Shane

Have your 5 Oci tits make a presentation of slides they've taken
fromplotures of actual Western gunfighters. A cassette tapetecor-

-. der in the biackground could play such cowboy songs as "Bury Me
Not On tile Lane Prairie while a voice-over, which consisted of
the names of each pictured gunfighter, together with biographical
details of his life end death. was read:

A cassette tape and caroussel slide production could be made of
pictures of wilsIlife. oil-seeking equipment. gushers. oil-
spills. doethed Wildlife. with a tape of bagpipe music that included
marches and pibrocris. and a student reading selections from
Grandfather Campbell's own words.

A cassette _and caroussel slide production could-be made of
pictures of genuine coastIndian artifacts with a tape of native In-
dian songs rid a student reading his or her commentary 'that
states WHAT the artifaet is, WHO in the novel would have used it.
and HOW if was used.

A cassette tape and caroussel slide production could be made of
pictures of the tlistOry of the U.S . Civil Rights movement and/or of
Martin Luther King with a tape o'f Pete Seeger/Woody
Guthrie/Joan Baez/ "We Shall Overcome-type music_ and -a
student re movementading his or her commentary on the oveent and the
situation today,

Either of the two gunfights.ights. eke eEFITAIN.Of the dialogue and.
who draw4 firat)

The Pearl The family o the village: the pearl is returned to the sea

nays Read "Old Battle-axe-. The scene in which the writer is repriman-
ded by-Mias Frey in front of Miss Hill followed by a confeience
between Miss O'Day and. Miss Hill makes a good skit.

Voices

Act n English 3

A student could snap photos or slides of another group's skit or
dramatic presentation- then make a big display of the photographs
with labels Ad quotations §_y_vch:-or a formal presentation of the
slides, and scripted commentary that would include -parts,of the
original groups dialogue.

Read "Sorry, Wrong Number". pp. 286-298. Have your studegts
write their script to flow from an overhead scrap of telephone
conversatici

Plead "Four f yes-.. pages 2-11, and have your students re -write it
as a drarne to be acted, out or taped as a. radio show.

Pages 71414.
Pages



Script. rehearse and present the first scene between Sam. Tibbs,,
and 'Gillespie in Gillespie's office. froni "Come in:' on page 15 to
-Take care of him. Sam" on Oage 18. Pages 26-32 make an ef-
fective dramatization. ending with Poitiers famous line: "They call
-me hillSTES1`iblos." Pages 70,73: Chief Gillespie faces the Cowl-

Peg s 127,131: Sam is cleared partly because Dolores
Perdy had lied. a d partly because Sam is shown to have been
saving his rnone to pay off his mortgage.

1 6
In ihe Heat of the Night

The final confrantati n scene could be presented as a rriajor per- Ice Station Zebra
formance.

Shirley Jackson's -The Night W 4A,Il Had Grippe-. done in mime Man in the Fictional Mode 2
with a cassette recorder "calling' a i t made from the short
story. with a lithe square dance music ded

Read-Schevill's poem -What Are the Most 'UnusiTial,Thin s You"
Find in Garbage Cans?" One group, might tqpe-record it, doing
character voices of the responses. Another might make or \rnaltEs
up their own survey, then record the responses, with expression.

o Read Wright's' °'Mutterings Over the.Crib of a Deaf Child": On\e
group might tape-record it with the -father's- voice leading.
another with the "mother's" voice leading. still another might,
make up a script following _the same pattern but of another`;
situation.

Read Salornon's poem "Univac to Univac a tape cassette
yourself. getting somebody to read the second "univac" and to
make "beepo-beepo" noises between each communication. Then
play-it for your students and-after discussion have them work on a

miler dialogue themselves: two electric typewriters, or cars, in a
-101. or T.V. sets in a department store. Then have them tape it with
appropriate sounds betioreen communications.

All, pictorial representations should be substantiated with
quotations him the text and page numbers. Pictorial represen-
tations are often-\. jawelcorned by students as an alternative to a wr
ten response to novel. Sometimes, tOo, a cfuick reader will finish
a book days before the others he could 6e deplOyed to create
one of these.

Some Haystacks Don't
Even Have Any Needle

A police-styldiagriai depicting the location okthe body. showing In -the Heat of the Night
details of setting. (your students stave seen enough T.V. to know
how to outline a body-) /

A layout of the town of Wells, "showing the railway-siation, the
police station, the dinerOhe "bowl", the Ohyors ind other stores,
residential districts, leis" garage. and/Sarn's route through the
town. (They might add a compass rose and an arrow indicating the
direction of Endicott's place on the, iii

A diagram of the interior of the police station and jail._



Campbel a Kingdom

The Bears and I

Crowe of Lon

A layout of the' town of Come Lucky, B.C., showing the single
Street, the Golden Calf, the King Henry bar and other wrecks.
Trevedian's office, the home of the Misses Garret, and other points
of interest. (Discuss with them which colours would best indicate,
the\"ghost town" dilapidation that they .will wish to communicate2Y,

A layout of Campbell's Kingdom:. the house, the drill and rig .the
draw works, the surrounding mountains, and the dam under' con-
struction. (Realistic-looking -Ilames- cut from Jed construction
paper can overlay the area that wai burnt.)

An interior of, the Misses Garret's home that included Jean's room
and Sarah's treasure chest.

An interior of the Golden Calf.

A stop-action diagram of the commando-type scene late at night at
the hoist, showing Wetherall's trucks going up 'to the Kingdom.

A map showinb the various locations where Leslie lived, with the
bears where he first met them, the fire area, Topley Landing, the
route to Mr. A-TasLKa-Nay's cabin, Larch's cabin. (Your students
may add Rusty and Dusty's graves, but let it be their own
idea it's touching if original but depressing if assigned!)

A layout of Topley Landing showing where the action occurred. the
Sunday Leslie arrived with -the bears where the main. actors
(Clete Melville. Hank, Leslie. Red Fern, Mr. A-Tas-Ka-Nay),
Children. young men and others stood; the jetty, the store, the pihe-

.

tree:-

A cutaway view of Red f=ern's. or Larch's or Mr. A-Tai-Ka-Nay's
cabin with surrounding countryside also labelled.

iA cutaway view of the subrine with the parts labelled.

A cutaway view of Zebra with tt clues labelled.

'A sketch 9f one of the main robrns of the DOlphin,..

A sketch of hie wardroom the. last. scene, as .Carpenter ad-
diesseS the eleven, which i dicates the relative positions of each
(pan. °

A sketch of the Arctic showing Zebra in the centre,- and around- it
the various positions that the Dolphin ried'to reach it from.

Lake ar Make a diagram of work-in-progress on Ralph's first cabin,
showing the- birches, the trolley, the guljies, the 300-yard long
clearing. (Pages 18-19). 1



Make a diagram rom which a person could learn how to survive
sleeping in the wi e ness at freezing temperatures, showing the-
sleeping Ralph (Pa a 70).

Make a diagram o he working, water wheel (page 81

Make a diagram of the schobt where the boy met his teacher, in-
cluding such details es' the steps,' the cistern, the posts, the
.stovepipe, then add rieighbouring.buildings, unpainted and pain-
ted, and the "big brick schoolhouse with big windows".

Make a detailed diagram of Sounder's family cabin.

detailed diagram. of he achbolteacher'S cabin.
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